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Abstract
Part I of this thesis concerns the relation, in p-adic Hodge theory, between the monodromy
and the Hodge numbers of a ëltered (';N )-module D. Studying the interaction of the Hodge and
Newton polygons with N , we deduce that a monodromy operator of large rank forces the Hodge
numbers of D to be large: this is the content of eorem I.14.4.
is result can then be applied to various Galois representations. For instance, starting with a Hilbert
modular form f over a totally real ëeld F , it is known that we can attach to it a global p-adic Galois
representation f WGF ! GL2(E), for E/Qp some ënite extension. Choosing a prime p of F above
p, we can then study the local p-adic Galois representation f;pWGFp ! GL2(E). Assuming that f;p
is semistable with matching Hodge–Tate weights, we can then use Fontaine–Dieudonné theory to
obtain a ëltered (';N )-module Dst(f;p). Applying eorem I.14.4, we deduce that if the weights of
f are too small, then f;p is in fact crystalline.
We also present in section I.16.1 an example of a non-split semistable non-crystalline extension of
crystalline characters which is not “trivial by cyclotomic”, even up to twists.
In part II, we explore parallel results on the automorphic side of the Langlands correspondence.
Concentrating on the case of Hilbert modular forms, the approach is to study the p-adic integrality
properties of Hecke operators. is naturally leads to the study of integral models of Hilbert modu-
lar varieties and of their associated automorphic vector bundles. A careful study of these leads to the
introduction of certain renormalisation factors for the action of Hecke operators (Proposition II.5.2).
We then prove the integrality of these renormalised Hecke operators using the q-expansion principle
(Proposition II.5.4).
Finally, we use these integrality properties to arrive at conditions, dependent on the weight of a Hilbert
modular form f , that guarantee that local components of f cannot be special; is the content of eo-
rem II.6.2. For instance, in the case that there is a unique prime p above p in F , corresponding to the
local component f;p is a unique ëltered (';N;GFp)-moduleDf;p, and the results of eorem I.14.4
andeorem II.6.2 exactly match: if the weights  of f do not average at least 2, the former theorem
shows that Df;p is potentially crystalline, while the latter shows that f;p cannot be special. Other
interesting behaviour can occur depending on the splitting behaviour of p in F , such as conditions on
all pairs of weights of f as in the ënal example of section 6.2.1.
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Introduction
e cohomological school of algebraic geometry, spearheaded by Grothendieck, proposes to study algebraic va-
rieties through their cohomology. In roughly progressively increasing order of complexity as one goes down the






ese are all local situations, with the ëelds symbolically also representing their ënite extensions (and, in the case
of C, also R). ere are also corresponding global situations: ënite extensions of R(t), Fq(t) and Q. In typical
adélic fashion, these can be studied one prime at a time in order to land up in the simpler local case, with the
understanding that there will be further global restrictions coming from reciprocity (the compatibility in behaviour
between diﬀerent places).
Here are some indications about the structure of the cohomology of algebraic varieties over these various ëelds:
• C If the variety is smooth and projective, it can be viewed as a compact Kähler manifold, and Hodge theory
furnishes its cohomology (say, singular cohomology with complex coeﬃcients) with a Hodge structure. is
is brieìy summarised in section I.1. In more general circumstances, Deligne showed that one obtains instead
a mixedHodge structure [Deligne. Hodge III,éorème 8.1.15, Proposition 8.2.2]. Given aQ-vector space
V , a mixed Hodge structure of weight i on V is the data of a Hodge ëltration F  on VC , and a weight
ëltration W on V such that the induced Hodge structures on the graded pieces grWj V are pure Hodge
structures of weight i + j , so that they look like the degree i + j cohomology of a smooth proper complex
algebraic variety. From the point of view of Hodge theory, then, the cohomology of arbitrary varieties looks
like a successive extension of pure “smooth and proper” pieces, exhibited by W. e construction of these
mixed Hodge structures is brieìy reviewed in section I.9.5.2.
• Fq is is the situation that lead Weil to put forward the general study of cohomology theories of algebraic
varieties. e idea was that, with a suitable cohomology theory for varieties over ënite ëelds in hand, one
could use a Lefschetz ëxed point formula to count the number of points of such varieties. Such adapted
cohomology theories were thus called Weil cohomology theories, or in the general case of not necessarily
smooth, not necessarily proper varieties, Bloch–Ogus cohomology theories. e axioms for a Bloch–Ogus
cohomology theory are similar to the Eilenberg–Steenrod axioms (including the dimension axiom; these are
ordinary cohomology theories), yet account for the extra structure on the cohomology of algebraic varieties.
Some examples are: singular cohomology of (the space of complex points of ) complex varieties, `-adic étale
cohomology of varieties over ëelds of characteristic diﬀerent from p, crystalline cohomology of varieties over
ëelds of characteristic p.
e cohomology of varieties over Fq can also be furnished with weights, mirroring the situation overC. On






, i.e. they have a Frobenius automorphism. For smooth proper varieties, theWeil conjectures
(and in particular the Riemann hypothesis[1]) together with Poincaré duality lead us to expect the Frobenius
endomorphism to take a restricted form: in degree i , the eigenvalues of the Frobenius endomorphism are
Weil numbers of weight i . ese are algebraic numbers  such that j()j = qi/2 for any complex embedding
WQ ! C. When all such eigenvalues of Frobenius are Weil numbers of weight i , we say the cohomology




of an arbitrary variety over Fq, we expect instead to have a weight ëltration W just as in the complex case,
such that the j -th graded piece with respect to W is pure of weight i + j .
• C((t)) Here we can consider that we are dealing with the local behaviour around t = 0 of a family of
complex varieties parametrised by t . e interesting behaviour occurs when we have a family of smooth
proper varieties with exceptional singular special ëbre (i.e. we have a smooth proper variety over C((t)) that
does not extend to a smooth model over CJtK). In this case the cohomology of the generic ëbre acquires
an action by a monodromy operator T , corresponding to the fundamental group of Spec (C((t))). Using
the theory of nearby cycles (section I.9.4), a limit mixed Hodge structure at t = 0 can be deëned, and we
can think of its weight ëltration as being the monodromy ëltration of the logarithm N = log(T ) of the
monodromy automorphism.
is endomorphism N is a morphism of mixed Hodge structures of Hodge type ( 1; 1), which implies
a bound on its index of nilpotence: if m is the longest length of a chain of non-zero Hodge numbers
hp; hp 1; : : : ; hp m+1, then Nm+1 = 0. is is all part of the complex monodromy theorem, in this
version from [Schmid. Variation, eorem 6.1]. See section I.9.5.2.
• L/Fq((t)) In this case, for Q`-coeﬃcients (with ` ¤ p), Deligne’s relative version of the Riemann hy-
pothesis [Deligne. Weil II, éorème 3.3.1] applies. Starting with a preliminary result [Deligne. Weil II,
éorème 1.8.4], Ito proves [Ito. W-M in char. p, eorem 1.1, Proposition 7.1] that the `-adic étale co-
homology V = Hiét (XL;Q`) of an arbitrary variety over L is equipped with a logarithm of monodromy
endomorphism N whose monodromy ëltration makes V mixed of weight i , i.e. grWj V is pure of weight
i + j for every j 2 Z. is is the weight-monodromy theorem for varieties over a ëeld of characteristic p.
• K/Qp Here again there are two diﬀerent possible situations depending on the coeﬃcients.
– ` ¤ p If we consider an `-adic coeﬃcient ëeld E/Q` with ` ¤ p, we can use much of the same the-
ory as the case for varieties over Fq, with the analogy in mind Qp  Fp((t)). In particular, we have
Grothendieck’s `-adic monodromy theorem (eorem I.9.1), which gives us a logarithm of mon-
odromy N on the `-adic étale cohomology Hiét (XK ;Q`) of an arbitrary variety X over K. e mon-
odromy–weight conjecture is then the statement that this is an `-adic version of a mixed Hodge struc-
ture: the j -th graded piece with respect to the monodromy ëltration of N should be pure of weight
i + j .
– ` = p In this situation, the representation theory is much more complex. Essentially, Grothendieck’s
`-adic monodromy theorem is a topological result that stems from the incompatibility of the re-
spective topologies on GK and E for ` ¤ p, restricting the possible continuous homomorphisms
WGK ! GLn(E). However, in the situation of E/Qp, there are many more Galois representations,
and it is no longer at all the case that every continuous representation WGK ! GLn(E) is described
up to ënite error by a nilpotent endomorphism like in the situation of unequal residue characteristics.
Hodge theory has to be adapted to this situation: this is Fontaine’s p-adic Hodge theory, which begins
with the introduction of a ëeld of p-adic periodsBdR (section I.3) that plays the rôle in the p-adic world
ofC as a universal coeﬃcient ëeld. Replacing Grothendieck’s `-adic monodromy theorem in this con-
text is the p-adic monodromy theorem of Berger, André, Kedlaya and Mebkhout (eorem I.13.1).
Furthermore, Fontaine proved that one can describe the relevant p-adic Galois representations fully
[1] Proved by Deligne for `-adic étale cohomology [Deligne. Weil I, éorème 1.6] [Deligne. Weil II, éorème 3.3.1], and Kedlaya for
crystalline cohomology [Kedlaya. Weil II, eorem 6.6.2]. ese two cases cover the behaviour for ` ¤ p (respectively, ` = p).
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through judicious use of the usual suspects: a Hodge ëltration F , a Frobenius endomorphism ',
and a logarithm of monodromy N . is is the content of the main theorem of p-adic Hodge theory
(eorem I.12.1).
It is of crucial importance to investigate the interrelation of F , ', N and GK in p-adic Hodge theory. e
Galois action commutes with everything else; there are thus three relations left to consider.
• ' and N e relationship is given by the simple formula N' = p'N . e extra factor of p on the right
hand side indicates that N should be considered as a morphism of the form N WV ! V ( 1), where ( 1)
denotes a Tate twist. It can be considered to be a manifestation of Griﬃths transversality. is relation also
pops up in the ` ¤ p case, and is analogous to the factor of 2 i appearing in Hodge theory over C. In the
context of p-adic Hodge theory, the formula follows from the structure of Fontaine’s period ring Bst (see
section I.9.10, and deënition I.11.1), and the expression of formula (I.9.9.1) describing the action of N on
the cohomology of the appropriate geometric objects.
• ' and F is relation is best stated in terms of Newton polygons. In that language, the interaction is de-
scribed by relative positions of Newton polygons: the Newton polygon of ' lies on or above that of F . is
is the subject of section I.8B.1, and underlies Fontaine’s notion of weak admissibility (Deënition I.8B.11)
which is essential for the main theorem of p-adic Hodge theory (eorem I.12.1).
• F  and N Here we expect a bound on the nilpotence of N in terms of F , mirroring the bound we noted
above for varieties over C((t)). In the p-adic situation, we prove an analogous statement as eorem I.14.4,
which imposes restrictions on N in terms of the Hodge ëltration in a ëltered (';N )-module.
f 8 F
A similar story can also be told in the automorphic world. According to Langlands’ philosophy, objects of
geometric origin (such as Galois representations aﬀorded by the `-adic étale cohomology of elliptic curves overQ)
should relate to objects of automorphic origin (such as modular forms for congruence subgroups of SL2(Z)). As
an instance of Langlands’ principle of functoriality, automorphic representations for various reductive algebraic
groups over Q are brought into play.
Beyond modular forms (where one uses the reductive group GL2;Q), one particular case of this conjectural cor-
respondence stands out as being particularly amenable to study: the case of Hilbert modular forms over a totally
real ëeld F . e study of such objects brings about the reductive group G ´ ResFQGL2;F , as the analogues of
modular curves in this context are Shimura varieties for G .[2] ese Hilbert modular varieties can be interpreted
as moduli spaces of (polarisable) abelian varieties of dimension d = [F : Q], which are equipped with an action
of OF . e presence of extra endomorphisms brings down the dimension of many related objects from d to 1 (or
from 2d to 2), which strengthens the analogy with the case of modular forms (compared to, say, Siegel modular
varieties, which correspond to the reductive group GSp2g;Q).
One important subtlety arises, however. e modular curves X0(N ) have a dual purpose, as outlined in sec-
tion II.1: they provide a geometric habitat for modular forms (which are seen as sections of certain modular vector
bundles !(k) and !0(k) over them), but also provide a way to realise Galois representations attached to modular
forms [Deligne. f;`, (3.10)]. Indeed, Hodge theoretic principles yield the Shimura isomorphism [Deligne. f;`,
éorème 2.10]
H0 (X0(N ); !0(k))H0 (X0(N ); !0(k))  ! H1dR;! (Y0(N )/C;L(k)) ;
for certain local systems L(k). is allows us to pick out, by using Hecke operators, a 2-dimensional `-adic
Galois representation of GQ associated with a modular form f of weight k > 2 within the parabolic `-adic étale






[2] Or for the related group G, as deëned in section II.4.2.
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for L`(k) a certain lisse `-adic sheaf of Q`-vector spaces related to L(k). e case of k = 1 can then be tackled
by methods of congruences [Deligne–Serre, éorème 4.1].
In trying to mimic this approach with Hilbert modular varieties such as Y0(n) (with n  OF an ideal of OF ), the






is is the middle dimensional `-adic étale intersection cohomology of the minimal compactiëcation of Y0(n),
with coeﬃcients in certain lisse `-adic sheaves L` of Q`-vector spaces. ese groups are a natural counterpart, in
the setting of Hilbert modular forms, to the parabolic cohomology groups H1ét;! (Y0(N );L`(k)).
Following the previous procedure, one would then obtain a 2d -dimensional `-adic Galois representation of GF
associated with a Hilbert modular form f , instead of what one would expect by the Langlands programme,
which is a representation of dimension 2, and not 2d . e problem is that, working with these Hilbert modular
varieties, we have too many complex conjugations at our disposal; and we need to cut them down to a single one.
is is done by considering Shimura varieties attached, not to G , but to inner forms H of G that are split at a
unique inënite place; these are quaternionic Shimura curves. In certain cases one is able to transfer automorphic
representations between G and H ; the method of [Deligne. f;`] applied to quaternionic Shimura curves allows
for the construction of Galois representations attached to Hilbert modular forms whose weights are at least 2
when d is odd [Carayol. f;`, éorème A]. is result was then extended to apply even when d is even, using
congruences [Taylor. f;`, eorem 2] or endoscopic transfer [Blasius–Rogawski, eorem 1]. e remaining case
of partial weight 1 was ënally tackled by methods of congruences [Jarvis. f;`, eorem 6.1] (the case of parallel
weight 1 already having been understood).
Returning to questions of semistability, the application of eorem I.14.4 to the p-adic Galois representations
attached to Hilbert modular forms f prevents the local components f;p from being special (i.e. a twist of the
Steinberg representation) if the weight of f is too low, where “too low” implies, in particular, that some of the
weights are equal to 1. is rules out the study of quaternionic Shimura varieties, and points us towards Hilbert
moduli varieties instead.
Wishing to stay within the realm of automorphic representations, the approach to proving a parallel result to
eorem I.14.4 is to study integrality properties of Hecke operators. e primordial observation is given by the
conjunction of the following two points:
• if f is Steinberg at p, the Hecke operator Up acts on the local component f;p of f by multiplication by
pk 2,
• the Hecke operator Up acts integrally on the space Mk( 0(N );C) of modular forms of weight k and level
 0(N ), with pjN .
ese two facts are clearly in contradiction for k = 1, wherefore automorphic representations attached to modular
forms of weight 1 are nowhere Steinberg. is is to be compared with eorem I.14.4, which implies that a 2-
dimensional ëltered (';N )-module with Hodge–Tate weights f(0; 0)g is necessarily crystalline.
To generalise this observation to the case of Hilbert modular forms, we would like to generalise these two facts.
is is a known straightforward task for the former, and relies simply on double cosets decompositions as detailed
in section II.3.1, together with the Bernstein–Zelevinsky classiëcation (see section II.2.3). e latter, however, is
more subtle. As noted by Hida [Hida. p-adic Hecke algebras, p.297, p.311], when working with Hilbert modular
forms of non parallel weight, the Hecke operators incur a certain twist, explained in section II.4.5. Once this twist
is accounted for, the appropriate integrality result for Up, proved in section II.5.3 by methods of q-expansions,
allows one to deduce eorem II.6.2, providing a result that matches up with eorem I.14.4. ere is however
one important subtlety: whereas eorem I.14.4, as a result in p-adic Hodge theory, is framed in the setting of
local ëelds, eorem II.6.2 brings into play the splitting behaviour of p in the totally real ëeld F . is leads to
interesting behaviour when the splitting behaviour is complicated, as illustrated in section II.6.2.1.
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Ip-adic Hodge theory
1 Hodge theory over C
1.1 e Hodge decomposition theorem
e landmark result of classical Hodge theory is undoubtedly the Hodge decomposition theorem for compact






Moreover, the individual graded pieces, also called theHodge cohomology groups, satisfy the symmetry property
Hp;q(X) = Hq;p(X).[3]
is result is of diﬀerential geometric nature: we are considering a smooth (C1) situation, and working with
the sheaves ApX of C
1 diﬀerential p-forms on X , with complex coeﬃcients (we reserve the notation 
X for
holomorphic forms). e existence of a Kähler metric on X guarantees the existence of the above decomposition
of HndR(X;C), together with the symmetry property for its graded pieces. A typical proof that doesn’t stray too far
from the statement involves the introduction of the Laplace operator ´ dd + dd, where d is the adjoint of
the exterior derivative d with respect to underlying Riemannian metric on X . Diﬀerential forms  with  = 0
are called harmonic. One then proves that every diﬀerential form can be uniquely written as a sum of a harmonic
diﬀerential form, an exact diﬀerential form (i.e. a diﬀerential form in the image of d) and a diﬀerential form in
the image of d.[4] In particular, each HndR(X;C) has a basis given by harmonic diﬀerential n-forms on X .
So far, we’ve only used the existence of a Riemannian metric on X , and not a Kähler metric. Using the structure
of X as a Hermitian complex manifold now, we can split up the Laplace operator into holomorphic and anti-
holomorphic components: d = @+ x@, d = @ + x@, @´ @@ + @@, x@´ x@x@ + x@x@. en:
 = dd + dd = (@+ x@)(@ + x@) + (@ + x@)(@+ x@) = @ +x@ + (x@@ + @x@) + (@x@ + x@@):
Now@ andx@ are conveniently of bidegree (0; 0). Unfortunately, this is not so for the cross terms: (x@@+ @x@)
is of bidegree ( 1; 1), and (@x@ + x@@) is of bidegree (1; 1). However, supposing these cross terms vanish, so
that  = @ +x@ is indeed in bidegree (0; 0), we obtain a decomposition: if  =
P
p+q=n (p;q) is a harmonic
[3] e notation   denotes complex conjugation, which is considered with respect to the underlying real subspace, in this case given by
HndR(X;R)
R C = HndR(X;C) by the universal coeﬃcient theorem.
[4] is is a diﬃcult result, whose usual proofs involve subtle analytic considerations. For instance, one can proceed by constructing two
endomorphisms on the space of C1 diﬀerential forms – the harmonic projector H, and Green’s operator G – such that for any diﬀerential
form , H is harmonic, G is orthogonal to the subspace of harmonic diﬀerential forms, and  = H+G. One method for constructing
these operators is to use the heat equation @/@t =  , as initially done in [Milgram–Rosenbloom]. Writing Tt for the heat transfer evolution
operator for time t , Tt smoothes out  to a harmonic asymptotic limit as t ! +1. is means we can deëne H = limt!1 Tt. As for
Green’s operator, we can use the formula G =
R1
0 (Tt H)dt , as thenG =
R1





dt =  H as required.
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n-form, then so are each of the (p;q). Moreover, if  has real coeﬃcients, then necessarily (p;q) = (q;p).
erefore, when the cross terms in the above expansion of the Laplacian vanish, we recover the full statement
of the Hodge decomposition theorem. To prove that the cross terms vanish for a Kähler manifold, we use the
Kähler identity. Deëning ërst LW  7!  ^ !, where ! is the Kähler form of X , and  the adjoint of L with
respect to the Hermitian metric of X , the fundamental Kähler identity reads [; @] = ix@. A quick calculation
shows that this implies that  = @ +x@, and moreover that @ = x@.
is extra identity is useful, in that it allows a more direct deënition of the Hodge cohomology groups as
Dolbeault cohomology groups: Hp;qD (X) is deëned to be the q-th cohomology group of the complex A
p;
X
with diﬀerential given by x@, where Ap;q is the sheaf of C1 diﬀerential (p; q)-forms. e formula  = 2x@
then tells us that x@-harmonic forms are the same as -harmonic forms, which identiëes Hodge and Dolbeault
cohomology groups.
e complexes AX , of C
1 diﬀerential forms, and 
X , of analytic diﬀerential forms, behave somewhat diﬀer-
ently: the former is acyclic (as we dispose of partitions of unity in that case), where the latter is not. is entails
a certain complication: to correctly compute the cohomology of the complex of analytic sheaves 
X , we need to
replace 
X by a quasi-isomorphic complex of acyclic objects before applying the global sections functor.[5] e





















































































Can we use this data to recover the Hodge decomposition theorem? Deligne’s observation [Deligne. Hodge II,
Proposition 2.1.9] is that we should focus on ëltrations instead of direct sum decompositions, with his introduction
of the notion of opposed íltrations. Instead of considering the individual Hp;q(X) and the decompositionL
p+q=nHp;q(X) of HndR(X;C), we should focus rather on the purely holomorphic object which is the Hodge






and the conjugate ëltration xF  deëned analogously. is is more tractable algebraically: there is no mixing of
holomorphic and conjugate-holomorphic parts.[6] We will see, in the next section, how an algebraic deënition of
this ëltration is possible, making use of double complexes like the one above.
e symmetry condition Hp;q(X) = Hq;p(X) then corresponds, in terms of ëltrations, to the condition that F 
and xF  on H = HndR(X;C) be n-opposed : grpF grqxFH = 0 whenever p + q ¤ n. e Hodge decomposition can
[5] is procedure is necessary to calculate the correct homotopical information. e problem is that the global sections functor does not
preserve homotopy, which is rectiëed by only ever applying it to injective objects (this is the notion of coëbrant replacement in homotopical
algebra).
[6] In other words, the ëltration F  varies holomorphically in families, whereas the Hodge decomposition does not. See section 1.2.1.
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then be obtained from the ëltrations F  and xF  by deëning Hp;q = F pH \ xF qH whenever p + q = n (and 0
otherwise).
1.2 Algebraic de Rham cohomology
In the algebraic setting, we instead consider the case of a smooth algebraic variety X over a ëeld K, and the
sheaves of algebraic Kähler diﬀerentials 
i
X/K of X . e sheaves are not acyclic, so again we will need to take a
resolution. Another diﬃculty also crops up: whereas in the C1 and holomorphic situations one disposes of a
Poincaré lemma, this is no longer the case algebraically (for instance, 1/´ does not, even locally, admit an algebraic
primitive). is means that the analytic de Rham complex is not even exact!
We need to use tools from the derived toolbox to compute cohomology using resolutions. e standard proce-
dure involves the notion of hypercohomology. To replace our original complex with a quasi-isomorphic injective
object (in the category of chain complexes), we can resolve each degree individually, vertically. e best way to
proceed was ëgured out by Cartan and Eilenberg.
Our situation: we have an abelian categoryA (here the category of sheaves ofK-vector spaces on X) with enough
injectives, and a chain complex (C ; d ) of objects of A. We are interested in computing cohomology over X , i.e.
the right derived functors of the covariant left-exact global sections functor  W F 7! F (X).[7] e fundamental
result that will allow us to compute cohomology of complexes is then [Cartan–Eilenberg, Chapter XVII, Propo-
sition 1.2]:
eorem 1.1 (Cartan–Eilenberg)—ere exists a double complex I = (I ;; @; x@) of injective objects ofA, with
a diagram
C 0 C 1 C 2 C 3   
I 0;0 I 1;0 I 2;0 I 3;0   
I 0;1 I 1;1 I 2;1 I 3;1   
I 0;2 I 1;2 I 2;2 I 3;2   






































such that the columns are individually injective resolutions of their top components, and that moreover the hor-
izontal kernel, image, and cohomology complexes are also injective resolutions of the respective kernels, images
and cohomologies of the top row.[8] 32
In such a situation, the total complex T  = TotI of I is then an injective complex which is quasi-isomorphic
to C . e correct object to consider, instead of the naive cohomology groups Hi (C j ), is the hypercohomology
Hn(C ) = Rn (C ) = H(X; T ):






[7] More generally, the following applies to any covariant left-exact additive functor  WA ! B between abelian categories. Changing
covariant to contravariant, or left-exact to right exact, means we instead have to consider projective objects. Injective objects will also work for
a contravariant right-exact functor.
[8] Such a double complex is called a Cartan–Eilenberg resolution of C .
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Now, how do we get our ëltrations? Ideally we would want to obtain two n-opposed ëltrations on HndR(X/K)
that generalise the Hodge ëltration in the complex case. Unfortunately, this isn’t always possible.
To understand this, we ërst deëne two ëltrations on the total complex S of A; =  I ;, where I is a Car-
tan–Eilenberg resolution of 




























which both converge to the hypercohomologyHn(X;

X/K), i.e. the algebraic de Rham cohomology ofX . ese
are the írst and second hypercohomology spectral sequences. In this situation (i.e. as opposed to amore general
functor than the global sections functor), we also call the ërst spectral sequence the Hodge-to-de Rham spectral
sequence, as it links the Hodge cohomology groups Hq(X;
p
X/K) with the de Rham cohomology groups.
From the construction of the spectral sequence associated with a ëltration, we know that the abutment of each
spectral sequence inherits a ëltration, from F (respectively G). In the ërst case, the ëltration is also obtained as




8<:0 if n < p;C n if n > p;




C n if n < p;
ker(d) if n = p;
0 if n > p:
e correspondence between the spectral sequence of the ëltered complex (

X/K ; 6) and the second
hypercohomology spectral sequence is given by the renumbering Ep;qr = 00E
2p+q; p
r+1 .
After all this, we have indeed acquired two ëltrations on HndR(X/K). We have, however, two problems.
• Consider the ërst hypercohomology spectral sequence. To get a decomposition of the algebraic de Rham





X/K), we can’t aﬀord for
there to be any non-zero diﬀerentials on the 0E1 page. If the spectral sequence doesn’t degenerate at 0E1,
some cocyles will be killed oﬀ.
• We also don’t know in general whether the two ëltrations obtained by the two hypercohomology spectral
sequences will be opposed.
To understand this situation, it is helpful to get a grounding on the structure of double complexes over K-vector
spaces. It is known that in the category of bounded double complexes of K-vector spaces, every object is a direct
sum of indecomposable objects, which are of the following three forms:
dots, that are non-zero in a single bidegree: [K],
[9] HereH i (F ) denotes the i-th cohomology sheaf of F on X.
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3775 ;   
e length of a zigzag is deëned to be the number of non-zero terms, one more than the number of non-zero
arrows. By deënition then, the length of a zigzag is always at least 2.
Consider now a bounded double complex A = (A;; @; x@), with the horizontal and vertical ëltrations F ,G
on its total complex T = (T ; d ) deëned as above. We have the following elementary observations:
• e ëltrations on Hn(T ) induced by F and G are n-opposite if and only if A has no odd-length zigzags
in its decomposition.
• e diﬀerential d is strictly compatible with the ëltration F (respectively G) if and only if A has no even-
length zizgags that start (and end) with vertical (respectively horizontal) arrows in its decomposition. We
recall that the strict compatibility of d with the ëltration F is the condition that d (F pT ) = (F pT )\d (A);
it is equivalent to the degeneration of the spectral sequence attached to the ëltration F at the E1 page (and
ditto for G) [Deligne. Hodge II, Proposition I.3.2].
is then tells us what we can expect in general. We will always have two ëltrations F and G on HndR(X/K), but
they will only have the expected graded pieces if the associated hypercohomology spectral sequences degenerate at
E1, which happens if and only if the double complex  (I ;), where I is a Cartan–Eilenberg resolution of 
, has
no even-length zigzags. On the other hand, the ëltrations are opposed if and only if  (I ;) has no odd-length
zigzags.
1.2.1 Relative algebraic de Rham cohomology
e upshot of viewing the Hodge ëltration through the lens of the hypercohomology spectral sequences is that
it provides a direct algebraic deënition, as opposed to the deënition through harmonic forms which has the
appearance of depending on the speciëc Kähler structure chosen. In particular, we have a way of seeing that the
Hodge ëltration varies algebraically in families.
Indeed, consider now a smoothmorphism f WX ! S over a ëeldK. Proceeding by analogy with the deënition
of algebraic de Rham cohomology in the absolute situation, we deëne the relative deRham cohomology of f
as HdR(X/S) ´ Rf
X/S . Subsequently, Rqf
















Associated to this ëltration is the relative Hodge-to-de Rham spectral sequence:












































together with the projection formula.
Now, for ëxed q, the diﬀerentials dp;q1 of the KE
p;q














1 !    :
Of particular interest is the morphism d0;q1 WHqdR(X/S)  ! 
1S/K 
OS HdR(X/S), which certainly has the ex-
pected appearance of a Koszul connection on the sheafHqdR(X/S). For d
0;q
1 to be a bona-ëde Koszul connection,
by deënition we just need to check it satisëes the Leibniz rule, i.e. that for local sections  of 
i






1 (  s) = d + ( 1)i  d 0;q1 s
is satisëed. is formula in fact follows from the product structure on the spectral sequence [Katz–Oda, §2],
inherited from the compatibility of K with wedge products. is then means that d0;q1 is a Koszul connection
on HqdR(X/S); moreover the other diﬀerentials d
i;q
1 are uniquely determined by d
0;q
1 by the Leibniz rule. In
addition, because the KEp;q1 page is a complex under the diﬀerentials d
p;q
1 , we have that d
1;q
1  d 0;q1 = 0, so that
d
0;q
1 is in fact a îat connection. It is called the Gauss–Manin connection, and is usually denoted r.
is is a somewhat roundabout deënition, but the Gauss–Manin connection is the natural connection to
impose on the relative algebraic de Rham cohomology of a smooth morphism. In particular, if we are working
over C, we can use the relative version of the de Rham theorem (which compares de Rham cohomology and
singular cohomology). In that framework, on top of working with Rf
X/S , we also have recourse to the
locally constant sheaf RqfZ, with (RqfZ)s = Hq(Xs;Z). e crucial check is to make sure that the sheaf of
r-horizontal sections of Rqf
X/S is in fact naturally isomorphic to RqfC [Deligne. r, Proposition I.2.28].
is shows that the Gauss–Manin connection is indeed the correct object to consider; it genuinely accounts for
the variation between the ëbres of the locally free sheaves Rqf
X/S .
We have the following fundamental observation about the interaction of r with the Hodge ëltration.
eorem 1.2 (Griﬃths transversality)—e Gauss–Manin connection r satisëes the formula
rF pHdR(X/S)  
1S/K 
OS F p 1HdR(X/S): 3







We can rewrite the outermost terms more explicitly:
0  ! f 
1S/K 
OX 




en d0;q1 is the associated connecting homomorphism arising from the application of Rqf, as a result of the
construction of the diﬀerentials on the ërst page of the spectral sequence attached to a ëltered complex [Katz–Oda,
§3, Reduction.].
If we apply the truncation functor >p before Rf, we get:
0  ! f 
1S/K 
OX >p 1
























is result tells us how the Hodge ëltration behaves in families: starting with a section in F pHdR(X/S)
and horizontally transporting it along some vector ëeld through the connection r, we are guaranteed to land in
F p 1HdR(X/S). In particular, the Hodge ëltration varies algebraically in families.
1.3 Hodge structures
It is useful to introduce some axiomatics capturing the situation of the Hodge decomposition theorem. Given a
ënite dimensional R-vector space V , a Hodge structure on V consists of a bigrading on the complexiëcation
VC = V 
R C of V , say VC = Lp;q V p;q , satisfying V p;q = V q;p. e weight grading of such an object is
given by V (k) = Lp+q=k V p;q , and we say the Hodge structure is of weight n if V = V (n), i.e. V p;q = 0
for p + q ¤ n. e type of a Hodge structure is the set of pairs (p; q) such that V p;q ¤ 0. e Hodge
decomposition theorem can then be recast as saying that HndR(X;R) comes naturally equipped with Hodge
structure of weight n.
ere are several reformulations possible. As alluded to previously, a Hodge structure of weight n on V is
the same as the data of a ënite ëltration F  on VC which is n-opposed to its complex conjugate ëltration
F
 [Deligne. Hodge II, Proposition 2.1.9]. Another angle is to consider the category of Hodge structures
(with the obvious notion of morphism) as a category of representations. e category of graded vector
spaces is the category of representations of Gm, with the i-th graded piece corresponding to the isotypic
component under the i-th power character of Gm; similarly the category of bigraded vector spaces is the
category of representations of Gm  Gm. In our situation, the relevant group is the real algebraic group
called the Deligne torus S = ResCRGm;C , whose complexiëcation SC is two copies of Gm;C interchanged
by complex conjugation. us a third possible description is that a Hodge structure is a representation of
S on a ënite dimensional real vector space. We can also deëne the notion of Hodge structures on, say,
R-modules for other rings R than R [Deligne. Hodge II, 2.1.12] : given a Noetherian subring R  R and a
projective R-module M , a Hodge structure on M consists of a (real) Hodge structure on MR = M 
R R
such that its weight grading is deëned over Frac(R). is is useful as we can reëne the R-Hodge structure
on HndR(X;R) to a Z-Hodge structure: the singular cohomology with integer coeﬃcients Hnsing(X;Z) yields a
lattice Hnsing(X;Z)  HndR(X;R), through the de Rham isomorphism between singular and de Rham cohomology.
One subtle but crucial consideration is that of rank one Hodge structures. IfX is a connected compact Kähler
manifold of (complex) dimension d , we can integrate top formsZ
X
W H2ddR (X;R)! C:
e important observation is that, to do so, we need to pick an orientation on X , which reduces to the choice of
i, a square root of  1, also corresponding to a generator  of Hsing1 (C;Z). e dual element in H1dR(C;C) to









e upshot is that, even though H1sing(C;Z) is not naturally isomorphic to Z, it is naturally isomorphic to
the rank one Z-sublattice of C given by (2 i) 1Z  C, independently of choices of orientation. Similarly,
integration canonically identiëes H2dsing(X;Z)  H2ddR (X;C) with (2 i) dZ  C, independently of any choices
of orientations.
is motivates the deënition of Tate’s Hodge structures: Z(i) is the Z-Hodge structure of rank 1 and type
f( i; i)g (and thus weight  2i) given by the Z-module (2 i)iZ  C. We also deëne R(i) = Z(i) 
Z R.
e integration operator above can then be seen as providing a canonical isomorphism of Z-Hodge structures
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H2dsing(X;Z)  Z( d ), which no longer depends on any choices of orientations.
e distinction between Z and Z(i) takes on a particularly important meaning once one tries to compare the
complex theory with other algebraic theories.[10]
1.4 Integration on varieties over C: the complex comparison theorem
e point of inspiration for p-adic Hodge theory is the integration pairing for a compact complex manifold X :
HndR(X;C) Hsingn (X;C)! C;
which is perfect by de Rham’s theorem.





which expresses 2 i as a period: the line integral of d´
´
around the circle S1  C.[11]
is shows that the integration pairing fundamentally requires the use of complex numbers: d´/´ has integer






d´/´ = 2 i, which is a transcen-
dental imaginary number!
In the case where X is instead a smooth projective variety over a subëeld K of C, the integration pairing would
then look like:
HndR(X/K) Hsingn (X(C);Z)! C;
which corresponds to an isomorphism between HndR(X/K) and Hnsing(X(C);Z) after they have both been tensored
up to C.
ere are a surprising number of important properties of the complex numbers that come together to make this
result work: in particular, C is both complete and algebraically closed. Perhaps less appreciated is the suitability
of the complex topology for manipulating diﬀerentials.
2 p-adic integration?
Suppose we wanted a similar integration pairing p-adically. Start with a smooth projective variety X/K, withK a
ënite extension ofQp. To talk about integration of one-forms over paths onX , we need a p-adic analytic topology,
so we should start at least with Cp, the completion of the algebraic closure ofK, which is itself algebraically closed
by Krasner’s lemma. However the p-adic topology on Cp is not ëne enough for the purposes of integrating
diﬀerentials. Indeed, the problem is that in going from K to xK, we have picked up a lot of ramiëcation, too
much in fact for the p-adic topology to cope with. If we consider the universal derivation dWO xK ! 
1O xK/OK , we
will see that ker(d) does not contain any p-adic neighbourhood of 0, pnO xK , in O xK . is means that any notion
of a p-adic integral of diﬀerential 1-forms, if it takes values in Cp, is susceptible to confound quantities whose
diﬀerence is p-adically indistinguishable from 0, but which would have been separated from 0 by some open set
of the form pnker(d) in a completion of xK with respect to the ëner topology using pnker(d) as neighbourhoods
of 0 in xK.





, with  describing a closed loop around 0 on the
rigid analytic space associated with Gm;K . To avoid a long discussion on the correct deënitions of rigid analytic










[10] One such example is `-adic étale cohomology, where the distinction becomes about remembering the Galois action: in that context,
Q`(i) is a one-dimensionalQ`-vector space which has a non-trivial Galois action, given by ¦i`, where ¦` is the `-adic cyclotomic character.[11] As above, the orientation  on S1 is implicitly determined by the choice of i.
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where log denotes any p-adic logarithm deëned on Cp , and " = ("n)n is a p-adic orientation, i.e. a compatible
choice of p-power roots of unity: "0 = 1, "1 a primitive p-th root of unity, "pn = "n 1. Hence, as flog("n) : n 2 Ng






n log("n) = 0:
We see then that in the p-adic topology, (pn log("n))n tends to 0, however this quantity does not tend to 0 if one
reënes the topology of Cp with subsets corresponding to ker(d), as discussed above. is will become apparent
once we deëne the correct completion of xK, which is usually denoted B+dR.
3 ree views of B+dR
In the end, we see that to deëne a good notion of p-adic integration, we require a suﬃciently ëne topology on the
ring of coeﬃcients to allow diﬀerential calculus.
A direct approach is possible: we start by giving ker(d)  O xK the topology generated by neighbourhoods of 0
of the form pnker(d), and completing. is yields the universal p-adic ërst-order inënitesimal OK-thickening of
OCp [Fontaine. BdR, Proposition 1.4.3]. is object, as opposed to OCp , has a topology ëne enough to perform
manipulations with algebraic diﬀerential 1-forms over K. If we want higher order inënitesimal neighbourhoods,
following [Colmez. B+dR, §3], we can inductively deëne:
• O(0)xK ´ OK ,
• 







, each a torsion O xK-module,





, a decreasing sequence of subrings of O xK .
Now, if we complete O xK with respect to the topology generated by the open neighbourhoods of 0 given by
Un;k ´ pnO(k)xK , we obtain the universal p-adic inënitesimal OK-thickening of OCp , usually denoted Ainf.
Similarly, if we complete xK, we obtain B+dR, which is the universal p-adic inënitesimal OK-thickening of Cp. We
can obtain B+dR from Ainf by inverting p, and completing again.[12]
Alternatively, to get at the ring Ainf, we can directly consider a Grothendieck topology which allows inënites-
imal thickenings. is will mean that global sections of sheaves on the corresponding site will need to extend
compatibly on inënitesimal thickenings, a property which can be used to obtain rings which are universal in-
ënitesimal thickenings. To do this, we deëne the (Zariski) inínitesimal site. Given a scheme X over S , this
is the site Inf(X/S) whose objects are pairs (U; WU ! T ) with U a Zariski open subset of X , and  a closed
immersion over S deëned by a locally nilpotent sheaf of ideals,[13] exhibiting T as an inënitesimal thickening of








Finally, theGrothendieck topology on this category is generated by families ofmorphisms (i WUi ,! Ti )! (WU ,! T )
such that the morphisms Ti ! T form a jointly surjective family of open immersions. We can thus deëne
the inínitesimal topos (X/S)inf of X over S as the corresponding topos of sheaves on Inf(X/S). As usual,
the subcategory of abelian group objects in (X/S)inf is an abelian category with enough injectives, and we
[12] Warning: describing Ainf and B+dR as universal inënitesimal deformations does not tell the whole story. is perspective is a good source
of intuition about the purpose of these rings; however, explicit constructions carry with them additional information. For instance, the third
construction, below, provides a lucid account of the action of the absolute Galois group ofK, which will be crucial in applications.
[13] More generally, instead of nilpotent ideals one could consider the case of nil-ideals.
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can thus deëne cohomology in this topos in the customary manner. In particular, we will consider the sheaf
OX/S W (WU ,! T ) 7!  (T;OT ). e foundational result pertaining to the inënitesimal topos is that its
intrinsic cohomology computes algebraic de Rham cohomology in characteristic 0, so that if S is a Q-scheme and
f WX ! S is smooth, there is a natural isomorphism [Grothendieck. Crystals, eorem 4.1]
Hiinf(X/S;OX/S )  HiZar(X;
X/S ) = HidR(X/S):
is relies on a version of the Poincaré lemma involving formal power series. We will see a more general version
in section 5.3.2, which will also work in positive characteristic.
e inënitesimal topos also provides us with a direct relationship with notions of connections, and an immediate
deënition of the Gauss–Manin connection. We will cover this in more detail in section 5.3.3.
Now, to produce the rings with the required universal properties, we need to do this in levels: instead of
directly forming inënitesimal OK-thickenings of OCp , we form successive inënitesimal OK/($n)-thickenings
of OCp/(p). e purpose of this is twofold: it aﬀords us the leisure to only deal with ënite-order thickenings,
and avoids us the need to consider the p-adic topological information. Doing it levelwise like this means that the
whole process can be done algebraically, and the full picture is then recovered in the limit.[14]





. e universal inënites-
imal OK/($n)-thickening of OCp/(pn) is then Oinfn (O xK/(pn)). Taking an inverse limit over n, we get
Ainf = lim  nO
inf
n (O xK/(pn)), the universal p-adic inënitesimal OK-thickening of OCp .
Finally, we could get our hands dirty and explicitly construct B+dR. e above approaches give us the idea of
directly constructing an inënitesimal thickening. One possibility is to disregard all arithmetic information, and
perform the violent act: OCp  OCpJtK. is is not a good idea: we lose track of important information, such as
Galois actions. Instead, we can perform amore arithmetically sensible operation: usingWitt vectors in some form.
e philosophy is that the Witt vector construction provides a universal inënitesimal thickening while keeping
track of the Frobenius operator (this is a universal property enjoyed byWitt vectors, see for instance [Joyal. -rings,
éorème 4]). A plan of attack thus emerges: look atOCp/(p), and render it perfect so as to apply theWitt vectors
functor.
• We ërst start with OCp/(p).
• We then take its perfection:




(x(0); x(1); x(2); : : :) 2 (OCp/(p))N : (x(i+1))p = x(i)
¹
:
In Colmez’s notation, this ring is zE+.




. is is Ainf, or in Colmez’s notation, zA+.
• Finally, to get B+dR, we need to invert p and perform a certain (topological) completion (this completion can
be described directly without using the open neighbourhoods Un;k , as we will see shortly).
Let us now take the time to be more explicit.
For a start, the ring structure on the perfection of OCp/(p) is deëned as follows: given two sequences x = (x(i))i
and y = (y(i))i , we deëne (x+y)(i) as limj!+1(x(i+j )+y(i+j ))p
j , whereas for the product we can simply take
a componentwise product. In addition, the reduction mod p morphism OCp ! OCp/(p) yields an isomorphism
lim  x 7!xp OCp ! lim  x 7!xp OCp/(p).
is allows us then to deëne a map  WAinf ! OCp which sends
P
i>0 p





i , which is in fact a ring
homomorphism. In terms of the ërst description of Ainf,  simply forgets the data of the open sets Un;k = pnO(k)xK
[14] We could bypass these problems by using diﬀerent sites. For instance, we could replace the above small Zariski inënitesimal site by the
big fppf inënitesimal site, which would solve the ërst problem (but not the second).
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for k > 0, and so acts as a kind of decompletion. More rigourously, it sets equal to 0 all elements x such that
(p ix)i remains bounded (in Ainf[1/p]).
With this explicit description of Ainf, we can precise the actions of the Galois group GK and of the Frobenius
endomorphism '. Writing x 2 Ainf as
P
i>0 p























= W(OK/mK) = W = OK0 , because
 
Cp
GK = K by






= W(Fpr ) = Zpr .
From Ainf, we then deëne B+dR as the ker()-adic completion of Ainf[1/p]:
B+dR = lim  
n
Ainf[1/p]/ ker()n:
e kernel of  is principal, generated by any element x 2 ker()  Ainf with vp(x(0)0 ) = 1, where we recall that








i ; : : :) 2 OC[p ,
so that x(0)0 is an element of OCp (and we can certainly take its p-adic valuation). To see why such an x generates
ker()  Ainf, it suﬃces to note that the inclusion xAinf ,! ker( WAinf ! OCp) reduces mod p to a surjection
x0OC[p ! ker

 WOC[p ! OCp/(p)

: this is because an element y = (y(0); y(1); y(2); : : :) 2 OC[p is in ker() if
and only if vp(y(0)) > 1, and any such y is a multiple of x0 as vp(x(0)0 ) = 1. e result then follows by noting
that both Ainf and OCp are p-adically complete, so that any morphism that reduces modulo p to a surjection is
itself surjective by Nakayama’s lemma.
From this, we deduce that B+dR is a complete discrete valuation ring with respect to the ker()-adic valuation; its
residue ëeld is Cp. We already know that it contains Knr0 , but in fact it contains all of K as we saw in the ërst
description of B+dR. Alternatively we can just use Hensel’s lemma for the map  WB+dR ! Cp. Note however that
the inclusion K ! B+dR is not continuous for the p-adic topology of K; indeed the crux of the ërst description of
B+dR was that we needed to add more open sets to the topology of K to get the subspace topology induced from
the inclusion K ,! B+dR (which were written Un;k = pnO(k)K ).
A convenient generator of ker() one can take is  = zp  p, where zp = [p[] = (p[; 0; 0; : : :) 2 Ainf, and p[ 2 O[Cp
is a compatible system of p-power roots of p.
We can think of Ainf as a pretend 2-dimensional local ring, with coordinates given by p and ~p. Diagrammatically,
we draw the specialisation poset of prime ideals of Ainf, labelling each point by the closed subscheme of Spec (Ainf)
it deënes, and using arrows to denote inclusions of the corresponding subschemes (i.e. generisation maps).
[15] e Ax–Sen–Tate theorem states that, for any closed subgroupH of GK

K (also acting on Cp by continuity),
 
Cp











Figure I.1: Spec (Ainf).
Another particularly interesting element in ker() comes from our previous considerations for the monodromy
of the logarithm (section 2). We were interested in the sequence (pn log("n)) of elements of Cp, where "n formed
a compatible system of primitive pn-th roots of unity. In this new context, deëne ~"n = [("n; "n+1; : : :)], the
Teichmüller lift of the sequence ("n; "n+1; : : :) in OC[p . ese ~"n are elements of Ainf, with (~"n) = "n. We now
have a better shot at deëning a non-zero limit of the sequence (pn log(~"n))n in B+dR. It will suﬃce to deëne log(~"0),







the observation that 1   ~" is in the kernel of  allows us to ascertain the convergence of this sum in B+dR. In fact,
one can see this as a justiëcation for the necessity of completing ker()-adically after inverting p in Ainf.
is element log(~") is often denoted t, and is Fontaine’s p-adic analogue of 2 i. It is the p-adic monodromy of
the logarithm, i.e. a period for the p-adic cyclotomic character,[16] so that g  t = ¦p(g)t, with ¦p the p-adic
cyclotomic character. We can write the p-adic Euler identity: exp(t) = z". Interestingly, z" ¤ 1 in B+dR, although
its image in Cp is "0 = 1.
Finally, we deëne BdR´ B+dR[1/t]. is is Fontaine’s ring of de Rham periods, which is the hoped for receptacle
for the p-adic integral of de Rham cohomology classes on varieties over K. As t is a uniformiser of B+dR, this just
means that BdR is the fraction ëeld of B+dR. Using t 2 B+dR, we have an embedding of Qp(1)[17] into B+dR (as we
saw that GK acts on t via ¦p). Moreover, we can deëne a ëltration F  on BdR by declaring F iBdR = tiB+dR,
which is then stable under GK . is is the Hodge íltration on BdR.
Unfortunately, even though we were careful to use the Witt vector construction in order to bring along the
Frobenius endomorphism, it nevertheless got lost on the way to BdR. is is because the natural Frobenius of
Ainf does not preserve ker(): '() = ( + p)p   p 62 ker(). We will strive to remedy this in section 5.4.
We can also extend our computation of (Ainf)GK = K to the computation of (BdR)GK . No new invariants
were added in the process of completing ker()-adically:
Proposition 3.1 —e Galois invariants of BdR are given by (BdR)GK = (B+dR)GK = K. 3
Proof: We take Galois invariants in the following exact sequence
0  ! ti+1B+dR  ! tiB+dR
 ! Cp(i)  ! 0:
[16] Note that, just as 2 i depends on a choice of orientation on C, this element t depends on a choice of p-adic orientation, as it depends
on ".







H1(GK ; ti+1B+dR) H
1(GK ; tiB+dR) H
1(GK ;Cp(i)):
eAx–Sen–Tate theorem then allows us to describe the rightmost column; it implies that Hn(GK ;Cp(i)) = 0 for
i ¤ 0 and all n. is shows that for i ¤ 0, (ti+1B+dR)GK = (tiB+dR)GK and H1(GK ; ti+1B+dR) = H1(GK ; tiB+dR).
We deduce from the former that (t iB+dR)GK = (B
+
dR)
GK for any i > 0. As BdR =
S
i>0 t
 iB+dR, we obtain the
equality (BdR)GK = (B+dR)GK .
Considering the case i = 0, by the Ax–Sen–Tate theorem we are left with the exact sequence
0! (tB+dR)GK ! (B+dR)GK ! K ! H1(GK ; tB+dR);
so that the desired result (B+dR)GK = K is seen to follow from the two assertions (tB
+
dR)
GK = 0 and
H1(GK ; tB+dR) = 0. ese respectively follow from (ti+1B
+
dR)
GK = (tiB+dR)GK andH
1(GK ; ti+1B+dR) = H
1(GK ; tiB+dR),
for i > 0. 2
4 e deRham comparison theorem
With BdR in hand, we hope to be able to perform p-adic integration. As we’re working purely with cohomology
(and not with homology), we expect something that mirrors the isomorphism
Hnsing(X(C); K)
K C  HndR(X/K)
K C:
of section 1.4. is is the content of the following theorem, conjectured by Fontaine [Fontaine. Bcris, Conjec-
ture A.6]:





Qp BdR  ! HidR(X/K)
K BdR:[18]
Furthermore, this isomorphism is GK-equivariant, respects the ëltrations deëned on both sides, and is compatible
with Poincaré duality, the Künneth formula, Tate twists, the formation of Chern classes of vector bundles, and
cycle class maps.[19] 3
Proof: e original proof is due to Faltings, and doesn’t explicitly involve any notion of p-adic integration. In
the case of H1, it is however possible to perform integration on abelian varieties to prove this result [Colmez.
R
,
éorème II.3.2]. Yet another method of proof is to reduce to the semistable comparison theorem, which we will
see in section 10. 2
Now, as this comparison isomorphism preserves the Galois action and the ëltrations, and as (BdR)GK = K













Unfortunately we cannot expect to go back the other way, as the Hodge ëltration on the de Rham cohomology is
certainly not enough to recover the Galois action on the étale cohomology.




K BdR, compatibly with
all the extra structures.
[19] One could say it is an isomorphism of Bloch–Ogus cohomology theories.
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5 e ring B+cris
With CdR, we were considering a general smooth projective varietyX overK. However, one special case we might
want to consider is when X has a smooth model X over OK . en, on top of the cohomology of the generic
ëbre X , we can also try to bring into play the cohomology of the special ëbre X = X OK . We might then
hope to transfer the problem of calculating periods of varieties overK to the hopefully more manageable problem
of computing periods of varieties over . To do this we would like to work with cohomology theories over ;
however, as  has positive characteristic, this poses some problems...
5.1 Weil cohomology theories
We’re interested in the cohomological invariants of the special ëbre Y = X . To that end, suppose that more
generally we are dealing with a smooth projective variety Y over an arbitrary ëeld  of characteristic p. What do
we have?
First oﬀ, we have the étale cohomology of Y , Hiét(Y; F ). is is most relevant in the situation when F is a
constructible sheaf. e obvious choice, in order to obtain a cohomology with coeﬃcients resembling coeﬃcients
in Z, is to look at coeﬃcients of the form Z/NZ. Looking one prime at a time, we end up deëning the `-
adic étale cohomology Hiét(Y;Z`) ´ lim  N H
i
ét(Y;Z/`
NZ).[20] is has adequate properties when ` ¤ p: the
dimensions correspond to what we expect in light of the behaviour of varieties overC (as indicated by the singular
cohomology of their set of complex points), we have results of ënite dimensionality (recall: for smooth projective
Y ), etc. However, the situation is less idyllic when ` = p.
Indeed, recall that the `-adic étale cohomology for curves is usually computed using the following basic ingredients:
• e computation of the étale cohomology of Spec(K), for K a ëeld, using Galois cohomology through
Grothendieck’s Galois theory (which identiëes Čech cohomology for the étale topos with the corresponding
Galois cohomology).
• A comparison of the étale and Zariski toposes. e morphism of toposes, from the étale topos to the Zariski
topos, induces an isomorphism in cohomology with coeﬃcients in quasicoherent sheaves. at is, we have
canonical isomorphisms Hiét(Y;M)! HiZar(Y;M) for any quasicoherent sheaf of OY -modulesM. is is
a result of the Leray spectral sequence, and the vanishing of higher direct images along this morphism for
quasicoherent sheaves. See, for instance, [SGA 4II, Exposé VII, Proposition 4.3].
• e Kummer short exact sequence of sheaves on Y :
0! `N  ! Gm
x 7!x`N ! Gm ! 0:
When p ¤ `, this is a sequence of étale sheaves (as then the polynomials T `N   a are all separable).
• e computation of H1ét(Y;Gm) = Pic(Y ), the Picard group of Y .
When ` = p, the sequence
0! `N  ! Gm
x 7!x`N ! Gm ! 0
is no longer étale. In its stead, we have the Artin–Schreier sequence
0! Z/pZ  ! Ga x 7!x
p x ! Ga ! 0:
Now, we can compute the cohomology of Ga in the étale topos as the cohomology in the Zariski topos, as
OY is coherent. erefore, as HiZar(Y;OY ) vanishes for i 62 [0; d ] (where d = dim(Y )), the same applies to
Hiét(Y;OY ), and therefore also for Hiét(Y;Z/pZ) and thus too for the p-adic étale cohomology of Y , Hiét(Y;Zp).
[20] Alternatively, we could do this in one step by considering cohomology in the pro-étale topos.
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Clearly then, in characteristic p, p-adic étale cohomology is too stunted for our interests.
How about, then, using the algebraic de Rham cohomology of Y , as we saw in section 1.2? Now, in
characteristic p, it is no longer necessarily true that the Hodge-to-de Rham spectral sequence degenerates at E1,
and we cannot expect to have opposed ëltrations either, as we saw. Moreover, HidR(Y /) is a -vector space,
whereas it would have been preferable to have an object in characteristic 0 in order to have a Lefschetz ëxed point
formula like one has in `-adic cohomology. Yet, these are not particularly serious defects; they point towards
interesting geometric behaviour of varieties in characteristic p.
An illuminating consideration is to go back to the calculation of the algebraic de Rham cohomology using the
inënitesimal site that we saw in section 3, with the second description of B+dR. is said that for X/K a smooth
scheme over a ëeld of characteristic 0, the formal Poincaré lemma gave us a canonical isomorphism between
Hiinf(X/K;OX/K) andHidR(X/K). is runs into problems in characteristic p: we no longer dispose of a Poincaré
lemma at all. Nothing can save the situation: not an algebraic Poincaré lemma, not an analytic Poincaré lemma,
not a formal Poincaré lemma, ….
e reason is simple: d(xp) = pxp 1dx = 0 in characteristic p. is means we are not going to be able to ënd a
primitive for xp 1, even formally. In particular, this implies that H1dR(A1/) is inënite dimensional. Again, not
ideal.
5.2 Divided powers
How do we ëx this? To obtain a formal Poincaré lemma, we require the ability to manipulate Taylor series.
Formally, we want a formula resembling:
f (x + ") =
+1X
n=0




We can investigate the nature of the coeﬃcients "n
n!
to come up with a deënition of the kind of structure necessary
on a ring to perform Taylor expansions. Say we have a ring R with a collection of inënitesimal elements I , and
want coeﬃcients n(") for " 2 I with a notion of Taylor expansion:
f (x + ") =
+1X
n=0
f (n)(x)  n("):
We can deduce some necessary properties of such a structure already:
• I should be an ideal. is is immediate from the notion of an inënitesimal. Furthermore, n(") should
also be inënitesimal for n > 1, as all terms in the Taylor expansion of f (x + "), except the constant term,
should vanish when we take " = 0.
• Taking f to be a constant function, we must have that 0(") = 1 for all " 2 I .
• Taking f to be the identity function, we get that 1(") = " for all " 2 I .
• e Taylor expansion of f (x + r") shows that we must have n(r") = rnn(").
• Considering the Taylor expansion of f (x+ "+) for ";  2 I , we expect n("+) =Pi+j=n i (")j ().
• From the product rule, we see that we should have m(")n(") = (m+n)!m!n! m+n(").[21]
• From the chain rule, we obtain the formula m(n(")) = m!n!m!(n!)m mn(").[22]
[21] Note that (m+n)!






[22] Of course, m!n!
m!(n!)m is also an integer: it counts arrangements ofmn labelled balls intom groups of n.
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is motivates the deënition of a ring with a divided power structure (or PD-structure, from the French
“puissances divisées”). is consists of a ring R, an ideal I of R, and a collection of functions 0W I ! R,
nW I ! I satisfying the above conditions.
Note that by iterating the product rule formula, we obtain that n!n(") = "n. When n! is invertible in R, this
means we recover the previous formula n(") = "
n
n!
. If n! is only known to not be a zero-divisor, then any




We come back to our bread and butter: take R = OK to be the ring of integers of a ënite extension of Qp.
From the previous remarks, a PD-structure on OK (with respect to its maximal ideal ($)), if it exists, must be
given by n($) = $
n
n!
. We need to know when this deënes a valid PD-structure. e only property we need to
check is that indeed n($) is an element of the maximal ideal of OK . It suﬃces to compute its valuation (which




p   1 :
Now, by deënition of the ramiëcation index e, we have that$e = p, so that:
v$ (n($)) = v$ ($n)   v$ (n!) = n   evp(n!) = np   1   e
p   1 + e
P
i ai
p   1 :
is is a decreasing function of e, which for e = p   1 is equal toPi ai > 1 (for n > 0). For e = p and n = p
the expression evaluates to 0 6> 1. erefore OK admits a PD-structure with respect to its maximal ideal if and
only if e 6 p   1. is structure is unique, by torsion-freeness of R.
Note that we can extend the notions deëned in this section to schemes, leading to the notion of PD-schemes.
5.3 e crystalline topos
We hope now to adjust the deënition of the inënitesimal topos of section 3 to take into account the subtleties of
the situation in positive characteristic.
e notion replacing inënitesimal thickenings is that of PD-thickenings. To deëne these, we need to consider
morphisms of PD-schemes. At the aﬃne level, there’s the obvious notion of a homomorphism of PD-rings,
i.e. a morphism f W (A; I; ) ! (B; J; ) with IB  J and f  i = i  f . is notion then leads to the
deënition of morphisms of PD-schemes. However it is fruitful to relax the condition IB  J . When that
condition no longer necessarily holds, we say f is compatible with the PD-structures if there is a divided power
structure " on the ideal J + IB such that the corresponding homomorphisms f 0W (A; I; ) ! (B; J + IB; ")
and gW (B; J; )! (B; J + IB; ") are morphisms of PD-rings, i.e. f 0  i = "i  f 0, g  i = "i  f 0. Note that
such a PD-structure ", if it exists, is unique [Berthelot. Hcris, Lemme I.2.2]. e deënition then extends in the
obvious manner to morphisms of schemes.
We can now envision how to adapt the notion of inënitesimal thickenings to the case of PD-ideals. A
PD-ideal (I; ) is said to be PD-nilpotent if I [n] = 0 for some natural number n, where I [n] is the ideal
generated by elements of the form i1(x1)    ik (xk) for i1 +    + ik > n. It is said to be quasi-PD-
nilpotent if mI [n] = 0 for some natural numbers m; n. is is the correct notion if we want the theory
to work both in characteristic 0 and in characteristic p [Berthelot. Hcris, Appendice]. In characteristic 0
this reduces both notions of PD-nilpotence and quasi-PD-nilpotence to that of the ideal being nilpotent.
On the other hand, in characteristic p, or more generally if p is nilpotent, these imply that the ideal is
nilpotent, respectively is a nil-ideal [Berthelot. Hcris, Proposition I.3.1.4]. is then adequately generalises
the situation for the inënitesimal site, and we deëne a PD-thickening to be a closed immersion of schemes,
deëned by a quasi-coherent sheaf of locally quasi-PD-nilpotent ideals, which is compatible with the PD-structures.
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Consider now a PD-scheme S = (S; I; ), and f WY ! S a scheme over S , equipped with a PD-structure
compatible with  (such a PD-structure is uniquely determined when it exists, as observed above). e (Zariski)
crystalline siteCris(Y /S) of Y over S is then deëned as follows. Its objects consist of Zariski open subsetsU  Y
together with PD-thickenings (; ), with WU ! T a closed immersion and  the associated PD-structure. e










Note that we require here that g is a morphism of PD-schemes, not just that it be compatible with the
PD-structures. Finally, the Grothendieck topology is generated by families of morphisms (Ui ; Ti ; i )! (U; T; )
such that the morphisms Ti ! T are a jointly surjective family of open immersions. e associated crystalline
topos of sheaves on this site is then written (Y /S)cris. As before, it is appropriate to consider the sheaf
OY /S W (U; WU ,! T; ) 7!  (T;OT ). Other important sheaves are Ga;Y /S W (U; WU ,! T; ) 7!  (U;OU ), and
JY /S = ker(OY /S ! Ga). Moreover, JY /S is naturally endowed with a PD-structure, precisely because each
U ,! T is a deëned by a PD-ideal sheaf.
One signiëcant gain in using the topos-theoretic language is that we have a functoriality result: the inverse
image of a (PD-)thickening might not be a (PD-)thickening, but we can always consider the (non-necessarily
representable) sheaf deëned by inverse image of the sheaf representing the (PD-)thickening. In this manner, given
a commutative square
Z Y




with r a morphism of PD-schemes, there is a corresponding morphism of (PD-ringed) toposes
hcrisW (Z/R)cris ! (Y /S)cris [Berthelot. Hcris, Corollaire III.2.2.4].[23]
Associated to this topos, of course, is its intrinsic cohomology theory, crystalline cohomology. For instance,
we can consider the crystalline cohomology of the structure sheaf Hicris(Y /S;OY /S ).
However, we are most interested in the following set-up:  a perfect ëeld of characteristic p, with W = W()
its ring of p-typical Witt vectors, with truncations Wn = W /pn+1W . e ring of Witt vectors W is equipped
with its canonical (and unique) PD-structure on its maximal ideal as seen in section 5.2, andWn with its quotient
PD-structure (which is not the only PD-structure on Wn). We can work either directly withW , or if we prefer to
use PD-nilpotent ideals instead of only quasi-PD-nilpotent ideals, the rings Wn in which p is nilpotent; the latter
avoids several technical complications such as having to work with formal schemes and topologically nilpotent
elements. Given then a smooth proper scheme X/OK , with generic ëbre X/K and special ëbre Y /, we deëne
Hicris(Y /W;OY /W ) = lim  
n
Hicris(Y /Wn;OY /Wn);
the crystalline cohomology of Y /W . Note that Y is naturally a W -scheme by virtue of the quotient homomor-
phism W ! ; this makes Y a scheme over W with only a special ëbre, and empty generic ëbre! Transport of
structure for the absolute Frobenius endomorphism FrY on (Y /Wn)cris then naturally yields a Frobenius endo-
morphism ' acting on these crystalline cohomology groups, which is semilinear with respect to the Frobenius
[23] We can describe the backward portion of this morphism explicitly: let h(U1; T1; 1) be the sheaf that to (U2; T2; 2) 2 Cris(Z/R)
associates the set of all PD-homomorphisms (T2; 2)! (T1; 1) commuting with hWU2! U1 (assuming that h(U2)  U1, otherwise just
associate to (U2; T2; 2) the empty set) over rWR! S . Once h deëned, there is a unique way to deëne h to get a morphism of toposes
[Berthelot. Hcris, éorème III.2.2.3].
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endomorphism  that acts on the coeﬃcients W .
5.3.1 Crystals
e diﬃculty with the crystalline topos – and the inënitesimal topos – is that the terminal object is not repre-
sentable, whereas for YZar or Yét for instance, the terminal object 1 is represented by Y itself. e issue is that in
(Y /S)cris, on top of taking smaller and smaller U  Y , we can also take increasing PD-thickenings U ,! T of
U .[24]
To get a handle on the crystalline topos, therefore, it is useful to use the forgetful functor
uY /S WCris(Y /S)! Zar(Y /S); uW (U; T; ) 7! U;
which we’ll often also write simply u.
is morphism of sites then induces a geometric morphism of the corresponding toposes




e beneët is that the pushforward morphism from (Y /S)cris to the “topos ponctuel” Set factors through u,










We can also describe all crystalline sheaves using Zariski sheaves. Given a sheaf F 2 (Y /S)cris and a morphism
gW (U1; T1; 1) ! (U2; T2; 2) in Cris(Y /S), there is a transition morphism gWg 1F jU2;T2;2 ! F jU1;T1;1 .
ese transition morphisms form a compatible system, in that
(h  g) = g  g 1(h):
is means that we can describe F as a compatible system of Zariski sheaves. In general, given such a system
of Zariski sheaves, with the condition that g is an isomorphism whenever g is an open immersion, there
is a unique sheaf on the crystalline site that is described by this system of Zariski sheaves [Berthelot. Hcris, III.1.1.4].
One particular important category of sheaves on the crystalline site is that of crystals, which parallels the
notion of quasi-coherent modules for the Zariski topos. e simplest crystal is the structure sheaf OY /S itself.
More generally, one has crystals of OY /S -modules: these are described by a Zariski system of OY /S -modules, i.e.
consist of, for each (U; T; ) 2 Cris(Y /S), a sheafM(U;T;) ofOT -modules on the Zariski site of T , such that the
transition morphisms
g]WgM(U2;T2;2) !M(U1;T1;1)
are isomorphisms, where gM(U2;T2;2) = g 1M(U2;T2;2)
g 1OT1OT2 is theOY /S -module pullback. To capture
related notions (such as crystals inOY /S -algebras, crystals in schemes, and so on), we can replace the ëbred category
of OY /S -modules with an arbitrary ëbred category over the crystalline site [Berthelot. Hcris, Déënition IV.1.1.1].
Just like one can use diﬀerent Grothendieck topologies to compute the cohomology of quasi-coherent modules,
crystals have the same cohomology whether one uses the Zariski, étale or fppf topologies to build the crystalline
topos out of.
e fundamental property of crystals is that they can grow along inënitesimal thickenings.[25] For instance, we can
consider the thickenings of U  Y given by inënitesimal neighbourhoods of the diagonal of U in U S U . is
allows us to relate crystals with connections! e basic idea is that, instead of asking for parallel transport along
paths (which are not an algebraic notion), we should be able to compatibly parallel transport to inënitesimally
[24] However, when Y embeds as a closed subscheme of a smooth S-scheme Z, the terminal object can be covered by a representable sheaf:
the structure sheaf of the PD-envelope of Y inZ. See [Berthelot–Ogus, 5.28]. is claim can be understood as a consequence of the existence
of local retractions for inënitesimal thickenings in the smooth situation.
[25] “Un cristal possède deux propriétés caractéristiques: la rigidité, et la faculté de croître, dans un voisinage approprié.” – Alexander
Grothendieck, letter to John Tate.
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close points.
Given a crystal inOY /S -modulesM, we can consider the thickenings of Y given by the PD-envelopes of inënites-
imal neighbourhoods of the diagonal of Y in Y S Y . Starting with the simplicial scheme
   Y S Y S Y Y S Y Y;
we look at the various neighbourhoods of the diagonal. Let ni (Y /S) denote the PD-envelope of the n-th order
inënitesimal neighbourhood of the diagonal of Y in the (i + 1)-fold ëbred product of Y over S . ese ët into
the simplicial diagrams
   n2(Y /S) n1(Y /S) Y:
Consider for the moment the case of ërst-order inënitesimal neighbourhoods, i.e. n = 1. Write
1; 2W11(Y ) Y for the two projection morphisms induced from Y S Y  Y . e condition forM to be
a crystal implies that we must have an isomorphism W1M
! 2M. is encapsulates inënitesimal parallel
transport: given two points x, y of Y which are inënitesimally close to ërst order, i.e. a point (x; y) 2 11(Y /S),
we obtain an isomorphism x;y WMx ! My . We also want these isomorphisms to be composable (i.e. we need




the projection morphisms from Y S Y S Y to Y S Y . e compatibility of the system of isomorphisms
of the crystal M then implies that we have 23()  12() = 13(). is cocycle condition means that we
have descent data for M along f WY ! S . In terms of the parallel transport, it means we have transitivity
x;´ = y;´  x;y ; hence we can transport sections of M to ërst-order. is data of parallel transport for
ërst-order inënitesimal neighbourhoods is the algebraic analogue of an Ehresmann connection, and is known as
a Grothendieck connection (or Grothendieck 1-connection, to emphasise its ërst-order nature). If f WY ! S
is smooth, this is equivalent to the data of a OY -module E equipped Koszul connection, i.e. an OS -linear
morphism rWE ! E 
OY 
1Y /S satisfying the Leibniz rule [Grothendieck. Crystals, Appendix].
We can also extend the notion of a Grothendieck connection to higher order neighbourhoods. A compatible
system of n-th order Grothendieck connections (deëned as above, including the cocycle condition, but using
n1(Y /S) instead of 11(Y /S)) is called a (PD-)stratiícation.
Continuing to assume smoothness of f WY ! S , in characteristic 0, there is a three-way equivalence between
(Zariski) sheaves of OY -modules equipped with a stratiëcation, (Zariski) sheaves of OY -modules equipped
with a îat Koszul connection, and crystals in OY /S -modules [Berthelot–Ogus, eorem 4.8]. Flatness of the
connection corresponds to the curvature Fr = r1  r of r being 0.[26] Flatness is automatic for crystals because
we have parallel transport to higher order (i.e. natural transitivity formulæx;´ = y;´  x;´ valid at all orders),
and the curvature of a connection precisely measures the holonomy of second-order parallel transport.
e situation is slightly more complicated in characteristic p. In this case we need to work with hyper
PD-stratiícations, signifying that instead of doing a compatible system of n-connections at all levels, we
work directly with all levels at once by using the full divided power envelope of the diagonal of Y in Y S Y
(which in a sense adds PD structures to all order inënitesimal neighbourhoods simultaneously).[27] ese hyper
PD-stratiëcations then match up with crystals on Y /S , so that the category of crystals of OY /S -modules (with
OY /S -linear morphisms) is equivalent to that of OY -modules equipped with a hyper PD-stratiëcation (with
morphisms the horizontal OY -module homomorphisms, i.e. morphisms compatible with the stratiëcation)
[Berthelot–Ogus, eorem 6.6].
[26] Recall that, given rWE ! E 
OY 
1Y /S , we can deëne ri WE 
OY 
iY /S ! E 
OY 
i+1Y /S by the formula
ri (s 
 ) = s 
 d + ( 1)irs 
 . If Fr = 0, these then deëne a complex, the de Rham complex of E with respect to r. We
also have the formula Fr(; ) = [r ;r] r[;].
[27] On the level of connections, this corresponds to OY -modules equipped with a quasi-nilpotent ìat Koszul connection.
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5.3.2 e crystalline Poincaré lemma
We now look to the Poincaré lemma for solace. Assuming that f WY ! S is smooth, the idea is that, given a
crystalM in (Y /S)cris, we can consider the associatedOY -module EM =M(Y;Y;id) (on the Zariski site of Y ) with
its ìat connection r, and thus its de Rham complex EM 
OY 
Y /S .
On the other hand, given the Zariski sheaves 

Y /S , we can turn them into crystals using a particular linearisation
operation L. Writing i (Y /S) for the formal scheme which is the PD-envelope of the inënitesimal neighbour-
hood (of all orders) of Y in the (i + 1)-fold ëbered product of Y over S , we have two projection morphisms
1; 2W1(Y /S)  Y . We then deëne LY F = (1)  (2)F . Writing Di (Y /S) = Oi (Y /S), we can re-
writeLY F = D1(Y /S)
OY F , where the tensor product is taken with respect to the rightOY -module structure
of D1(Y /S) (given by 2), and the OY -module structure of the tensor product is given by the left OY -module
structure of D1(Y /S) (given by 1) [EGA IV4, 16.7.1.2, 16.7.2.1]. We then say that a hyper PD-diﬀerential
operator between OY -modules F ! G is an OY -linear homomorphism D1(Y /S) 
OY F ! G. rough the
linearisation functor, these precisely correspond to hyper PD-stratiëed OY -modules. Indeed, given any (Zariski)
OY -module F , LY F is naturally equipped with a hyper PD-stratiëcation, and LY turns hyper PD-diﬀerential
operators into OY -linear maps, and is exact if f WY ! S is smooth [Berthelot–Ogus, Construction 6.9]. As-
suming then the smoothness of f , exactness of LY means that in our situation we get a complex of crystals
LY (EM 
OY 
Y /S ) M 
OY /S LY (
Y /S ).[28]
We can then state the crystalline version of the Poincaré lemma:
eorem 5.1 — e complex M 
OY /S LY (
Y /S ) is a resolution of M in the category of sheaves of OY /S -
modules on Cris(Y /S). 3
Proof: See [Berthelot. Hcris, éorème V.2.1.1]. e idea is that LY (
iY /S ) can be explicitly described: by
dévissage and smoothness of f , we can assume that we have sections y1; : : : ; yd of OY such that dy1; : : : ; dyd
form a basis of 
1
Y /S . Writing i for the image of 1
 yi   yi 




Y /S ) = OY h1; : : : ; d i 
OY [1;:::;d ] 
iOY [1;:::;d ]/OY :
is reduces the situation to the following local statement: for any ring R, the complex
Rht1; : : : ; tni 
R[t1;:::;tn] 
R[t1;:::;tn]/R;
which is the de Rham complex of R[t1; : : : ; tn]/R with coeﬃcients in the R[t1; : : : ; tn]-algebra of divided power
polynomials Rht1; : : : ; tni (and connection given by r(t [k]i ) = t [k 1]i 
 dti ), is a resolution of R in the abelian
category of R-modules [Berthelot. Hcris, Lemme V.2.1.2]. 2
5.3.3 Crystalline cohomology and deRham cohomology
We can now leverage the Poincaré lemma to relate the crystalline and de Rham cohomologies. e idea is to take
inspiration from Alexander–Spanier cohomology.
Given a topological spaceX , and a (discrete) abelian groupA, we deëne theČech–Alexander complexČA(X;A)
by letting ČAi (X;A) be the sheaf associated with the presheaf of continuous functions
U 7! ¶f WU i+1 ! A  f vanishes in a neighbourhood of the diagonal of U in U i+1· :
In other words, ČAi (X;A) is the sheaf of germs of A-valued functions on the diagonal of X in X i+1.
e diﬀerentials are given by the customary Čech-style alternating sum formulæ, e.g. for f WU ! A,
df (x; y) = f (x)   f (y), and for gWU 2 ! A, dg(x; y; ´) = g(x; y)   g(x; ´) + g(y; ´). e cohomology of
this complex is the Alexander-Spanier cohomology of X with coeﬃcients in A, and it computes the usual singular
cohomology groups in many circumstances, for instance if X is (homotopy equivalent to) a CW-complex.
In our context, we would like to replace this complex by a complex of functions on inënitesimal neighbourhoods
of the diagonal. So, given as before (S; I; ), and f WY ! S with  extending to Y , we deëne the cosimplicial
[28] is isomorphism requires thatM be a crystal, and not just an arbitrary sheaf ofOY /S -modules [Berthelot. Hcris, Proposition IV.3.1.4].
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object ČAiY (F ) = F j(Y;i (Y /S);i (Y /S)). When F is a sheaf of abelian groups, we can again turn this
cosimplicial object into a complex of sheaves on YZar by taking diﬀerentials to be alternating sums of face maps,
yielding the crystalline Čech–Alexander complex of F .
e usefulness of the Čech–Alexander complex stems from its relationship with LY : given any (Zariski)
OY -module F , ČA

(LY F ) is quasi-isomorphic to F concentrated in degree 0 [Berthelot. Hcris, Proposi-
tion V.2.2.2]. is is essentially because LY shifts along the Čech–Alexander complex by one. To see this, we
use that Di (Y /S)
OY Dj (Y /S) = Di+j (Y /S) [Berthelot. Hcris, Lemme II.1.3.4]. en, from the deënitions
of LY and ČA

Y , we obtain that ČA
i
Y (LYOY ) = ČA
i+1
Y (OY ) for i > 0, and ČA
i
Y (LYOY ) = 0 for i < 0.
Moreover, the cosimplicial object 0! ČA0Y (OY )! ČAY (LYOY ) has an extra degeneracy, and so is homotopic
to zero [Berthelot. Hcris, Lemme V.2.2.1]. is works the same for other coeﬃcients, showing that ČA

Y (LY F )
is quasi-isomorphic to ČA0Y (F ) = F .
Now, in this context, the Čech–Alexander complex computes crystalline cohomology:
eorem 5.2— LetR be a sheaf of rings on Cris(Y /S), F  a bounded below complex ofR-modules. Assuming
f WY ! S is smooth, there is a canonical isomorphism of complexes of u(R)-modules in the derived category
of Zariski sheaves on Y :
RuF   Tot ČAY (F ): 3
Proof: See [Berthelot. Hcris, éorème V.1.2.5]. e smoothness hypothesis allows us to work with the crystalline
topos, instead of the “hyper PD-stratifying topos”. 2



































q.iso ! ČA (LY F )
= HidR(Y /S;EM):
is method can also be applied to compute the crystalline cohomology in other cases. e idea is to embed
an arbitrary f WY ! S into a smooth scheme Z through a closed immersion j WY ! Z, and consider the PD-
envelope of Y in Z, DY (Z). In this case, for a OY -module E equipped with a hyper PD-stratiëcation, andM
the corresponding crystal on Cris(Y /S) obtained by restriction, we have [Berthelot. Hcris, éorème V.2.3.2]:




in the derived category of sheaves of f  1(OS )-modules in YZar.
Now, we just saw that the crystalline cohomology and the de Rham cohomology of the special ëbre, over , are
isomorphic. We want more! Let’s involve Hicris(Y /W;OY /W ) and the de Rham cohomology of the generic ëbre
HidR(X/K). We only needed the complication of divided powers to account for non-invertibility of p (which led
to problems with expressions of the form xp/p!), so it stands to reason that one might have
Hicris(Y /W;OY /W )
W K  HidR(X/K):
is is in fact the case, although it is far from obvious. e previous considerations involving the crystalline
Poincaré lemma and the Čech–Alexander complex show that we in fact have an isomorphism at the integral level
if Y has a smooth lift X to W (and not just a lift to OK) [Berthelot–Ogus, eorem 7.23, 7.26.3]
Hicris(Y /W;OY /W )
! HidR(X/W ):
In general however, we do really need to tensor to K.
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eorem 5.3 (Berthelot, Ogus)— LetX/K be a smooth scheme, with smooth integral modelX/OK and special
ëbre Y = X . en:
Hicris(Y /W;OY /W )
W K
 ! HidR(X/K): 32
We cannot expect to strengthen this isomorphism to the integral level to obtain an isomorphism
Hicris(Y /W;OY /W ) ! HidR(X/W ), unless e(K) 6 p   1 (so that the maximal ideal m of OK admits a
PD-structure) [Illusie. Hcris, 1.3 (b), 2.3].
We can also use this notion of crystals to re-interpret the Gauss–Manin connection from section 1.2.1. e
idea is to use a six operations formalism. Given a smooth morphism gWY1 ! Y2 of schemes over (S; I; ) (with 
extending to Y1 and Y2, moreover Y2 is assumed smooth over S), and a crystalM on Y1, we can consider RgM
as a crystal, with the complication now that we have to deal with derived categories; so RgM is a crystal with
values in the ëbred category whose ëbre above an object (U; T; ) 2 Cris(Y2/S) is the derived category of the
category of OT -modules. For this to hold we need to assume a few conditions: M is a crystal of quasi-coherent
ìat modules, Y2 quasi-compact, g is quasi-compact and quasi-separated [Berthelot. Hcris, éorème V.3.6.1].
With these conditions assumed, we obtain a ìat quasi-nilpotent connection on each RigE ; the derived nature
does not pose any complications because the projection morphisms 1(Y2/S)  Y2 are ìat [Berthelot. Hcris,
Corollaire V.3.6.3].






(where on the left g







with a hyper PD-stratiëcation over S , and so a ìat quasi-nilpotent connection over S ,
which is exactly the Gauss–Manin connection on the relative algebraic de Rham cohomology [Berthelot. Hcris,
Proposition V.3.6.4].
Finally, we note that crystalline cohomology is indeed a Weil cohomology theory, as was shown by Berth-
elot. One has cycle class maps [Berthelot. Hcris, éorème VI.3.3.5], a Künneth formula [Berthelot. Hcris,
éorème V.4.2.1], Poincaré duality [Berthelot. Hcris, éorème VII.2.1.3], and so on.
5.3.4 e deRham–Witt complex
How do we compute crystalline cohomology? We would like to explicitly compute the functor Ru. e
Čech–Alexander complex provided us with one way of doing so, but it is not particularly explicit.
We saw that crystalline cohomology and de Rham cohomology of the special ëbre (with coeﬃcients in the residue
ëeld ) are isomorphic. We can compute the crystalline cohomology over  by using the de Rham complex 

X/ ;
is there a complex over W that does a similar job?
e idea goes back to Serre, who proposed the cohomology theory Y 7! HnZar(Y;WOY ) as a way to tackle theWeil
conjectures. is is however not a Weil cohomology theory, as, just like coherent cohomology, the cohomology
groups vanish for n > dimY . However, it gives us a starting point. We would like to deëne a complex W?
Y
that extendsW?OY in degree 0. An obvious ërst choice would be 
Y 
W W?OY , but this is not quite the right
object; we want to preserve the universal property of the Witt vectors: it is the universal lift to characteristic 0 that
also lifts Frobenius.
Deínition 5.4— Let  be a perfect ëeld of characteristic p. AWitt complex is a projective systemE? = (E)? of
(graded-)commutative diﬀerential gradedW -algebras, with grading ( ) and projective indexing ( )?, equipped
with homomorphisms of pro-objects:
• of rings WW?()! E0?,
• of rings F WE? ! E? 1,
• of E?-modules V WFE? ! E? 1,
with additional relations:
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• F = F , V  = V ,
• FV = VF = p,
• Fd([a]) = ([a]p 1)d([a]) (where [ ] indicates the Teichmüller lift  ! W?()),[29]
• V (F (x)y) = xVy (the projection formula),
• FdV = d . 3
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e underlying principle of this deënition is that W?
Y should be the universal Witt complex over Y . We can
bootstrap the construction, starting with W1
Y = 
Y and W?




Y . Essentially, the idea is to start with 
W?(OY ), and force the existence of the required Frobenius and
Verschiebung morphisms by imposing certain relations. See [Illusie. W?
, éorème I.1.3] for the details of
the contruction ofW?
Y , and the proof that it indeed yields the universal Witt complex over Y .
Finally, we want to know that this indeed computes the crystalline cohomology of Y when Y is smooth. We
have:
eorem 5.5 (Bloch, Illusie)— Let S be a perfect scheme of characteristic p, and f WY ! S a scheme of ënite
type over S . ere is a natural morphism in the derived category of (Zariski) sheaves of f  (WnOS )-modules on
Y
R(uY /Wn(S))OY /Wn(S)  ! Wn
Y ;
which is a quasi-isomorphism if f WY ! S is smooth. 3
Proof: See [Illusie. W?
, Proposition II.1.2] and [Illusie. W?
, éorème II.1.4]. 2
Recall that u is the forgetful functor from the crystalline site to the Zariski site. We saw in section 5.3.1 that
we could compute the crystalline cohomology of Y (a smooth scheme of ënite type over ) as the (Zariski) hyper-
cohomology of the sheaf uOY /W . e above theorem then guarantees that we can also compute the crystalline







5.4 e deínition of B+cris
As noted in section 3, we lost the Frobenius endomorphism in going from Ainf to B+dR. e problem was
that completing at ker() was too rough. Instead, let’s go back to Ainf, which had the property of being the
[29] is is a “divided-by-p” Frobenius morphism on the level of diﬀerentials, as we have taken the factor of p out of the equation
dxp = pxp 1dx.
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universal p-adic inënitesimalOK-thickening ofOCp , and add divided powers to obtain a universal PD-thickening.
More speciëcally, starting with Ainf, instead of inverting p (thus obtaining all elements of the form xn/m for
x 2 ker()), we should instead take the PD-envelope of ker() in Ainf; that is, adjoin elements of the form xn/n! to
Ainf, for x 2 ker(). Taking the generator  = ~p p of ker(), it suﬃces to adjoin elements of the form n/n!. is
deënes the ring A0cris; we are not done yet however as this ring has the misfortune of not being p-adically complete.
Performing the p-adic completion of A0cris, we obtain Acris. It can be shown, although it is not obvious, that A0cris
is at least p-adically separated, so that the natural map A0cris ! Acris is injective. We write again  WAcris ! OCp
for the morphism induced by  WAinf ! OCp .
e upshot is that, just as Ainf was the universal p-adic inënitesimal OK-thickening of OCp , Acris is the universal
p-adic inënitesimal OK0-PD-thickening of OCp .













We can then deëne B+cris = Acris[1/p], Bcris = B+cris[1/t]. is is Fontaine’s ring of crystalline periods.[30]
It is possible to show that B+cris embeds into B+dR, with Acris given the p-adic topology.[31] is then means we can
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:
From the description of Acris as a universal PD-thickening, we expect to be able to write Acris in terms
of crystalline cohomology, just as we used the inënitesimal topos to give another deënition of Ainf.
Mirroring section 3, but using the crystalline topos of section 5.3, given a scheme Z/Wn(), we deëne








Once again, doing it in levels and then taking an inverse limit like this allows us to recover the topological
structure from algebraic objects.
5.5 e fundamental exact sequence of Bcris
Finally, we want to consider all structures available on Bcris. e Galois action is inherited from that of Ainf, with
the same formula as in section 3. We know that Ainf  Acris, with (Ainf)GK = W = OK0 as noted previously,
so that certainly OK0  (Acris)GK and K0 
 
B+cris
GK . In fact these are all the invariants there are; moreover
the natural Galois-equivariant homomorphism Bcris 
K0 K ! BdR is injective. For a proof, see for instance
[Brinon–Conrad, eorem 9.1.5]. e Hodge ëltration on BdR then pulls back to a ëltration on Bcris.
Now, the whole point of the deënition of B+cris was to obtain a Frobenius endomorphism. We have:
'() = ' (~p   p) = ~pp   p = ( + p)p   p;
whence '() = p + pa for some a 2 Ainf. We can rewrite this, using divided powers, as
'() = p
 
(p   1)! [p] + a, so that '(n) = pn  a + (p   1)! [p]n. As vp(pn) > vp(n!), this shows
that A0cris is stable under '. erefore ' extends to both Acris and B+cris. We also have that '(t) = pt, as
' (log(~")) = log(~"p) = p log(~") = pt, as can be checked directly through the convergent series deëning log(~").
[30] Another possibility, more in line with the deënition of B+dR, would be to take the PD-completion of Acris (mirroring the completion step
in going from Ainf to B+dR); that is, we would consider

lim  n Acris/ ker()
[n]

[1/p]. is is not particularly helpful, however, as this ring loses
its Frobenius operator, once again because '() 62 ker().
[31] e p-adic topology is the natural topology to put on Acris; we only needed to modify the topology for BdR because of excessive ramië-
cation, which we are not allowing in the crystalline situation.
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Hence ' also extends to Bcris. In particular, ' is a -semilinear operator on the K0-algebra Bcris. Note however
that ' does not commute with the Hodge ëltration on Bcris, once again because '() 62 ker().
Continuing to build on the description of Ainf from section 3, we would like to better understand this Frobenius
action on Bcris, and interaction with the Hodge ëltration. We saw that (Ainf)'
r
= Zpr . e situation for
crystalline periods is more intricate, and captured by the following fundamental exact sequences.
eorem 5.6 — Let n 2 N be any natural number. e following sequence of Qp[GK ]-modules is exact:
0  ! Qp  tn  ! (B+cris)'=p
n  ! B+dR/(tn)  ! 0: 32
Corollary 5.7 — Let m be an arbitrary integer. We have that Fm(Bcris)'=p
m
= Qp  tm. Moreover, the following
sequences of Qp[GK ]-modules are exact:
0  ! Qp  tm  ! (Bcris)'=pm  ! BdR/tmB+dR  ! 0;
0  ! Qp  tm  ! FmBcris ' p
m
 ! Bcris  ! 0: 3
Proof: By twisting by t m, we may assume m = 0. e ërst exact sequence is obtained by taking the exact
sequence of eorem 5.6, then dividing by tn to obtain
0  ! Qp  !
 
t nB+cris
'=1  ! t nB+dR/B+dR  ! 0;
before ënally taking a direct limit over n.
To see that F 0(Bcris)'=1 = Qp, we use the ërst exact sequence. It tells us that
Qp = ker (('   1)WBcris ! BdR/B+dR) = F 0(Bcris)'=1:
is then implies exactness in the middle of the second sequence. Injectivity is clear, so it remains to show that
('   1)WF 0Bcris ! Bcris is surjective. is is more diﬃcult; see for instance [Fontaine. BdR, 5.3.6]. 2
It is perhaps more natural to view this in terms of double complexes. e exactness of the ërst sequence in




6 e crystalline comparison theorem
We come back now to the setting of comparison theorems, with Bcris in hand. To that eﬀect, letX/K be a smooth
proper variety, and assume now that X has good reduction: X extends to a smooth scheme X/OK , with special
ëbre Y /. Grothendieck’s hope was that one could do much better in this situation than what we managed to
achieve so far with BdR: he hoped we could recover the action of GK purely from the other data at hand, i.e. the
ëltration and the Frobenius endomorphism. is was inspired from the situation of abelian varieties, and more
generally of p-divisible groups, where one has the notion of Dieudonné modules.









W K0 (equipped with the extra structures), through a certain “mys-
terious functor”.
e existence of this mysterious functor was formulated more precisely (and generally) by Fontaine.
eorem 6.1 (Faltings) — Let X be a smooth proper variety over K which extends to a smooth model X/OK ,





Zp Bcris  ! Hicris(Y /W;OY /W )
W Bcris:
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Furthermore, this isomorphism extends to the level of the respective E1-algebras, and is compatible with the GK
action, the Frobenius operator, the ëltrations (after  
K0K), Poincaré duality, the Künneth formula, Tate twists,
Chern classes of vector bundles and cycle class maps. 32
7 Filtered '-modules
We would do well to wrap up the extra structures on the crystalline cohomology in a single piece of terminology.
We saw in section 5.3.3 that the comparison theorem between crystalline and de Rham cohomology (eorem 5.3)




W K with a ëltration, coming from the Hodge ëltration on




W K0 comes equipped with a semilinear action of a
Frobenius endomorphism '. is leads us to make the following deënition:
Deínition 7.1 — A íltered '-module over K consists of:
• a '-module (or '-isocrystal) over K0, that is:
– a ënite dimensional K0-vector space D,
– a -semilinear operator 'WD ! D, whose linearisation ']W (D) = D 
 K0 ! D is an isomor-
phism,
• which is equipped with a ënite decreasing ëltration F  on D 
K0 K. 3
Remark 7.2 – e terminology “'-isocrystal” reìects that we are considering '-crystals up to isogeny (see sec-
tion 8B.1 for a deënition of '-crystals). Note that, for a '-crystal M , D = M 
W K0 is an isocrystal; the
condition that 'M be injective corresponds to ']D being an isomorphism.




, together with its










´ Hiét  XK ;Qp
Qp BcrisGK :





Qp BcrisGK  Hncris  Y /W;OY /W 
W (Bcris)GK = Hncris  Y /W;OY /W 
W K0;
as (Bcris)GK = K0, as we saw in section 5.4. How do we go back? We deëne
Vcris










Why do we expect this to work? anks to C 1cris now, we have
F 0

Hicris(Y /W;OY /W )
W Bcris
'=1  Hiét  XK ;Qp
Qp F 0 (Bcris)'=1 = Hiét  XK ;Qp ;
this time because F 0 (Bcris)'=1 = Qp, by Corollary 5.7.
8 Admissibility
We deëned in the previous section two functorsº Finite-dimensional continuous
Qp-representations of GK
» ¶










GK , Vcris(D) = F 0 (D 
K0 Bcris)'=1.
We can’t possibly expect these to be quasi-inverse equivalences of categories: the categories on both sides are too
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large!
In the next two sections (sections 8A, 8B), we will see how to repair this, so as to obtain a genuine equivalence
of categories after restricting the allowable objects on both sides (eorem 8C.1).
8A Admissibility of Galois representations
We start with the left hand side of the diagram (8.1). We cannot at all expect all ënite-dimensional
Qp-representations of GK to be described by the data of ëltered '-modules, as somehow these only cover a “good
reduction” situation. On top of that, there are much more Galois representations than can come from geometry.
For instance, non-integer powers of the p-adic cyclotomic character can’t ever occur in geometry.
8A.1 (F;G)-regular rings
We want to pick out, among all p-adic Galois representations of GK , those which are “detected” by BdR, or Bcris,
…. To do this, Fontaine introduced the framework of admissible Galois representations. We start oﬀ with two
conditions on rings B ensuring that the resulting functor D is well behaved; that these are relevant will come to
light in the proofs of the subsequent propositions 8A.2 and 8A.3. In the following, we have in mind for instance
B = Bcris, G = GK , F = Qp.
Deínition 8A.1 (Fontaine) — Let B be a topological integral domain with continuous action of a topological
groupG, such thatBG = E is a ëeld. Let F  E be a closed subëeld. We sayB is (F;G)-regular if the following
conditions are satisëed:
• Frac(B)G = BG ,
• if, for some b 2 B , the line Fb  B is G-invariant, then b 2 B. 3
Note that these conditions are automatically satisëed whenever B is a ëeld.
Given such a regular (F;G)-ring B , we deëne its associated Dieudonné functor DB , from the category of
continuous ënite-dimensional F -representations of G to the category of ënite-dimensional E-vector spaces, by
DB WV 7! (V 
F B)G . Attached to any DB(V ) is a comparison morphism
B;V WDB(V )
E B = (V 
F B)G 





We start with the following basic observation.
Proposition 8A.2 — Let V be an F -representation of G. If B is (F;G)-regular, then B;V is injective. 3





= 0, with fdi 2 DB(V )gri=1 an
E-linearly independent set, of minimal cardinality with respect to this condition. Passing to DB(V )
E Frac(B),






































for all g 2 G, wherefore
bi
b1
2 Frac(B)G . As B is (F;G)-regular, it follows then that bi
b1








is an E-linear dependence. is contradicts our initial assumption. 2
is incites us to think of B;V as telling us how much of the representation V can be seen from periods in B .
is intuition is conërmed by the following elementary proposition.
Proposition 8A.3 — With the same notation as above, B;V is an isomorphism if and only if
dimE DB(V ) = dimF V . 3
Proof: If B;V is an isomorphism, comparing dimensions over Frac(B) gives the equality dimE DB(V ) = dimF V .
To prove the converse, we start by noting that we at least know that B;V is an isomorphism after tensoring up to
Frac(B), as it is then an injective linear map between vector spaces of the same dimension, by Proposition 8A.2.
We want to prove it was an isomorphism to start with; to that end, we write the matrix A of B;V by choosing
an F -basis of V , fv1; : : : ; vrg, and an E-basis of DB(V ), fe1; : : : ; erg. e matrix A of B;V is then given by
B;V (ej ) =
Pr
i=1 aij vi , and det(A) 2 Frac(B). We want to show that in fact det(A) 2 B, which would
show that B;V is an isomorphism. is is where (F;G)-regularity of B comes in: we want to show that
F det(A)  B is G-invariant. Now, B;V (e1 ^    ^ er) = det(A)v1 ^    ^ vr , and as the ei are G-invariant,
this implies that g 2 G acts by the scalar det(V (g)) 1 2 F on det(A). Hence we do have that F det(A)  B is
G-invariant, so that det(A) 2 B and B;V is indeed an isomorphism. 2
ese two propositions together can be taken as justiëcation for the deënition of (F;G)-regularity. At any
rate, we are led to make the following deënition.
Deínition 8A.4— Let V be an F -representation ofG, and B an (F;G)-regular ring. We say V is B-admissible
if B;V WDB(V ) 
E B ,! V 
F B is an isomorphism. Denote the full subcategory of RepF (G) consisting of
B-admissible representations as RepBF (G). 3
e upshot of these deënitions is that the category RepBF (G) has many desired properties.
eorem 8A.5 — e category RepBF (G) of B-admissible F -representations of G is a sub-Tannakian category
over F of the Tannakian categoryRepF (G), neutralised overE by the ëbre functor DB WRepBF (G)! VectE . 3
8A.2 Interlude: Tannakian categories
What does this mean? Tannakian categories provide the natural framework in which to consider representations
of algebraic groups. ey are equipped with more structure than general categories of modules: tensor products,
and duals.
We start with the following deënition.
Deínition 8A.6 — A category T is an F -linear rigid abelian tensor category if:
• T is an abelian category,
• equipped with a symmetric monoidal product 
,
• with an internal reìexive Hom-functor that is compatible with 
,
• with a given ring isomorphism F ! End(1). 3
How do we capture the notion that the category of vector spaces is somehow lurking in the background? We
want to consider the notion of ëbre functors; these are forgetful functors in disguise. We want to land in some
kind of category of vector spaces, but it is particularly fruitful to allow ourselves to land somewhere else than just
in F -vector spaces. With the above B-admissible representations, for instance, we want to end up in E-vector
spaces, with E/F some ëeld extension. We might as well allow ourselves to land also in a category of modules
over a commutative ring, or even of sheaves over a scheme. is prompts the following deënition:
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Deínition 8A.7— Let T be an F -linear rigid abelian tensor category. A íbre functor is a
-compatible F -linear
exact functor !WT ! QCoh(S) into the category of quasi-coherent sheaves on an F -scheme S .[32] 3
We can then give a deënition of Tannakian categories.
Deínition 8A.8— An F -linear rigid abelian tensor category T is said to be Tannakian if it admits a ëbre functor
!WT ! QCoh(S) for some non-empty scheme S/F .[33] In addition, T is said to be a neutralTannakian category
if it admits a ëbre functor !WT ! VectF .[34] 3
8A.3 Admissible p-adic Galois representations
We summarise what eorem 8A.5 implies about RepBF (G) and DB WRepBF (G)! VectE .
• RepBF (G) is a strictly full subcategory of RepF (G).
• e trivial representation 1 = F is in RepBF (G), with DB(F )  E.
• Given V; V1; V2 2 RepBF (G), we have:
– V1  V2 2 RepF (G).
– V1 
 V2 2 RepF (G), with a natural isomorphism
DB(V1 
F V2)  DB(V1)
E DB(V2):
– HomF (V1; V2) 2 RepBF (G), with a natural isomorphism
DB(HomF (V1; V2))  HomE (DB(V1);DB(V2)):
In particular V _ 2 RepBF (G), with DB(V _)  DB(V )_ naturally.
– Vn V 2 RepBF (G) and Wn V 2 RepBF (G); we naturally have DB(Vn V )  VnDB(V ) and
DB(
Wn
V ) WnDB(V ) (ditto for other Schur functors).
• Subobjects and quotients inside RepF (G) of objects of RepBF (G) are in RepBF (G).
• DB is F -linear, faithful, exact (and, as seen above, it is naturally compatible with 
 , Hom( ; ), ( )_).
To provide justiëcation, let’s consider for instance the result that RepBF (G) is closed under taking subquotients
in the ambient category RepF (G). Start with an exact sequence 0 ! V 0 ! V ! V 00 ! 0 in RepF (G), with
V 2 RepBF (G). As DB is left-exact (it is the composite of two left-exact functors), we obtain an exact sequence
0! DB(V 0)! DB(V )! DB(V 00):
By Proposition 8A.2, we have that
dimE DB(V ) = dimF V; dimE DB(V 0) 6 dimF V 0; dimE DB(V 00) 6 dimF V 00:
However, dimF V = dimF V 0+ dimF V 00, so that the above two inequalities must in fact be equalities also. is
shows B-admissibility of V 0 and V 00, and also shows that DB is exact (on RepBF (G); it is not exact in general on
RepF (G)).
[32] e
-compatibility condition means that ! commutes (up to isomorphism) with
, compatibly with the commutativity, associativity
and unit transformations attached to 
. Note that, from the rigidity assumption, it eventually follows that such an ! necessarily takes
values in locally free sheaves of ënite rank over S [Deligne. (T ;
; !), 2.7, 2.8]. It also follows (for non-empty S) that ! is faithful
[Deligne. (T ;
; !), Corollaire 2.10].
[33] ere is also a deënition which does not require us to choose any particular !. is involves considering the collection of all ëbre
functors Fib(T ); the condition is of being able to recover T from Fib(T ). is generalises the observation that, when given a ëbre functor
!WT ! VectF , we can describe T as the category of F -representations of the group Aut
(!) of
-compatible automorphisms of !. See
[Deligne. (T ;
; !), éorème 1.12].
[34] Note that, by choosing a ëeld E such that S(E) is non-empty, picking a point in S(E) yields a ëbre functor with values in VectE for
some ëeld extension E/F .
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e other properties can be checked in a straightforward manner too.
We now want to apply this formalism to the situations of interest, e.g. taking B to be BdR or Bcris. As BdR is
a ëeld, it is automatically (Qp;GK)-regular. e situation is more diﬃcult for Bcris. It is a domain (as a subring
of BdR). We know that (Bcris)GK = Frac(Bcris)GK = K0 (see section 5.4). We are left with the following.
Proposition 8A.9 (Fontaine)— Suppose Qp  b  Bcris is GK-invariant. en b is invertible in Bcris. 3
Proof: We have that g  b =  (g)b for some character  of GK . Multiplying by the appropriate power of t,
we may assume that, under the natural inclusion Bcris  BdR, b lands in B+dR X tB+dR. en (b) 2 Cp spans a
1-dimensional GK-invariantQp-subspace of Cp. Sen theory then shows that  is potentially unramiëed. Picking
then a ënite extension L/K such that  jGL is unramiëed, we get that (b) 2 (Cp)IL = (Lnr)_. is means
that we can naturally consider (b) to be an element of B+dR. Write then b0 = b   (b) 2 B+dR, and let i be
the largest integer such that b0 2 tiB+dR; we have i > 1 because (b0) = (b)   (b) = 0. Now Qp  b0 is
also GK-stable, with action again given by the character  . Multiplying by t i , it follows that Qp  (t ib0) is
GK-stable, with corresponding character  ¦ ip . Using Sen theory once again, as  ¦ ip is most deënitely not
potentially unramiëed, necessarily b0 = 0, so that b = (b) is an element of (Lnr)_  B+dR. To show then that
the inverse of b in BdR actually lies in Bcris, it thus suﬃces to show that (Lnr)_ \ Bcris = (Knr0 )_, which follows
from (Bcris)GL = L0, (Lnr0 )_ = (Knr0 )_. 2
With this knowledge in hand, we can ënally constrict the full category of all p-adic Galois representations
of GK . Such a p-adic representation is said to be deRham (respectively crystalline) if it is BdR-admissible
(respectively, Bcris-admissible). We include a table of various kinds of admissible p-adic Galois representations
of GK , together with an indication of which representations coming from geometry satisfy these admissibility
conditions. For instance, the p-adic étale cohomology of a smooth projective variety over K with good reduction
is crystalline, by the crystalline comparison theorem (eorem 6.1).





Bcris crystalline smooth proper scheme over OK
Bst semistable semistable scheme over OK
BdR de Rham any scheme over OK
BHT Hodge–Tate
Figure I.2: Various examples of admissibility conditions for p-adic Galois representations.






i2ZCp(i) = grFBdR. It is to Hodge
cohomology Lp;qHq(X;
p) as BdR is to de Rham cohomology. It is of course (Qp;GK)-regular, which can
be proved using the Ax–Sen–Tate theorem and the fact that the Cp-admissible representations are precisely the
potentially unramiëed representations.
e period ring Bst will be deëned later, in section 9.10.
Note however that there is some leeway in which period rings to use. For instance, when using Bcris to study
p-adic representations of GK , only the '-stable ënite dimensional K0-subspaces of Bcris are of interest. One
can thus use diﬀerent period rings such as Bmax or eBrig – which have the same ënite dimensional '-stable K0-
subspaces as Bcris does – and these will serve the same function within Fontaine’s framework of admissible Galois
representations.
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8B Admissibility of íltered '-modules
We now consider the right hand side of diagram (8.1). e category of ëltered '-modules over K is lacking
the properties we expect from a category of representations: it should be a Tannakian category, as we saw in
section 8A.2, yet it is not even an abelian category, because of the presence of the ëltrations! is is because
morphisms are not always strictly compatible with ëltrations.[35]
To ëx this, we need to involve restrictions that come from the particular structure of ëltered '-modules arising in
geometry. We start by investigating that.
8B.1 Frobenius and the Hodge íltration
Consider again our typical geometric setup: we have Y /, the special ëbre of some smooth proper schemeX/OK ,
 = OK/m. eorem 5.3 furnishes Hicris(Y /W;OY /W ) with a Hodge ëltration of its own, the pullback of the
Hodge ëltration of HidR(X/K) under the isomorphism of the theorem; this mirrors the ëltration thatBcris acquires
through its embedding into BdR. ere is however a more intrinsic deënition of the Hodge ëltration on crystalline
cohomology, which uses the divided powers ideal sheaf J on Cris(Y /W ) (or on the Cris(Y /Wn)). We have the
natural PD-ëltration on the crystalline structure sheaf OY /S , S = Spec(Wn), given by
OY /S = J
[0]
Y /S  J[1]Y /S  J[2]Y /S     :
is ëltration yields a ëltration F  on crystalline cohomology:




Y /W )! Hicris(Y /W;OY /W )

:
Unfortunately, this ëltration does not necessarily agree with the pullback, through the embedding ofeorem 5.3,
of the Hodge ëltration on HidR(X/K).[36]
An obvious question crops up: how does the Frobenius endomorphism interact with the Hodge ëltration?
e fundamental result is the proof of the Katz conjecture, by Mazur and Ogus. We start with the following dry
lemma, which we’ll attempt to tease the meaning out of.
Lemma 8B.1 — LetM = Hicris(Y /W;OY /W )/(torsion). enM/'(M ) has ënite length, with
lg
 
'(M )/(prM \'(M ))

6 rh0 + (r   1)h1 +   + hr 1;






are the naive Hodge numbers (in degree i) of Y /.[37] 3
Proof: See [Berthelot–Ogus, Lemma 8.38]. 2
We can restate this in a more amenable form. e endomorphism 'WM ! M is -semilinear, and we also
know it to be injective. It thus endowsM with the structure of a '-crystal (over ): M is a ënite freeW -module
equipped with an injective -semilinear endomorphism.[38] We can linearise ' to ']W (M ) =M 
 W !M .
is bears the structure of what Mazur calls a '-span: an injective W -linear homomorphism of ënite free W -
modules of the same rank. Given a '-span T WA! B , we can always diagonalise T , decomposing B =Lj>0 Bj
such that im(T ) =Lj>0 pjBj . is is precisely because we are now allowed to use diﬀerent bases on A and B ,
[35] For instance, consider two one-dimensionalK-vector spaces V =W , with the jump in the ëltration of V (respectively,W ) occurring at
j = 1 (respectively, j = 0). en the identity map of vector spaces idWV !W is a morphism of ëltered vector spaces which has trivial kernel
and cokernel, yet is not an isomorphism. e problem is that id is not strictly compatible with ëltrations: id(F jV ) ¤ id(V )\F jW .
[36] is can be rectiëed by assuming that Hicris(Y /W;OY /W ) is torsion-free [Berthelot–Ogus, Lemma 8.30]. However, in general, we really
need to invoke the de Rham cohomology of a generic ëbre to have any hope of having enough data on the cohomology of the special ëbre in
order to establish a crystalline comparison theorem.
[37] As the Hodge-to-de Rham spectral sequence for Y / does not necessarily degenerate at E1, these can be greater than the Hodge numbers
hp;i p(Y /)´ dim grpFHidR(Y /).[38] More generally, a '-crystal on Y /S consists of a crystal of ënite locally free OY /S -modulesM in (Y /S)cris equipped with a morphism
']W (FrX )M ! M. Taking Y = , S = Z(p), this corresponds to the data of a ënite free W = W()-module M with Frobenius
']WM !M .
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and so can use a Smith normal form; we can’t do the same thing directly on the level of 'WM !M . Decomposing
im(T ) in such a manner, we call the numbers rkWBj the Newton–Hodge numbers of the '-span T WA! B .
Considering the '-span ']W (M )!M , with Newton–Hodge numbers ej , we have that:
lg
 
'(M )/(prM \'(M ))

= re0 + (r   1)e1 +   + er 1:
is much is clear from the Smith normal form of ', as we have











with lg (pjMj/prMj ) = (r   j )ej .
Putting this together with Lemma 8B.1, we obtain the inequalities
re0 + (r   1)e1 +   + er 1 6 rh0 + (r   1)h1 +   + hr 1:
We can make this yet more intuitive by drawing polygons. e Newton polygon attached to a sequence









. See section 16.1 for illustration.
e inequalities above, taken together, precisely state that the Newton polygon attached to the Newton–Hodge
numbers (e0; e1; : : :) lies on or above the Newton polygon attached to the (naive) Hodge numbers (h0; h1; : : :).
So far we have two polygons: the Newton polygon of the Newton–Hodge numbers of the span, and the New-
ton polygon of the naive Hodge numbers, which is called the naive Hodge polygon. ere is a third polygon,
which is directly attached to 'WM ! M : it is the Newton polygon of the characteristic polynomial of '. Now,
' is not W -linear, but one can check that regardless of the choices of a matrix representative with characteris-
tic polynomial Pnj=1 cjxn j , one obtains a canonical Newton polygon, as the upper convex hull of the points
(j; vp(cj )) 2 R2. We will see a more natural way of viewing this Newton polygon in section 8B.2.
We can easily relate the Newton polygon of a '-crystal with that of its associated span:
Lemma 8B.2 — e Newton polygon of a '-crystal lies above the Newton polygon attached to the New-
ton–Hodge numbers of its associated '-span, with equal endpoints. 3
Proof: See [Berthelot–Ogus, Lemma 8.40]. 2
As a result, this proves the Katz conjecture, which we can state as follows:
eorem 8B.3 (Mazur, Ogus)— Let X/OK be a smooth proper scheme, with special ëbre Y / and generic ëbre
X/K. e Newton polygon attached to the '-crystal M = Hicris(Y /W;OY /W )/(torsion) lies on or above the
Newton polygon attached to its '-span, with equal endpoints. Moreover, these both lie over the naive Hodge
polygon of HidR(Y /), but not necessarily with equal endpoints. 32
e diﬃculties that sometimes crop up, complicating the situation, are:
• if the crystalline cohomology Hicris(Y /W;OY /W ) has non-zero torsion, then the mod p dimensions can
shuﬄe around, thanks to the universal coeﬃcient theorem, via the exact sequence
0! Hicris(Y /W;OY /W )
W  ! HidR(Y /)! TorW1

Hi+1cris (Y /W;OY /W ); 

! 0;







can exceed the Hodge numbers of the Hodge ëltration dim grpFH
p+q
dR (Y /).
Once these two issues are dealt with, however, we are guaranteed the equality of the endpoints of all four polygons,
arranged in decreasing order: the Newton polygon of the '-crystal Hicris(Y /W;OY /W ), the Newton polygon of




ere is a natural way to contextualise these diﬀerent Newton polygons, which exhibits every Newton polygon as
the Newton polygon attached to a ëltration. In this section, we follow [André. F>].
8B.2.1 Slope íltrations of '-modules
We start with the case of '-modules. We saw in section 8B.1 that to any '-module '  M over K0 we can
attach its Newton polygon. We ërst need the notion of slope. Assuming M is non-zero, we let  (M )[39] be
the slope between the endpoints of the Newton polygon which we attached toM in section 8B.1. Alternatively,
 (M ) = vp(det(']))dimK0 (M ) . is is the slope ofM .
One has the following property of :
Proposition 8B.4 — Let
0!M 0 !M !M 00 ! 0
be a short exact sequence of (non-zero) '-modules over K0. en
min((M 0); (M 00)) 6 (M ) 6 max((M 0); (M 00));
with equalities being strict unless (M ) = (M 0) = (M 00). 3
Proof: Write  (M ) = deg(M )/dimK0 (M ), i.e. deg(M ) = vp(det(']M )).
We have that dimK0 M = dimK0 M 0 + dimK0 M 00, and deg(M ) = deg(M 0) + deg(M 00) by multiplicativity of
the determinant in exact sequences.
is reduces the statement to the following elementary observation.





















with equality if and only if a0/b0 = a00/b00. 2
Now, to obtain the desired ëltration, we bootstrap by using universal destabilising subobjects. By deënition,
a universal destabilising subobject U  M is a subobject with maximal slope in a strong sense: (U ) > (M 0)
for every subobject M 0  M , and if (U ) = (M 0) for some such M 0, then the inclusion of M 0 in M factors
through U , so thatM 0 is in fact a subobject of U .
We need to show these exist. is is a special case of [André. F>, Lemma 3.3.2].
Lemma 8B.5 — Universal destabilising subobjects exist. 3
Proof: We proceed by induction on dimK0 M . IfM itself is a universal destabilising subobject ofM , we are done.
Otherwise, this means there is someM 0 M with (M 0) > (M ). Choose one suchM 0 of maximal dimension,
and let U 0 be its maximal destabilising subobject, by the induction hypothesis. We then have (U 0) > (M ),
and we want to show that U 0 is in fact a universal destabilising subobject ofM . To that end, consider an arbitrary
subobject M 00 of M , which we might as well assume to have no subobjects of greater slope. If M 00  M 0,
there is nothing to prove as U 0 is a maximal destabilising subobject of M 0. So we are left to consider the case
when the quotient morphism f WM 00 ! M/M 0 is non-zero. By maximality of the dimension of M 0, M/M 0
has no subobjects of greater slope. In particular, (im(f )) 6 (M/M 0). As (M 0) > (M ), we see that
(M/M 0) < (M ) by Proposition 8B.4. Similarly, as we assumed M 00 had no subobjects of greater slope, the
proposition also shows thatM 00 has no quotients of lesser slope, so that (M 00) 6 (im(f )). Hence we have:
(M 00) 6 (im(f )) 6 (M/M 0) < (M ) < (U 0);
so that U 0 is indeed a universal destabilising subobject ofM . 2
[39] e minus sign is included so that we eventually obtain a descending ëltration (matching up with the Hodge ëltration), but we could
just as easily not include it and work with ascending ëltrations instead.
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Note that, by virtue of their universal property, universal destabilising objects are unique up to unique
isomorphism.
We now attach a ëltration to each '-moduleM . We inductively deëne
0 =M0 M1 M2     Mr =M;
by lettingMj be the pullback byM !M/Mj 1 of the universal destabilising subobject ofM/Mj 1. In particular
M1 is the universal destabilising subobject ofM .
Write then j = (Mj /Mj 1); we have 1 > 2 > : : : > r by the deënition of universal destabilising subobjects
together with Proposition 8B.4. We then deëne the slope íltration attached to , F>, by:
F>M =Msupfj :j>g:
is is uniquely determined by F>jM = Mj , F>M = 0 if  > 1, and being constant on the intervals
]j+1; j ].
Going the other way, we can recover the slope of M through the formula deg(M ) = P   dimK0grFM ,
(M ) = deg(M )/dimK0M , which with this deënition of deg is just the formula for the slope between the endpoints
of the Newton polygon attached to a ëltration.
eorem 8B.6 (Dieudonné, Manin)— Let  be an arbitrary ëeld of characteristic p > 0, and consider the Tan-
nakian category ModK0(') of '-modules over K0 = W()[1/p], equipped with its (descending) slope ëltration
F> attached to  as deëned above.
If  is perfect, then F> is split, i.e. there is a natural isomorphism of functors grF  id. If moreover  is
algebraically closed, then all short exact sequences split. 32
Remark 8B.7 – For  algebraically closed, this implies that ModK0(') is a semisimple category: every object is
isomorphic to a ënite direct sum of simple objects.
8B.2.2 Slope íltrations on quasi–Tannakian categories
Now, we are most interested in the case of ëltered '-modules. is category has the misfortune of not being
abelian, as we remarked, because morphisms are not necessarily strictly compatible with ëltrations. We weaken
the deënition of Tannakian categories (Deënition 8A.8) by asking instead that T be only quasi-abelian instead of
abelian. Recall that an an abelian category is an additive category, with kernels and cokernels (it is pre-abelian),
such that monics and epis are strict (meaning that every monomorphism is a kernel, and every epimorphism is a
cokernel). We say a pre-abelian category is quasi-abelian if pullbacks of strict epis are strict epis, and pushouts
of strict monics are strict monics. is is weaker than being abelian, but allows us to manipulate exact sequences
in much the same way. is is useful for our purposes, as for K a ëeld, the category of ëltered K-vector spaces is
quasi-Tannakian, but not Tannakian.
In a quasi-abelian category, a chain (fi )i of morphisms is said to be an exact sequence if all the morphisms
fi are strict, and consecutive morphisms satisfy the usual condition im(fi ) = ker(fi+1). Recall that a morphism
f is strict if the canonical morphism coim(f ) ! im(f ) is an isomorphism; equivalently if f factors as a strict
epi followed by a strict monic. As we are interested in ëltrations, we also also want the notion of ìags: these are
simply sequences of strict monomorphisms 0 = C0 ,! C1 ,! C2 ,!    ,! Cr = C with Ci/Ci 1 ¤ 0.
We can then deëne slope ëltrations in the context of quasi-Tannakian categories. Following [André. F>, Deë-
nition 3.1.1], we start with a quasi-Tannakian category T over a ëeld K of characteristic 0. It is endowed with a
rank function rk, via rk(C ) = tr(idWC ! C ), using Hom(C;C ) = C_ 
 C tr! 1. We want to deëne a degree
function deg, taking values in some totally ordered uniquely divisible abelian group . Writing sk(T ) for the
skeleton of T , inspired by the proof of Proposition 8B.4, we require:
• degW sk(T )!  is additive on short exact sequences,
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•  = deg/rk W sk(T ) n f0g !  is such that, for any epi-monic f WC ! D in T , (C ) 6 (D).
In this new context, Proposition 8B.4 clearly continues to apply. Lemma 8B.5 also remains relevant, although
the proof needs slight modiëcation, see [André. F>, Lemma 3.3.2]. A few notions from this proof are useful.
We say an object C of T is -semistable if (C 0) 6 (C ) for all non-zero strict subobjects C 0 of C . From
Proposition 8B.4, we deduce that this is equivalent to (C 00) > (C ) for all non-zero strict quotients C 00 of C .
As a result, again using universal destabilising subobjects, we can deëne the slope ëltration attached to the slope
function W sk(T )nf0g ! . is is what André calls a “decreasing functorial ëltration on T by strict subobjects”
which is moreover ënite and left-continuous. By construction, the slope ëltration
0 ,! C1 ,! C2 ,!    ,! Cr = C
of C expresses C as a successive extension of -semistable objects, the Cj /Cj 1, of decreasing slope. is
uniquely characterises the slope ëltration, see [André. F>, Proposition 4.2.2], wherein can be found another
important property of the slope ëltration: grF  grF = grF . We can then again freely interchange the notions of
slope functions and slope ëltrations,[40] as we can go back by using the formula deg(C ) =P   rk grFC . is
gives an equivalence between slope functions and slope ëltrations [André. F>, eorem 4.2.3].
In any such situation, we can also deëne Newton polygons, which are deëned as expected for ëltrations. Given
 and C 2 T , write the slope ëltration of C as
0 = C0 ,! C1 ,! C2 ,!    ,! Cr = C;
with (Cj /Cj 1) = j . e Newton polygon of C with respect to  is then the (convex region lying above
the) piecewise linear graph in R2 made up of consecutive segments (starting from the origin) of increasing slopes
r < r 1 <    < 2 < 1 and horizontal lengths rk(Cr/Cr 1); rk(Cr 1/Cr 2); : : : ; rk(C2/C1); rk(C1), so
that the vertical length of each segment is the corresponding degree.
e subobjects Ci of C then correspond to terminal contiguous sets of segments of the Newton polygon of C
(for instance, the universal destabilising subobject C1 corresponds to the rightmost, and thus steepest, segment
of the Newton polygon; C2 corresponds to the rightmost two segments), whereas quotients of C in the dual ìag
(of epimorphisms) correspond to initial contiguous sets of segments.
Another interesting feature of the slope function  (M ) = vp(det(']))dimK0 (M ) is that we deëned deg(M ) in terms of
deg(det(M )). In general, slope functions on T that factor through the determinant detWT ! Pic(T ) are called
determinantal. In this situation we have:
Proposition 8B.8 — Let W sk(T ) n f0g !  be a determinantal slope function. Let C;D 2 T be non-zero
objects. We have:
• (C 
D) = (C ) + (D),
• (C_) =  (C ). 3
Proof: We have det(C 
D) = det(C )
rk(D) 
 det(D)
rk(C ), proving the ërst equality. For the second, note
that deg(C_) = deg(det(C_)) =  deg(det(C )) =  deg(C ). 2
e main result that allows us to impose an admissibility condition and recover a Tannakian category is the
following [André. F>, Proposition 8.2.6]:
Proposition 8B.9 — Let W sk(T ) n f0g !  be a determinantal slope function, so that deg factors through
WPic(T ) ! . If  is strictly increasing (i.e. given L0 ! L in Pic(T ), (L0) < (L)),[41] then for all  2 ,
[40] In full details, a slope ëltration is a ënite decreasing functorial ëltration F> by strict subobjects such that grF  grF = grF and such
that the function  = deg/rk for deg(C ) =
P
   rk grFC is a bona-ëde slope function.
[41] Note that we always have (L0) 6 (L), otherwise  wouldn’t be a slope function.
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the full subcategory T () of T consisting of all -semistable objects of slope  (together with the zero object) is
abelian, and conversely. 3
Proof: Suppose deg is increasing, and consider a morphism f WC ! D between -semistable objects of slope .
It factors as
C  coim(f )
~f! im(f ) ,! D;
with ~f an epi-monic. We want to show that ~f is an isomorphism. We now have:
 = (C ) 6 (coim(f )) 6 (im(f )) 6 (D) = ;
so that equality holds throughout. is means that deg (det(coim(f ))) = deg (det(im(f ))). Because  is strictly
increasing, this implies that det( ~f ) is a isomorphism, whence ~f too.
In the other direction, start with L, L0 of rank 1, and a morphism L0 ! L, and suppose they have the same
slope, so that L_ 
L0 has slope 0. We thus have a morphism L_ 
L0 ! 1 in T (0) (as all rank 1 objects are -
semistable). is morphism is epi-monic, and hence by the assumption that T (0) is abelian, it is an isomorphism.
Hence L  L0, so that WPic(T )!  is indeed strictly increasing. 2
We can relate the condition of being semistable of a given slope with a condition on Newton polygons too.
We have the following basic observation:
Proposition 8B.10 —e following conditions are equivalent:
• D is -semistable of slope .
• D is of slope , and for all subobjects C  D, the Newton polygon of C lies on or below the line given by
the graph of y = x in R2. 3
Proof: ese are equivalent as we can recover the slope of C as the slope of the line connecting the endpoints of
its Newton polygon. 2
We are now just missing one crucial element: the subcategory of T consisting of -semistable objects
of slope 0, T (0), is not necessarily Tannakian, because it is not necessarily stable under 
. We know that
(C 
D) = (C ) +(D) for any objects C ,D of T , however we don’t know that C 
D is -semistable if C
andD are. If this tensor product is -semistable whenever C andD both are, we say that  is
-multiplicative,
in which case T (0) is Tannakian.
8B.3 Admissible íltered '-modules
In the context of ëltered '-modules over K, we have two slope functions: the slope function H attached to the
underlying ëltered K-vector space, and the slope function N attached to the underlying '-module over K0. It
is also customary to write tH = H, tN =  N. In section 8B.1, we saw a natural condition to impose in this
context: the Newton polygon of N should lie on or above the Hodge polygon, which is the Newton polygon
of H. To tie this together with the previous section, we can deëne a third slope function  = H + N. is
deënes a determinantal slope function on the quasi-Tannakian category of ëltered '-modules over K0.
What are the -semistable objects of slope 0? ese are the conditions:
• (D) = 0, i.e. tH(D) = tN(D),
• for any subobject C  D, (C ) 6 (C ), or equivalently tH(C ) 6 tN(C ).
is justiëes this following deënition, originally made by Fontaine.
Deínition 8B.11 — A ëltered '-module D over K is weakly admissible if it is -semistable of slope 0, i.e.
• tH(D) = tN(D),
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• for any subobject C  D, tH(C ) 6 tN(C ). 3
Note that, by Proposition 8B.10, the condition on subobjects C  D is equivalent to requiring that the
Newton polygon of C lies on or above its Hodge polygon (with equal endpoints for C = D).
e category of weakly admissible ëltered '-modules over K is then the category of -semistable objects of
slope 0 in the quasi-TannakianK0-linear category of ëltered '-isocrystals overK. To ënally show that this category
is in fact Tannakian, as per Proposition 8B.9 and the subsequent remark, it remains to prove that a tensor product
of -semistable objects is also -semistable. is is, however, a diﬃcult result. A proof is given in [Totaro.D
D0,
eorem 1]. is result is also an indirect consequence of a later theorem, eorem 12.1.
8C Fontaine’s theorem for crystalline representations











eorem 8C.1 (Fontaine)—e functors Dcris and Vcris are quasi-inverse equivalences of Tannakian categoriesº Finite-dimensional continuous
crystalline Qp-representations of GK





is is in fact a special case of a more general theorem (eorem 12.1). See section 12 for more details.
is theorem also allows us to explain the origin of the terminology “weakly admissible”. Fontaine initially deëned
admissible ëltered '-modules as those in the essential image of the functor Dcris above. With this in mind, the




With the introduction of crystalline cohomology, we were able to simmer down the generic ëbre datum overK to
a crystallised version over . Crucially, however, we needed to be in a good reduction situation. However, when
the special ëbre is not smooth, a complication can arise.
To get a clearer picture of the situation, we inspire ourselves from the geometric situation, where we study a
space ëbred over the punctured unit disc.[42] What happens is that winding around the puncture can aﬀect the
situation: there’s a non-trivial monodromy. In terms of cohomology, this is the fact that the cohomologies of the
ëbres can form a non-trivial local system, i.e. the fundamental group of the punctured disc can act non-trivially on
the cohomology of the generic ëbre. is corresponds to the Gauss–Manin connection on the relative de Rham
cohomology of the family. At a more elementary – and historically primordial – level, this phenomenon manifests
in the behaviour of algebraic integrals, such as the following elliptic integral:Z 1
1
dxp
x(x   1)(x   ) :
e above integral is a function of  2 CXf0; 1g, say f . is function is then known to satisfy the Picard–Fuchs
equation
4(   1)f 00() + 4(2   1)f 0() + f () = 0:
Solutions to this equation locally form a two dimensional vector space, but transporting the solutions by going
in a loop around 0 or 1 transforms a solution to a diﬀerent one: this is the monodromy of the Picard–Fuchs
equation.[43]
At any rate, the phenomenon of non-trivial monodromy can only occur when the special ëbre is singular,
otherwise we end up in the situation of a ëbration over a contractible base, where no surprises can happen. is
means we can expect to need to adjust B+cris for periods of varieties with bad reduction.
9.2 Complex Morse theory and the Picard–Lefschetz formula
To study the monodromy of a family over the disk with a singular ëbre, we begin by understanding the topological
make-up of the situation. For this, it is helpful to ërst consider the real situation, which is that of a family of spaces
ëbred over the real line. Such considerations fall within the purview of Morse theory.
Morse theory studies the topology of a compact smooth manifold X by way of aMorse function f WX ! R: by
deënition, this is a smooth function whose critical points are non-degenerate, i.e. f does not vanish to second
order in any direction around a critical point. In particular, the critical points of f are isolated, and for each such
point p we can deëne the index indf (p) of f at p as the dimension of the negative eigenspace of the Hessian
matrix of f at p, i.e. the number of independent directions around p along which f is decreasing.
e Morse function f then captures the homotopy type of X : the diﬀeomorphism type of the sublevel set
X6t ´ f  1(( 1; t ]) does not change as long as t does not cross a critical value; around a critical value tc,
X6tc+" is homotopy equivalent to X6tc " with an i-cell attached, for i = indf (p), with p a critical point of
f with critical value tc, assuming for simplicity that f is non-resonant, i.e. distinct critical points have distinct
critical values. Moreover, non-resonant Morse functions are dense in C1(X;R); this is easily seen by perturbing
[42] Recall that the underlying topological space of Spec(OK) is the Sierpiński space, with closed point corresponding to Spec() and dense
open point to Spec(K). In particular, the punctured unit disc’s arithmetic analogue is Spec(K).






x(x   1)(x   ) = 2F1 (








as long as jj < 1 and j  1j < 1 (in particular, this disallows  from encircling either 0 or 1). e other period, given by the integral from
 1 to 0, is then g() = if ( ).
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f .[44]
In the complex case, where X now is a complex manifold of dimension n+1, we consider a proper holomorphic
function X ! P 1, which we assume to be a non-resonant holomorphic Morse function. Now all non-singular
ëbres Xt are diﬀeomorphic, as we can skirt around the critical values. As for the singular ëbres, an n-cell degen-
erates to 0 in Xt as t approaches a critical value. However, in this situation it becomes interesting to consider the
behaviour of the family fXtg of ëbres, for t varying in a small disc around a critical value tc .
Consider for example X =
¶
((´1; ´2); ) 2 A2 A1 : ´21 + ´22 = 4
·
, with f WX ! P 1 the projection onto the
second component. is doesn’t quite ët in the above set-up, but it is here more convenient to work in an aﬃne
situation. is is a family of Riemann surfaces parametrised by  2 A1, except for the ëbre above  = 0, which
is a union of two planes crossing in a single point. Consider then  2 D = f´ 2 C j j´j < 2g. By the Ehresmann
ëbration theorem, f is a ëbration above D = D X f0g, which in particular means that the homology of the
family fX :  2 Dg is a local system on D. Picking as a basepoint  = 1, we can understand this local system
through the action of the (counterclockwise) generating loop  around  = 0, [ ] = 1 2  1(D; f1g) = Z, on
the homology of X1.
In this non-compact context, there are two homology groups to consider. ese are the singular homology
Hsing1 (X1;Z) = hi, and the Borel–Moore homology HBM1 (X1;Z) = hi, as depicted in the following diagram:


Figure I.3: A homology basis of X1.
Note: e white lines indicate spurious self-intersections.
en, moving  along  , this homology basis gets twisted as follows:
[44] In details: starting with an arbitrary smooth f , pick tubular neighbourhoods Ti over each connected component Ci of the critical set
of f . Pick non-resonant Morse functions hi with distinct critical values on each Ci , and extend them to Ti by making them constant in the
normal directions. We can then perturb f to get g = f +"
P
ihi , for bump functions i which take value 1 aroundCi , and then decrease
in the normal direction to become 0 outside Ti . It is straightforward to see that for small enough ", g is a non-resonant Morse function with
critical points those of the hi , with indices indg(p) = indhi (p) + dim(Ci ) (for p a critical point of hi ).
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Figure I.4: Monodromy of the homology around a critical value.
We see then that    =  and    =   ; the second relation being more clearly visible if one is willing to lose
the conformal structure and move apart the two sheets (ìipping over the lighter-shaded sheet):






Figure I.6: e action of monodromy on the homology basis.
Topologically, the eﬀect of  onX1 is then that of a Dehn twist around  (this is themonodromy diﬀeomorphism
attached to ).[45] is is in some sense the general situation! Speciëcally, let f WX ! D be a proper holomorphic
non-resonant Morse function with single critical value 0, with X a complex manifold of dimension 2. Write
again  for the generator of  1(D; f1g) associated with the implicit complex orientation. e monodromy
diﬀeomorphism around 0 then corresponds to a Dehn twist around the (unique up to orientation) cycle which is
contracted in the special ëbre X0 (the vanishing cycle). In particular, we can compute the action of  1(D; f1g)
on Hsing1 (X1;Z):
 7!    =  + h; i;
where  2 Hsing1 (X1;Z) is an arbitrary cycle,  is a vanishing cycle for the critical value 0, and h ; i denotes the
intersection form on H1(X1;Z). is is the classical Picard–Lefschetz formula.
ere is a similar formula in arbitrary dimension n, also without the assumption of properness, which computes
the variation var() =       for  2 HBMn (X1;Z) using the intersection pairing with the vanishing cycle
 2 Hsingn (X1;Z) (or multiple vanishing cycles, in the case that there are multiple singular points in the special
ëbre X0).
9.3 Lefschetz pencils
Now, as usual, we would like to reformulate this algebraically, without making use the notion of a holo-
morphic Morse function. e observation is that, around a critical point p of a Morse function f , there
is always a choice of coordinates that transforms f into normal form. In the real case this is given by
f (x1; : : : ; xd ) =  x21        x2i + x2i+1 +    + xd , where i = indf (p), whereas in the complex case it is
given by f (´1; : : : ; ´d ) = ´21 +    + ´2d . is means that the ëber X0 over 0 resembles the (aﬃne) quadric de-
ëned by ´21+  +´2d = 0, with single singularity at (0; : : : ; 0). is is the only kind of singularity we want to allow.
Let’s switch to an algebraic setup now. It’s useful to start by deëning non-degenerate critical points
algebraically. For a scheme X of ënite type over a ëeld K, and a closed point x of X , we say that x is an ordinary
quadratic singular point if, in the case that K is algebraically closed, yOX;x  KJx1; : : : ; xd+1K/(f ), for some
f 2 Q(x1; : : : ; xd+1) +m3, with Q a non-singular[46] quadratic form in the variables x1; : : : ; xn+1, and where
d = dimxX . For general K, x is an ordinary quadratic singular point of X if all points above x on X K xK are.
ere’s an algebraic normal form for ordinary quadratic forms. If d is even, we write d = 2m, and a normal
form is given by Q(x1; : : : ; xd ) =
Pm
i=1 xixi+m; for d odd, write d = 2m + 1, and write a normal form
Q(x1; : : : ; xd ) =
Pm
i=1 xixi+m + x
2
2m+1. en every non-singular quadratic form over a separably closed ëeld
[45] Note that the Dehn twist is deëned independently of the orientation on , depending instead on the orientation already present on X1.
[46] A quadratic form is non-singular if the associated projective quadric is non-singular. is is equivalent to non-degeneracy, except if the
characteristic is 2.
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can be put into normal form by a change of basis.
Consider then a smooth proper irreducible scheme X over a ëeld K, together with a morphism f WX ! P 1.
We say f is a Lefschetz pencil if f is ìat, with only ënitely many singular ëbres, with the singularities ordinary
quadratic singular points, at most one per ëbre. is is the algebraic version of the notion of a non-resonant Morse
function (and in fact this notion was discovered by Solomon Lefschetz by 1924, preceding Marston Morse’s 1929
paper by a few years).
To ënd Lefschetz pencils on X , there is again a genericity property that we can use, that will also shed light on the
terminology “Lefschetz pencil”. Unsurprisingly, we can use Bertini’s theorem. We suppose we are given a projective
embedding WX ,! PN , and consider a line L  {PN (called the screen) and associated (d   2)-dimensional
linear subspace {L  PN . In addition, we vary P 2 L, obtaining a pencil of hyperplanes HP = {P  {L.
ese hyperplanes all meet along the axis {L, but are otherwise pairwise disjoint. Each point of X then lies on a
unique hyperplane HP , with the exception of the points on the base locus B = X \ {L. We thus get a morphism
fLWX XB ! L  P 1, which we hope to prove is a Lefschetz pencil. is happens when the following conditions
are satisëed:
• {L intersects X transversely.
• ere is a Zariski-open subset U  L such that the hyperplanes HP for P 2 U intersect X transversely.
• For P 2 LXU ,HP intersects X transversely except in a single point, an ordinary quadratic singular point
of X \HP .
In addition, we say that  is a Lefschetz embedding when the subvariety of the Grassmannian Gr(1; {PN ) of the
variety of lines L in {PN that satisfy the above three conditions is dense. Note that this subvariety is necessarily
Zariski-open [SGA 7II, Exposé XVII, Corollaire 3.2.1]. It is then proved [SGA 7II, Exposé XVII, éorème 2.5]
that every projective embedding in characteristic 0 is a Lefschetz embedding, essentially by two applications of
Bertini’s theorem (one for the choice of L, another to show the second condition above). In general characteristic,
it is instead proved that post-composing  with the k-th Veronese embedding, for any k > 2, always yields a
Lefschetz embedding.
Now, we can either workwith fLWXXB ! P 1, or we can blow-upX atB to obtain zX = f(x; P ) 2 XL : x 2 HP g,
so that fL extends to zfLW zX ! P 1.
9.4 e `-adic Picard–Lefschetz formula
Now that we know which objects to consider, we can try to study the monodromy algebraically. We again reduce
to a local case, by use of the étale topology. Given a Lefschetz pencil f W zX ! P 1 as above, we consider what
happens around a singular point x 2 X , so we consider the étale local ring at f (x), a strictly Henselian discrete
valuation ring.
We are then in the following situation (changing notation slightly): we have a ìat morphism f WX ! S , pure
of relative dimension d , with S = Spec(OK) the spectrum of a Henselian discrete valuation ring of residue
characteristic p, such that the generic ëbre X/Spec(K) of f is smooth, and its special ëbre Y /Spec() has as only
singularity y 2 Y , an ordinary quadratic singular point. As before, we want to consider a monodromy action; in
this case, instead of considering the action of a closed loop on the homology of the generic ëbre, the analogous
set-up is to consider the action of the étale fundamental group of S on the étale cohomology of the generic ëbre.
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e full situation is as depicted in the following diagram, with all squares cartesian:
Y X X
Y X X







In the notation of section 9.2, we have the dictionary SÝD, Spec(K)ÝD (the punctured disk), Spec(x)Ýf0g,
XÝX , Y ÝX0 (the special ëbre), XÝX1 (the geometric generic ëbre). e morphism Spec( xK)! Spec(K)
corresponds to the universal cover of D.
We are interested in looking at the étale cohomology of the geometric generic ëbre. Start with a lisse `-adic sheaf
F on X, with ` ¤ p as usual. We restrict it to X , move it back to X by (derived) pushforward, and pull it
back to Y . is deënes the nearby cycles functor, F 7! R	f F = iR jj F . is allows us to deëne the
vanishing cycles, as the diﬀerence between iF on Y , and the complex of sheaves R	f F . More precisely, from
the adjunction morphism id ) R j j  we obtain a morphism in the derived category iF ! R	f F , and we
then deëne the vanishing cycles functor Rf as given by the (homotopy) cokernel of this morphism, to give a
distinguished triangle
iF  ! R	f F  ! Rf F :
e complex of nearby cycles R	f F is to be considered as an element in the derived category of the special ëbre
Y , but it pays oﬀ to also keep track of the full Galois action (that is, to remember the action of the full absolute
Galois group of K, and not just of the absolute Galois group of the residue ëeld ). is is done by considering
sheaves of the topos Yét S Sét, the (2-)ëbered product of the étale toposes of Y and S , over S .[47] We are then
able to extend the above deënition of R	 so that it takes values in the derived category of complexes of sheaves in
Yét S Sét [SGA 7II, Exposé XIII, 1.3.3].[48]
For simplicity, we restrict our choice of coeﬃcients F to  2 fZ/NZ;Z`;Q`g (with p ­ N ), so that we can
dispense with j . We expect the cohomology of the special ëbre with coeﬃcients in R	f  to compute the




= Hnét(X;). We can deduce this
from the Leray spectral sequence attached to j, which tells us that Hnét(X;) = Hnét(X;R j). We just need to
be able to pull this back through i, which we can do for instance if f WX ! S is proper, by proper base change.







compatible with the Galois action.
Now, using the complex of nearby cycles, we would like to be able to deëne a variationmorphism, that captures
the monodromy action of the fundamental group of Spec(K), i.e. the absolute Galois group of K. We are more
interested in the action of the inertia subgroup IK than of the Frobenius, as it is the inertia that corresponds to the
geometric notion of going around the puncture. What we then expect is that IK acts on the cohomology through
the tame `-adic fundamental character t`W IK ! Z`(1) given by g  `N = t`(g)`N ; this most closely matches the
geometric intuition.
e `-adic Picard–Lefschetz formula is then the expression for the action of g 2 IK on Hét(X;Z`), where we
[47] e construction of this topos can be made explicit, as done in [SGA 7II, Exposé XIII, 1.2], by passing to algebraic closures and describing
the sheaves in terms of Galois-theoretic data: a sheaf in the topos Yét S Sét is uniquely described by the data of a triple consisting of a sheaf
Fs on Y S Spec(x) with continuous action of the absolute Galois group of  (which is compatible with its action on Y S Spec(x) in the
sense of [SGA 7II, Exposé XIII, 1.1.1]), a sheaf Fg on Y S Spec(x) with continuous action of the absolute Galois group of K (again with
the compatibility condition), and a Galois-equivariant morphism 'WFs! Fg.
[48] With the Galois-theoretic description by triples (Fs;Fg; '), we deëne 	f F by giving Fs = iF , Fg = i j jF , and taking ' to be
given by the adjunction morphism id) j j, post-composed by xi. We then deëne R	f to be associated derived functor to 	f .
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expect that an element g with t`(g) = 1 will twist cycles by a vanishing cycle.
We want to transfer the computation of the Galois action onto the special ëbre, making use of the nearby and
vanishing cycle functors. Bearing inmind we are working now in a cohomological situation instead of a homological
one, we expect the following commutative diagram [SGA 7II, Exposé XIII, (2.4.6.5)] :
Hdét(X;Z`) Hdét; c(X;Z`)
Hdét; fyg(Y ;RfZ`) Hdét; fyg(Y ;R	fZ`)
g 1 [49]
var(g)y
To deëne the variation morphism var, we want to use the vanishing cocycle. Dual to the topological picture, we





(where d = 2m or d = 2m+ 1 depending on






Hdét; fyg(Y ;R	fZ`(n  m))  ! H2dét; fyg(Y ;R	fZ`(n))
tr ! Z`;
which allows us to deëne a class { 2 Hdét; fyg(Y ;R	fZ`(d  m)), the dual of { under the above pairing.
On the other hand, we also have a natural map WHdét; fyg(Y ;R	fZ`) ! Hdét; fyg(Y ;RfZ`), which behaves
somewhat diﬀerently in even dimension. Referring to [SGA 7II, Exposé XV, (2.2.5.3) and (2.2.5.8)], we have
that:
({) =
8<:( 1)m2{ if d is even,0 if d is odd.
Because of this, the Picard–Lefschetz formula takes a diﬀerent form in the case that d is even. From [SGA 7II,
Exposé XV, éorème 3.4], we have:
var(g)y() =
8<:( 1)m"2(g)h; {i{ if d is even,( 1)m+1t`(g)h; {i{ if d is odd,
for some character "2W IK ! f0; 1g  Z/2Z. Away from 2, "2 is the unique non-trivial mod 2 quadratic character;
in characteristic 2 the situation is more subtle still [SGA 7II, Exposé XV, 3.2.3].
More generally, if there are multiple quadratic ordinary singular points in the special ëbre, we can add up their
individual contributions. We can encode this in an operator
N WHdét(X;Z`)  ! Hdét, c(X;Z`)( 1);
deëned by var(g)() = N (t`(g)). is operator N is simply giving us the corresponding vanishing cocycle (i.e.
in the case of a single singular point, it corresponds topologically to sending  ! ,  ! 0). Note also that N
is nilpotent; in fact N 2 = 0. is is because two vanishing cycles, which vanish in the same ëbre, cannot be
interlinked (this would contradict the assumption that the only singularities are ordinary quadratic singularities).
One particularly important situation to consider is that of the Tate elliptic curve Eq = Gm;K/qZ, for some
non-zero q 2 pOK . is deënes a schemeX over OK with semistable reduction, with a single quadratic ordinary
singular point on its special ëbre. We can thus apply the above framework; using the above notation, we need to
carefully keep track of the Tate twists in the coeﬃcients: we have { 2 (R1fZ`)y , { 2 H1ét; fyg(Y ;R	fZ`(1)).
e Picard–Lefschetz formula gives us that var(g)({) = 0, var(g)({) =  t`(g){. To untwist the coeﬃcients, we
have to pick an `-adic orientation, i.e. a compatible system (`i )i of primitive `i -th roots of unity. Once this is
done, we can write the action of GK on H1(X;Z`)(1) – where the Tate twist is included for simplicity of the
[49] In the case that f is not proper, (g   1) is a slight abuse of notation. To be correct, we in fact deëne the morphism denoted
(g   1) via the above commutative diagram, through the subsequent formula for var(g)y . Rather than proving that this formula
for var(g)y makes the diagram commute (which would be tautological), what is to be proved instead is that the morphism denoted
(g   1)WHdét (X;Z`) ! Hdét, c(X;Z`) recovers the genuine action of (g   1) on Hdét (X;Z`) (respectively Hdét, c(X;Z`)) when post-
composed (respectively, pre-composed) by the natural morphism Hdét, c(X;Z`)! Hdét (X;Z`).
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where c`(g) 2 Z` corresponds to the exponent of t`(g) (so that g  `ip$ = t`(g) `ip$ = c`(g)`i `
ip
$).
Note then that c`(g) is indeed a 1-cocycle in H1 (GK ;Z`(1)) as it should be; that is, we have that
c`(gh) = c`(g) + ¦`(g)c`(h).
9.5 Semistable schemes and mixedness
Note: In this section we work both with the complex situation (singular cohomology of complex algebraic
varieties) and the `-adic situation (`-adic étale cohomology of schemes). In the former we can work with  = Z,
 = Q or  = C, whereas in the latter we can take  = Z/`NZ,  = Z` or  = Q`, with the respective six
operations formalisms. In particular, in both situations we can use the concepts of nearby and vanishing cycles,
as covered in the `-adic case in section 9.4.
ere’s another kind of singularity where we can get our hands on the monodromy. Over C, the ordinary
quadratic singularity given by ´21 + ´22 = 0 can be considered to be the intersection of the two lines ´1 = i´2.
So, instead of generalising to ordinary quadratic singularities in higher dimensions, an other direction for
generalisation is to consider singularities that locally look like a transverse intersection of hyperplanes, i.e. that
are locally given by an equation of the form ´1´2 : : : ´r = 0.
is motivates the deënition of a semistable scheme. Given f WX ! S , with S = Spec(R) the spectrum of a
discrete valuation ring, we say f is strictly semistable if the generic ëbre X ofX is smooth, and the special ëbre
Y is a union of smooth divisors on X which intersect transversally.
More speciëcally, around a point y 2 Y which lies in the intersection of r distinct divisors, the completed local
ring should look like1OX;y  AJt1; : : : ; trK/(t1 : : : tr  $) for some complete local R algebra A which is formally
smooth over R. is means a Zariski neighbourhood of y is smooth over Spec (R[t1; : : : ; tr ]/(t1 : : : tr  $)).
We can weaken this somewhat by considering étale neighbourhoods instead, and we thus say thatX is semistable
if X is étale-locally on X strictly semistable, so that étale-locally around each point x of the special ëbre, X is
smooth over Spec (R[t1; : : : ; tr ]/(t1 : : : tr  $)).
How do we get a handle on the monodromy of a semistable scheme? We can reduce to the situation of a strictly
semistable scheme, and then make use of the smooth divisors Di that make up the special ëbre. e divisors Di
then give us a Čech covering of Y : we have a smooth simplicial scheme Y, which in degree r consists of the
(r+1)-fold intersections of divisors in the special ëbre; that is, Yr =
`
jI j=r+1\i2IDi , with augmentation given
by Y 1 = Y . is looks like:
   Y3 Y2 Y1 Y0 Y
We can use this Čech cover to compute the cohomology of the special ëbre, with coeﬃcients R	f , giving
us then the cohomology of the generic ëbre via the spectral sequence of nearby cycles. is is thanks to
cohomological descent: proper hypercoverings are of cohomological descent, meaning precisely that one can
use a Čech-type computation to compute cohomology [Deligne. Hodge III, §5.3].
Hopefully, if we diligently keep track of all that’s going on, we should be able to get our hands on the monodromy
operator too.
Now, the cohomology of the Yi may well be complicated. What we expect to be able to describe, however,
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is the cycle classes attached to each Di , and, by cup-product, also the cycle classes attached to the intersections.
Writing ar WYr ! Y , cohomological purity leads us to expect R2a!0 = a0( 1), and Rqa!0 = 0 for q ¤ 2 (in
the `-adic case this follows from Gabber’s cohomological purity theorem).
We then want to leverage this knowledge of Rqar ! to compute the nearby cycles complex; the obvious tool to
use is Verdier duality. is yields natural isomorphisms Ri ! = iRHom(i;) and Rj = RHom(j!;).
Using the sequence j! !  ! i of sheaves on X, we then put it all together to yield natural isomorphisms
iRqj = Rq+1i ! = (aq 1)Rq+1(aq 1)! = (aq 1)( q) (see [Illusie. N  V /Q`, éorème 3.2][50]).
e isomorphism iRqj = (aq 1)( q) is thus our ërst ingredient. e second ingredient is the exact
sequence [T. Saito. W Ep;q1 , Corollary 1.1.3 (2)]
0  ! Rq	f   ! iRq+1j(1)  ! iRq+2j(2)  !     ! iRd+1j(d + 1   q)  ! 0;
where d denotes the relative dimension of X over S .











of complexes of sheaves on Y with Galois action. In particular, IK acts trivially on the individual Rq	f . We





is spectral sequence is compatible with the Galois action. As IK acts trivially on the coeﬃcients Rq	f , it
must also then act trivially on the associated graded of each Hn(X;) with respect to the abutment ëltration.
is implies that IK acts unipotently on each Hn(X;), with index of unipotence at most n+ 1.
However we can be more precise, by describing the action of IK directly on the level of the complex R	f . is
will allow us to better understand how the monodromy acts on the abutment of the spectral sequence of nearby
cycles.
9.5.1 Monodromy íltrations
To get us started with this problem, we begin with a brief account of monodromy ëltrations.
Given a nilpotent endomorphism N of a vector space V (or more generally of an object in an abelian category),




ker(N j+1) \ im(N k):[51]
is is the unique ënite ascending ëltration on V satisfying NMi  Mi 2 such that for all i , N i induces an
isomorphism N i W grMi V ! grM iV . See [Deligne. Weil II, Proposition 1.6.1].
9.5.2 Mixed Hodge structures
Note: In this section, we are working with complex varieties, with the topological deënitions for cohomology and
nearby cycles.
In the complex case, for instance when we are working with f WX ! Spec(R) and R = C((t)), the idea is that we
have two ëltrations on R	: the Hodge ëltration F  on R	fC, and the weight íltration W on R	fQ, which
agrees with the monodromy ëltration M associated with N WR	fQ ! R	fQ( 1). ese ëltrations can be
deëned using logarithmic diﬀerentials, as we will see in section 9.6. Accordingly, we have two spectral sequences:
[50] Note that the indexing in Illusie’s article diﬀers from ours by 1: our aq is his aq+1.
[51] is formula makes sense in an arbitrary abelian category. Indeed, given two subobjects U , V of A, we can deëne
U \ V = ker(U ! A/V ) and U + V = im(U  V ! A).
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We again call the respective abutment ëltrations the Hodge and weight ëltrations, again denoted F , W.
To recapitulate then, we have the cohomology group V = Hnsing(X;Z), an increasing weight ëltration W
deëned on VQ, and a decreasing Hodge ëltration F  on VC . e central property of this object (V;W; F ) is
that the graded pieces for the weight ëltration are pure Hodge structures: grWi V , equipped with the induced
Hodge ëltration F , is a pure Hodge structure of weight n+ i for each i , meaning that F  is n+ i-opposed to its
complex conjugate ëltration on grWi V (which we recall means that gr
q
F
grpF grWi VC = 0 for p + q ¤ n+ i). Such
datum (V;W; F ), subject to the aforementioned oppositeness condition, deënes a mixed Hodge structure of
weight n [Deligne. Weil II, Déënition 2.3.1]. e idea is then that the weight ëltration W expresses V (or at
least VQ) as a successive extension of pure Hodge structures.
Like in the case of pureHodge structures, the category of mixedHodge structures is Tannakian [Deligne. Hodge II,
éorème 2.3.5] ; the oppositeness condition is crucial as it forces strictness of the morphisms, thus ensuring
the category is abelian (as, otherwise, general categories of ëltered objects are not abelian). We also have a Tate
mixed Hodge structures Z(1) (with weight ëltration concentrated in degree  2). is then makes the Tannakian
category of mixed Hodge structures into a Tate triple: it has a notion of weight, and a Tate object.
Coming back to our semistable situation, we can consider the mixed Hodge structure given by the Hodge
and weight spectral sequences as a limit Hodge structure of the generic Hodge structure as t ! 0; the ëltration
F  thus obtained is in general diﬀerent from the usual Hodge ëltration on the generic ëbre (although they both
yield the same ëltrations on grW VC [Schmid. Variation, Corollary 6.21]). We also have additional data to work
with, not just F  and W: we have a monodromy automorphism T .
e fundamental property of the automorphism T  Hnsing(X;Z), in the context of a completely general
ìat algebraic family over the unit disc which is smooth away from 0, is that it is quasi-unipotent (so that its
multiplicative Jordan decomposition T = TsTu into semisimple and unipotent parts satisëes Tms = 1 for some
integer m > 1). is is Borel’s monodromy theorem, which also holds in the more general setting of polarised
variations of Hodge structures. In the semistable case, this result strengthens, yielding unipotence of T , so that
T = Tu. e behaviour of T is thus fully captured by its logarithm N , a nilpotent endomorphism. Steenbrink
showed [Steenbrink. limF , Corollary 5.10] (with a correction by Saito [M. Saito. MHpol, Remarque 4.2.5])
that in a projective situation, the monodromy ëltration of the endomorphism N on Hnsing(X;Q) is in fact
the weight ëltration (up to a renumbering); this is the monodromy–weight theorem for complex varieties.
Steenbrink’s proof proceeds by explicitly constructing, using logarithmic diﬀerentials, a biëltered double
complex (A;;W; F ) whose total complex is quasi-isomorphic (as a biëltered complex) to (R	fC;W; F )
[Illusie. N  V /Q`, éorème 2.3.4.(a)], and studying on A; a certain endomorphism , which recovers the
action of N on R	fC. See section 9.6 for (a few) more details.
e knowledge thatN WHnsing(X;Q)! Hnsing(X;Q)( 1) is a morphism of mixed Hodge structures also allows
us to put a bound on its index of nilpotence. e monodromy-weight theorem tells us that N r induces an
isomorphism of pure Hodge structures
N r W grWn+rHnsing(X;Q)! grWn+rHnsing(X;Q)( r):





N !    N ! F p rgrWn rHnsing(X;C):
us, for N r to be non-zero, we at least require all the above vector spaces to be of non-zero dimension. is
is precisely the requirement that the Hodge numbers hp;n p; hp 1;n p+1; : : : ; hp r;n p+r of Hnsing(X;Q) are all
non-zero (this is because, as mentioned previously, the limit Hodge ëltration lines up with the original Hodge
ëltration after taking graded pieces with respect toW). It thus follows that, ifm is the length of the longest chain
of non-zero Hodge numbers hp;n p(X); hp+1;n p 1(X); : : : ; hp+m;n m p(X), then necessarily Nm+1 = 0.
9.5.3 Monodromy in `-adic cohomology
e situation with `-adic cohomology is somewhat diﬀerent. We know to expect the Hodge ëltration to be on
the algebraic de Rham cohomology, and not on the `-adic étale cohomology. e realms of coherent cohomology
(where the Hodge ëltration lives) and étale cohomology (where the weight ëltration lives) are no longer reconciled
by a comparison theorem, unless we are working over C. So we begin with weight considerations in `-adic étale
cohomology.
e fundamental result in the `-adic world, mirroring Borel’s monodromy theorem, is Grothendieck’s `-adic
monodromy theorem:
eorem 9.1 (Grothendieck)— Let K be a local ëeld of residue characteristic p ¤ `, V a ënite-dimensional Q`
vector space, and WGK ! GL(V ) an `-adic Galois representation. en jIK is quasi-unipotent (that is, there
exists a ënite extension L/K such that jIL is unipotent). 32
In particular, this means that there is a nilpotent operator N WV ! V ( 1) such that (g) = exp(t`(g)N )
for all g 2 IL. is operator is in fact Galois-equivariant (explaining the need to notate it as N WV ! V ( 1)
instead of simply N WV ! V ). is is because of the formula t`(ghg 1) = ¦`(g)t`(h) for g 2 GK , h 2 IK ; it
implies that (g)N(g 1) = ¦`(g)N , which is indeed Galois-equivariance of N WV ! V ( 1). A special case is
N' = q'N , for ' = (Frob 1q ) the image of a geometric Frobenius element.[52]
is theorem then applies to the case V = Hiét(X;Q`) (as well as V = Hiét, c(X;Q`)). In this light it is perhaps
surprising: we don’t even need to know that our variety acquires semistable reduction after a ënite extension; we
can work purely on the level of cohomology to prove the quasi-unipotence of the monodromy.[53] We can also
deëne a ëltrationM on V as the monodromy ëltration of N . is is expected to have similar properties to the
weight ëltration of mixed Hodge structures; for instance, if V = Hiét(X;Q`) for some smooth proper variety
over K, we expectMr/Mr 1 to be pure of weight i + r (meaning that all eigenvalues of the geometric Frobenius
acting onMr/Mr 1 are Weil numbers of weight i).
Now, working with a semistable scheme f WX ! S , we want to precise the monodromy action on
Hiét(X;Q`) by making use of the spectral sequence of nearby cycles. As promised, we start by looking in depth
at how the monodromy acts on R	f . e idea is that we again have a weight spectral sequence which mirrors
the complex weight spectral sequence of Steenbrink, as constructed in [Rapoport–Zink, Satz 2.10]; see also
[Illusie. N  V /Q`, 3.6] and [T. Saito. W Ep;q1 , 2.2]. One can work explicitly and construct a double complex
B; that is an `-adic analogue of Steenbrink’s complex, in that its total complex is quasi-isomorphic to R	f .
is double complex then provides a convenient way to deëne several structures on R	f .











[52] Note that it does not matter how the arithmetic Frobenius Frobq 2 G is lifted to GK , as ¦` is unramiëed.
[53] However, we don’t know that there exists a ënite extension L/K that suﬃces for all ` ¤ p simultaneously. e existence of such L/K
can be proved using alterations, by a similar method to the proof of the implication Cst) CdR which will be explained at the end of section 10.
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Choose now a generator T of Z`(1). As T acts trivially on the individual Rq	f , we can consider that (T   1)
maps 6qR	f ! 6q 1R	f . WriteAT   1WRq	f [ q]! Rq 1	f [ q + 1] for the homomorphism that
T   1 induces after passing to graded pieces. rough the above quasi-isomorphism,AT   1 then matches up with
the operation of tensoring by T [T. Saito. W Ep;q1 , Lemma 2.2.1 (4)]:
0 aq aq+1    ad





e upshot of all this is that, when  is such that we can deëne logarithms (e.g.  = Q`), this description of T  1
also describes the action of logT . is is because logT is congruent to T   1 modulo (T   1)2, and (T   1)2
sends 6qR	f  to 6q 2R	f , so that the morphisms induced by T  1 and by logT after taking graded pieces,
from Rq	f [ q] to Rq 1	f [ q + 1], are then equal. Being more careful with the choice of orientations, we
can deëne N = log(T )
 T _ and  = (T   1)
 T _ where T _ 2 Z`( 1) is the dual to T . e operators N and
 are then well-deëned independent of choices.
From the above descriptions, we can then deduce that the kernel ëltration Kt = ker(t+1) of  acting on R	f 
agrees with the canonical ëltration 6, and we can also describe explicitly the ëltration induced by the image
ëltration I i = im(i ):
grt+iI grKt R	f  =
M
t>max(0; i)
(a2t+i )[ 2t   i ]( t   i):




grt+iI grKt R	f  =
M
t>max(0; i)
(a2t+i )[ 2t   i ]( t   i):
Assuming properness of f , thanks to the spectral sequence of nearby cycles, we can then cook up another spectral
sequence, associated with the monodromy ëltrationM on R	f :




Y ; grM pR	f 

) Hnét(X;):





We can reformulate this slightly: grMR	f  is the associated graded of the total complex of the double complex






a1 a2( 1)    ad( d )




We are then taking the associated graded with respect to the ëltration of Tot(B) which in degree r is obtained
by applying 6r+q to the q-th line of B (i.e. throwing away the B i;q for i > r , as the diﬀerentials are all zero);
this simply corresponds to looking at anti-diagonals. We also included the monodromy endomorphism N in the
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above diagram; it acts compatibly with the weight spectral sequence [Illusie. N  V /Q`, éorème 2.3.4, (b)].
e abutment ëltration on Hnét(X;) with respect to the weight spectral sequence is called the weight
ëltration, denoted W. We might expect that this ëltration is also the monodromy ëltration of
N WHnét(X;) ! Hnét(X;)( 1) (up to a renumbering); this is the (as yet unproven) monodromy–weight
conjecture.
9.6 Log diﬀerentials
We considered `-adic étale cohomology previously; we noted at the time that to understand the Hodge ëltration
we also need to look at de Rham cohomology. So we now switch tracks and turn to the study of diﬀerentials.
It is fruitful to consider ërst the absolute, non-variational problem of understanding the cohomology of possibly
non-proper schemes. e method of approach is to use Nagata compactiëcations: embedding into a proper
scheme with complement a normal crossings divisor. is set-up works over an arbitrary ëeld of characteristic
0 (and we would need to use crystalline machinery to study the case of positive characteristic, which we will do
in section 9.8). Letting K stand for an arbitrary ëeld of characteristic 0, consider the inclusion j WU ! X of a
smooth separated scheme of ënite type U over K into a smooth proper scheme X over K, with complement
D = X X U a divisor with strict normal crossings. Now, we can compute the de Rham cohomology of U as
given by the hypercohomology Hn(X; j
X/K) of j




ere is however a much more manageable object than j
U/K which still gives us the same de Rham
cohomology; this is given by the subcomplex 





U/K . e deënition of logarithmic diﬀerentials can be done locally, using the module
of logarithmic Kähler diﬀerentials. So consider the situation X = Spec(R), U = Spec(R[M 1]). en the
module of Kähler diﬀerentials 
X/K is generated by fdr j r 2 Rg (with usual relations), whereas 
U/K also
contains diﬀerentials of the form m 1dr for m 2 M ; in particular, poles of arbitrary degree along D = X X U
are allowed. e module of logarithmic Kähler diﬀerentials is instead generated only by fdr j r 2 Rg and
fd logm = m 1dm j m 2M g.
Geometrically, 
1
X/K(logD) consists of those diﬀerentials  such that both  and d have (at most) simple
poles along D. We can consider the complex of logarithmic diﬀerential 

X/K(logD) as generated (as a complex
of quasicoherent OX modules equipped with an exterior product) inside j
U/K , by 
X/K and logarithmic
diﬀerential forms df/f of sections f of jOU , rational along D [Deligne. Hodge II, Proposition 3.1.3]. Dually,
we have the logarithmic tangent sheaf TX/K(  logD), which consists of vector ëelds on X which are tangent to
D along D.
e main advantage of the sheaves 
i
X/K(logD) is that they are coherent OX -modules, and in fact they




U/K , allowing us to compute the de Rham cohomology of U using logarithmic diﬀerentials
[Deligne. Hodge II, Proposition 3.1.8].[54]
Now, 

X/K(logD) is naturally equipped with two ëltrations. We have a Hodge ëltration F  deëned as the













A quick topological computation shows that 

X/K(logD) equipped with the weight ëltration W is quasi-
isomorphic as a ëltered complex to 

X/K(logD) equipped with its canonical ëltration 6 [Deligne. Hodge II,
Proposition 3.1.8].






with a mixed Hodge structure.
[54] Another useful quasi-isomorphic complex is the complex 

X/K(D) of diﬀerentials having arbitrary poles along Y . See
[Deligne. Hodge II, Proposition 3.1.11].
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We can now explain how to go about equipping the cohomology of any separated scheme X , of ënite type
over C, with a mixed Hodge structure:
• Suppose thatX is smooth. enX embeds in a proper schemeZ overC [Nagata.X ,! xX , §4,eorem 2].
Moreover, one can arrange that Z is smooth, and such that the complement D of X in Z is a normal
crossings divisor [Hironaka. Resolutions, §2, Main eorem II]. en we can equip HidR(X/C) with a







e crucial results are as follows [Deligne. Hodge II, éorème 3.2.5]
– e resulting Hodge and weight ëltrations on HidR(X/C) depend only on X , and not on Z.
– ese two ëltrations, together with the Z-structure Hising(X;Z), deëne a mixed Hodge structure on
HidR(X/C).
– is mixed Hodge structure depends functorially on X .
• In general, dropping the assumption of smoothness, we use Hironaka’s resolution of singularities to replace
X by a smooth proper simplicial schemeZ, normal crossing divisorsD ,! Z, such that, ifU = ZXD,
there is an augmentation aWU ! X that is a proper hypercovering [Deligne. Hodge III, Proposition 8.3.2].
e mixed Hodge structures on j WUn ,! Zn then ët compatibly to yield a cohomological mixed Hodge
complex[55] [Deligne. Hodge III, 8.1.12]
RjZ; (RjQ; 6) ;
 

Z (logD) ;W; F
 
:
is data then yields a functorial mixed Hodge structure on HndR(U/C) [Deligne. Hodge III, Proposi-
tion 8.1.20]. Finally, we can use cohomological descent along the proper hypercovering aWU ! X to
obtain a mixed Hodge structure on HndR(X/C). is is independent of all choices, and is functorial in X
[Deligne. Hodge III, Proposition 8.2.2]. More generally, this method applies to any separated simplicial
scheme of ënite type over C.
In the case of a semistable family of varieties f WX ! S over the unit disc  = S in C, we can also use the
complex of log diﬀerentials to describe the monodromy of the Gauss–Manin connection r. is will generalise
the description of the Gauss–Manin connection of section 1.2.1, which assumed smoothness of f .
We start by generalising to the logarithmic case the exact sequence whose connecting homomorphism deëned the
Gauss–Manin connection, as we saw in the proof of eorem 1.2. Writing U = X XD, f jU is smooth, so that







Now we are working with the speciëc base of the punctured unit disc, which is of dimension 1, so that by the
deënition of the Koszul ëltration K, the above sequence simpliëes to







U/ [ 1]  ! 
U/C  ! 
U/  ! 0:
In the logarithmic setup, we can extend this sequence over the origin [Steenbrink. limF , 2.19], to obtain:







X/S (logD)[ 1]  ! 
X/C(logD)  ! 
X/S (logD)  ! 0:
We can then use this sequence to extend theGauss–Manin connection over the whole of S , given by the connecting










[55] A cohomological mixed Hodge complex is the derived version of a mixed Hodge structure, i.e. corresponds to data that precedes the
application of R . Such an object consists of the expected data at the derived category level, satisfying the usual oppositeness condition
[Deligne. Hodge III, 8.1.6].
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is is an extension of the Gauss–Manin connection on 

U/ to a connection with log poles on 
X/S (logD).
Now that we have extended r over to D, we can explicitly study its monodromy around ´ = 0. To detect this,
we take residues. We have a residue homomorphism res0W





= f (0). As





X/S (logD)  ! 0;
 7!dlog(´)^ (9.6.1)
allowing us then to deëne the residue at 0 of the Gauss–Manin connection as the associated connecting homo-
morphism
res0rWRqf
X/S (logD)f0g  ! Rqf
X/S (logD)f0g:
e fundamental consideration in the semistable situation over C is that we have at our disposition both
R	fC and 
X/S (logD), which are serving the similar purpose of describing the limit mixed Hodge structure of
the family f WX ! S . e link was established by Steenbrink using his aforementioned double complex A;,







with diﬀerentials Ap;q ! Ap+1;q given by  7! ( 1)q+1d, and Ap;q ! Ap;q+1 given by
 7! ( 1)pf (dlog(´)) ^ . e interest of this double complex is, as mentioned, that we can deëne
the Hodge and weight ëltrations on it in a straightforward manner. e Hodge ëltration is the trivial ëltration









As mentioned previously, the total complex of this biëltered double complex (A;; F ;W) is quasi-isomorphic
to (R	fC; F ;W). Moreover, it makes explicit the action of T : the action of its logarithm N on R	fC lines
up with the action of the endomorphism WA ! A of bidegree ( 1; 1) induced in degree (p; q) by ( 1)p+q+1









We refer to [Illusie. N  V /Q`, éorème 2.3.4] for proofs and further justiëcations.





in the derived category of sheaves onD [Steenbrink. limF , Lemma 4.12]. is correspondence between R	fC
and 





In the previous section, we looked at the situation of a compactiëcation j WU ,! X over a ëxed base: we were
compactifying U /Spec(K) by another scheme over Spec(K). However, we are more interested in spreading out
some X/Spec(K) to X/S (with S = Spec(OK)), and studying the cohomology of X through the cohomology
of the special ëbre Y of X.
In section 9.5, we saw that the cohomology of the generic ëbre of a semistable scheme gains a monodromy
operator. In the good reduction situation, we were able to capture all the arithmetic data with only the special
ëbre. We can’t hope for as much in this instance, but we would still like to be able to deëne some sort of
semistable crystalline cohomology, which would have both a Frobenius operator and a monodromy operator.
To do this, we introduce the notion of log schemes, which is a framework that mimics the consideration of
logarithmic diﬀerentials of section 9.6.
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e idea of Fontaine and Illusie is to axiomatise the structure we obtain from a compactiëcation j WU ,! X .
We consider the subsheaf M  OX consisting of sections of OX which are invertible on U ; more precisely we
deëneM = OX \ jOU . is is a subsheaf of (commutative) monoids of the (commutative) monoid OX under
multiplication; unfortunately we have to throw away the additive structure as the sum of invertible sections might
well not be invertible.
Deínition 9.2— LetX be a scheme. A log structure onX is a sheafM of commutative monoids on the étale site
Ét(X) of X , together with a morphism of sheaves of monoids WM! OX which isomorphically maps  1(OX )
onto OX .
A log scheme is a scheme equipped with a log structure. 3
e condition  1(OX )  OX enables us to consider OX as a subsheaf of M. e reason to consider the
étale site of X , and not just its Zariski site, is to avoid any problems with normal crossing divisors that are not
strict; allowing étale covers leads to a simple local theory.
Next we deëne the category of log schemes. Consider a morphism of schemes f WX ! Y , and log structures
M, N on X , Y . We get morphisms f  1N! f  1OY ! OX , and thus a composite morphism Wf  1N! OX .
However f  1N does not necessarily deëne a log structure; we canonically correct this by instead taking the
pushout of f  1N and OX along  1OX ; this is the associated log structure
 
f  1N
a, which we also write
f N.[56] is allows us to deëne morphisms of log schemes as pairs: a morphism f WX ! Y of schemes, and a
morphism f 5 Wf N!M of log structures on X .
e next step is to deëne sheaves of diﬀerentials in this setting. Changing notation somewhat, let f WX ! Y
be a morphism of log schemes, and let X , Y be the underlying schemes of X , Y , with respective log structures
M, N. We expect the sheaf of relative log diﬀerentials of X/Y , 
1
X/Y , to be generated by the underlying diﬀer-
entials 
1
X/Y together with the logarithmic derivatives of elements inM. at is, we expect universal morphisms
dWOX ! 
1X/Y , dlogWM ! 
1X/Y . e morphism d should be a derivation, whereas dlog should be a log
derivation of X over Y with respect to d. is means the following identities should be satisëed:
dlog(ab) = dlog(a) + dlog(b);
(a)dlog(a) = d((a));
dlog(a) = 0 for a 2 f N:
ese are the expected identities if we are to understand dlog as given by a symbolic formula dlog(x) = dx/x.
is allows us to deëne the log tangent sheaf TX/Y as the sheaf of log derivations[57] TX/Y = DerX/Y (OX ). As in
the classical case, the functorL 7! DerX/Y (OX ) that assigns to a coherent OX -module its associated sheaf of log
derivations is represented by a universal object, written 
1







In fact, we can also describe 
1











 [a]); (0; 1
 [f 5(b)])ia2M;b2f N :
e notation gp indicates that we are taking a (sheaëëed) Grothendieck group (with [ ] denoting the image in
the Grothendieck group). Here, we are to understand an element [a] 2 Mgp denoting in the above formula
the log diﬀerential dlog(a). is means we can understand the ërst type of relations, given by quotienting out
(d((a)); (a) 
 [a]), as corresponding to the formula d((a)) = (a)dlog(a). We take the Grothendieck
group ofM because we expect dlog to factor throughMgp (because of the symbolic relation  log(a) = log (1/a)),
[56] e “associated log-structure” functor is left adjoint to the inclusion functor from pre-log structures to log-structures, where a pre-log
structure does not require the condition on  1OX .
[57] at is, pairs (d; dlog), with d a derivation and dlog a log derivation over d.
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and because we need a bona-ëde abelian group in the formula to deëne a sheaf of OX -modules.
e upshot of these considerations is that we can extend methods applicable to smooth schemes in a more
general context. We recall ërst the characterisation of smooth morphisms by the inënitesimal lifting property (see
for instance [EGA IV4, Déënition 17.1.1]). A morphism of schemes f WX ! Y is said to be formally smooth




where j WU ,! T is a nilpotent inënitesimal thickening (meaning that j is deëned by a nilpotent ideal[58]) of aﬃne
schemes, there exists a morphism T ! X (respectively a unique such morphism, at most one such morphism)




Amorphism of schemes is then smooth (respectively étale, unramiëed) if and only if it is formally smooth (respec-
tively formally étale, formally unramiëed) and locally of ënite presentation; this is [EGA IV4, Corollaire 17.5.2].
is means we can think of smooth morphisms as those that allow us to lift tangent vectors (and higher-order
jets), and similarly for étale or unramiëed morphisms.
We can then mimic these deënitions in the setting of log schemes: a morphism of log schemes is said to be for-
mally log smooth (respectively formally log étale, formally log unramiëed) if there exist lifts (respectively there
exist unique lifts, there exist at most one lift) with respect to morphisms of aﬃne log schemes j WU ,! T which
are strict nilpotent closed immersions. Strictness of j is the condition that j 5 W j MT !MU be an isomorphism;
we don’t want to allow j to introduce additional logarithmic data. e ëniteness condition to ask for is a bit more
subtle: naturally we have to require that the underlying morphism of schemes is locally of ënite presentation, but
we also need to impose ëniteness conditions on the level of log structures.
First we consider the notion of a chart for a log structureM on a scheme X . is consists of an étale cover fXig
of X , monoidsMi and multiplicative homomorphisms i WfM i !MjXi (wherefM i denotes the sheaëëcation of
the constant presheaf Mi ) such that the morphisms (i )aW (fM i )a  ! MjXi , from the associated log structures
(fM i )a offM i toMjXi , are isomorphisms.
Consider then the following deënitions, for a log structureM on X :
• M is coherent if it admits a chart of ënitely generated monoids,
• M is integral if it is a sheaf of integral monoids,
• M is íne if it is both coherent and integral.
is provides enough of a ëniteness condition for reasonable deënitions; we then say a morphism of ëne log
schemes is log smooth (respectively log étale, log unramiëed) if it is formally log smooth (respectively, formally
log étale, formally log unramiëed) and locally of ënite presentation.
We end this section with some much needed examples of log schemes.
Let R be a discrete valuation ring. en there are three natural log structures on S = Spec(R):
• the trivial log structure,
• the canonical log structure, which is the log structure attached to N ! R, 1 7! $ for some uniformiser$
of R,
[58] In fact it suﬃces to check the criterion on square zero ideals, as we can successively extend the lifting level-by-level only using ideals of
square zero [EGA IV4, Remarques 17.1.2, (ii)].
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• the hollow log structure, attached to N ! R, 1 7! 0.
e ërst log structure corresponds to doing classical (non-logarithmic) geometry; the second to working with
semistable schemes over S ; the third to working with special ëbres of semistable schemes over S .
e crucial example is that of semistable schemes, of course. Given f WX ! S a semistable scheme, we obtain a
ëne log structure. en, when X and S are both equipped with the canonical log structures, f WX ! S is log
smooth.
9.8 e log-crystalline site
With these basic notions of log geometry, we can hope to adjust the deënition of the crystalline topos of
section 5.3 to account for the case of non-smooth, semistable reduction. is leads us to considering log PD-
schemes, which are simply log schemes whose underlying scheme is equipped with a PD-structure. e notion of
PD-thickening then needs only the change that the closed embedding must be strict ( 5 must be an isomorphism).
Starting with a ëne log PD-scheme Y /S , we can deëne the (étale) log-crystalline site Log-Cris(Y /S)
analogously to the crystalline site of section 5.3. We have to use the étale topology, rather than the Zariski
topology, because of the involvement of log structures. An object of the log-crystalline site is given by
the data of an étale scheme U over Y , a ëne log scheme T over S , and a (log) PD-thickening WU ,! T
of U (with the log and PD-structures on U inherited from X). Morphisms of such objects are the usual
commutative diagrams. e coverings are now étale covers: the Grothendieck topology is generated by
families of morphisms (i WUi ,! Ti ) ! (WU ,! T ) such that Ti ! T is a jointly surjective family
of étale morphisms; moreover we require that these morphisms induce isomorphisms Ui  Ti T U .
e corresponding log-crystalline topos is then written (X/S)log-cris. As per usual, we have a structure
sheaf OY /S W (WU ,! T ) 7!  (T;OT ), and also as previously sheaves Ga, J. We now also have the sheaf of
monoidsMY /S W (WU ,! T ) 7!  (T;MT ). e intrinsic cohomology of this topos is log-crystalline cohomology.
As for the natural notion of coeﬃcients, we have a similar description as in section 5.3.1, with sheaves
on the log-crystalline site being given by compatible systems of étale sheaves; we can also deëne crystals
of OY /S -modules in the same way. We then have equivalences, when f WY ! S is log smooth, between
crystals, hyper PD-stratiëcations and ìat quasi-nilpotent connections [K. Kato. Log structures,eorem 6.2, 6.7].
Just as eorem 5.3 related crystalline and de Rham cohomologies in the good reduction case, we have an
analogous result in the log-crystalline context.
To set the stage, consider a proper scheme f WX ! OK with semistable reduction, special ëbre Y /, and smooth
generic ëbre X/K. Just as we were working with the lone special ëbre Y / and Y /W in the crystalline context,
here we work with Y / and Y /W . e notational diﬀerence accentuates that we are working not only with
the schematic special ëbre Y , but we are also remembering its log structure MY  inherited from X. Here 
means that  is equipped with the hollow log structure, which we also lift to the Witt vectors, yielding W n . is
is the natural context for studying the log-crystalline cohomology, as opposed to, for instance, considering the
canonical log structureW  onW , because we want to be considering Y as aW -scheme with empty generic ëbre.
On the other hand, were we to work with a lift of Y to W , we would want to use the canonical log structure on
W , not the hollow one. Note that Y , as a log scheme, is not determined by the underlying schematic special
ëbre Y : the log structure also captures some second-order information.
e comparison between crystalline and de Rham cohomologies in this context is as follows [Hyodo–Kato, e-
orem 5.1] [Tsuji. Cst, Proposition 4.4.9]




Y /W ;OY /W 
W K  ! HidR(X/K):
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In addition, we have the formula $u = $  exp (log(u)N ) for any unit u 2 OK , where N is the logarithm of
monodromy endomorphism on the crystalline cohomology that we will construct in section 9.9. In particular,
the endomorphism $ N  1$ on HidR(X/K) is well-deëned independent of choices, and matches up with the
logarithm of the monodromy of the Gauss–Manin connection deëned on Rif
X/K . 32
9.9 Monodromy and weights in log-crystalline cohomology
We want to introduce considerations of weights, and deëne a logarithm of monodromy operator N , in this new
context. To start oﬀ then, we want to give the log-crystalline analogue of the weight ëltration on 

X/K(logD)
that we saw in section 9.6.
We saw (eorem 5.5) that the correct object in crystalline cohomology that replaces the de Rham complex


X/K is the de Rham–Witt complex W?
X/K . In the log-crystalline case, Hyodo and Kato deëne the
de Rham–Witt complex for log schemes, which serves the same purpose as the complex of log diﬀerentials


X/K(logD) in this new setting. In particular, its hypercohomology computes the log-crystalline cohomol-
ogy. is will allow us to study the Gauss–Manin connection in this context, and deëne a weight spectral sequence.





X/S (logD)  ! 0;
 7!dlog(´)^
which allowed us to deëne a connection on the de Rham cohomology of a semistable family f WX ! S of
complex varieties over the unit disc, with D = X0 a divisor with normal crossings on X .
e way to do this is use a logarithmic de Rham–Witt complexW?
Y / whose hypercohomology computes
the log-crystalline cohomology Hcris(Y /W ;OY /W ), as deëned by Hyodo and Kato. is complex will play
the rôle of 

X/S (logD)f0g in this context. As for 
X/C(logD)f0g, for lack of a better option we can construct ex-
plicitly an analogue, which we will denote byW?e
Y  . We begin with the following explicit description/deënition
ofWn



























where F , G are the subsheaves spanned by local sections of the form:
F W  "j ((a1))
 (a1 ^    ^ ai ); 0   pj  0; "j ((a1))
 (a2 ^    ^ ai );
for a1; : : : ; ai local sections of MY , j 2 N, and where "j WOY ! WnOY is the morphism locally given by
"j W b 7! (0; : : : ; 0  
j
; b; 0; : : :), and
GW  0; "j ((a2))
 (a2 ^    ^ ai );
for a2; : : : ; ai local sections ofMY . In both cases we have omitted the notation [ ] to denote the image in the
Grothendieck groupMgp.
For this to make any sense, we want the hypercohomology ofW?
Y / to compute the log-crystalline cohomol-
ogy, generalising eorem 5.5.
eorem 9.4 (Hyodo, Kato, Nakkajima) — ere are compatible (as n varies) canonical isomorphisms of com-
plexes of sheaves on the étale site of Y
R(uY /W n )(OY /W n )
 ! Wn
Y / : 3
Proof: See [Nakkajima. W Ep;q1 , eorem 7.19], where Wn





00 (which is itself isomor-
phic to the complexWnY of the quoted theorem, by [Nakkajima. W E
p;q
1 , eorem 7.5]). 2
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It then makes sense to deëne an absolute version of this logarithmic de Rham–Witt complex as:
Wne
iY  ´ WnOY 
Z i^MgpY / 1() WnOY 
Z i^ 1MgpY / 1() F + G:
Here F and G are deëned as above. e only diﬀerence is that we are now no longer quotienting out by f  1(Mgp )
(but instead just by constants), so we can expect it to be a suitable absolute version of the relative log de Rham–Witt
sheavesWn
iY / , and so mirror 
iX/C(logD)f0g.
Finally now we can state:
Proposition 9.5 (Nakkajima)— Let  be a generator of the hollow log structure on . e sequence of complexes
of sheaves with G-action
0  ! W?
Y /( 1)[ 1] W?e
Y   ! W?
Y /  ! 0 7!dlog()^
is exact. 3
Proof: See [Nakkajima. W Ep;q1 , eorem 11.1], in which the complexesW?
Y / andW?e






00 and  W?eY 00. 2
is allows us ënally to deëne the logarithm of monodromyN on log-crystalline cohomology, as the boundary
















As the hypercohomology of the logarithmic de Rham–Witt complex computes log-crystalline cohomology by
eorem 9.4, we obtain[59]
N WHicris
 
Y /W ;OY /W ! Hicris  Y /W ;OY /W  ( 1): (9.9.1)
e Tate twist indicates that N is not quite compatible with the Frobenius endomorphism, but is compatible up
to a twist: N' = p'N , as 'M ( 1) = p'M . is corresponds to the factor of 2 i in the formula N = 2 ires0r
of section 9.6.
We refer to [Nakkajima. W Ep;q1 , eorem 11.4] for the proof that this deënition of N agrees with other possible
deënitions of N .
9.10 e ring B+st
Let’s now go back to our project of p-adic integration. We started oﬀ considering
R

d´/´ as giving the monodromy
of the logarithm, and deëned t = log(z") as a p-adic 2 i, a period for the p-adic cyclotomic character.
However, we saw that whenwe have a singular special ëbre, there can be other periods to consider too. In particular,
the Picard–Lefschetz formula leads us to desire a period for the tame Kummer character tp. For instance, the action
of inertia on an absolute cycle of the Tate curve Ep is given by g   =  + cp(g). In terms then of the integral
of the invariant diﬀerential ! over , we expect the integral u =
R
 ! to satisfy
g  u = u+ cp(g)t; (9.10.1)
as g acts on  through the cyclotomic character, so that the integral over  is (up to a constant, which we’ll
ignore) just t = log(z").
Now, whereas ¦p captures the action of the Galois group on p-power roots of unity, tp (or cp) captures the action
on p-power roots of p. So, on top of a system z" = [("0; "1; "2; : : :)] 2 Ainf of p-power roots of unity ("0 = 1, "1 a
primitive p-th root of unity, "pn = "n 1), we want zp = [p[] = [(p(0); p(1); p(2); : : :)] 2 Ainf satisfying p(0) = p
and (p(n))p = p(n 1), a compatible system of p-power roots of p. Formally writing u = log(zp) for the moment,
we can see that g u = log(g  zp) = log  z" cp(g)zp = log(zp) + cp(g) log(z") = u+ cp(g)t. is means that, just as
[59] It is however not completely straightforward to verify that N yields an endomorphism on the log-crystalline cohomology. See [Hy-
odo–Kato, 3.6] and [Nakkajima. W Ep;q1 , § 11].
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t = log(z") was a period for the cyclotomic character, we can consider u = log(zp) as a period for the fundamental
tame character tp, via the above formula.
We go back to the deënition now of log(zp), and in particular to considering the convergence of the series that
deënes log(zp).
Considering the description of B+dR as the ker()-adic completion of Ainf, for log(zp) to converge we want 1  zp to
be in the kernel of  . However (1  zp) = 1  p, so this doesn’t quite work. Instead, let’s start by deëning log(p)



















us log(zp) is an element of B+dR. However the series deëning log(zp) does not converge in B+cris, and in
fact log(zp) is transcendental over B+cris. is allows us to deëne B+st = Bcris[u], with u a formal variable. A
choice of log(p) then yields an embedding B+st ,! B+dR, u 7! log(zp).[60] Note however that there is no natu-
ral embedding independent of choices. We also deëne Bst = B+st [1/t], this is Fontaine’s ring of semistable periods.
What structures do we have then on Bst? We have the Galois action of GK inherited from Bcris (with GK
acting on u through formula (9.10.1)), the Frobenius operator inherited from Bcris, which we extend in the
obvious manner to Bst via '(u) = pu (we have in mind: '(log(zp)) = log(zpp) = p log(zp)). We know that
(Bcris)GK = K0, so that also (Bst)GK = K0. e embedding Bcris 
K0 K ! BdR then extends to an embedding
Bst
K0 K ! BdR once log(p) is chosen. We will study (Bst)'=1 below, using the fundamental exact sequence of
Bcris that we covered in section 5.5.
Next, we have the Hodge ëltration F , inherited from the Hodge ëltration on BdR once an embedding Bst ,! BdR
is chosen.
In additional to all this, we also expect there to be endomorphismN that mirrors the Picard–Lefschetz formula. It
should be Bcris-linear (as there is no monodromy in the case of good reduction). It should also be a derivation, as it
is to be considered as the logarithm of a monodromy automorphism.[61] us it suﬃces to deëneN (u); mirroring
the Picard–Lefschetz formula and the expression (g) = exp(N t`(g)), it makes sense to chooseN (u) =  1, with
the sign supposed to reìect the sign that appears in the Picard–Lefcshetz formula in the case of relative dimension
1.
How do these all relate? For a start the Galois action of GK commutes with everything else: ',N and F . Also F 
commutes with both ' and N , however ' and N do not commute. We have the following relation that parallels
the case of ` ¤ p, and mirrors the relation in log-crystalline cohomology:
N' = p'N:
Indeed, it suﬃces to note that N'u = Npu =  p = p'Nu, as N is Bcris-linear, with Nu =  1, and ' is
multiplicative and Qp-linear. Another way to state this relation is that N commutes with ' when considered as a
morphism N WBst ! Bst( 1).
Finally, we can apply the results of section 5.5 to elucidate the interaction of all these extra structures on the
[60] We could have also performed the above construction with an arbitrary q 2 mK instead of p, so we can more generally think of u as
denoting log(zq).
[61] e formula T (ab) = T (a)T (b) implies log(T )(ab) = log(T )(a)b + a log(T )(b).
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to the situation of Bst. We simply need to add N with the relation N' = p'N . Choosing an embedding








e notationsKcris,Kst will be justiëed in section 16, where these complexes will feature prominently.
Generalising Corollary 5.7, we see that the total complex associated with the above triple complex is exact.
In particular, this means that we have F 0(Bst)'=1;N=0 = Qp. As for the behaviour of N , we have the following
exact sequence:
0  ! F 0Bcris ! F 0Bst N ! Bst  ! 0:
is follows immediately from the description Bst  Bcris[u] with N =   ddu , once log(p) is chosen.
Finally, we want to make sure that Bst is an admissible (Qp;GK)-regular ring. is follows without diﬃculty
from the proof of eorem 8A.9 which covered the (Qp;GK)-regularity of Bcris, as we simply need to replace the
observation (Bcris)GL = L0 with (Bst)GL = L0 to conclude the analogous proof.
10 e semistable comparison theorem
We are now ready to state the enhancement to the semistable situation of the crystalline comparison theorem
(eorem 6.1). e statement is as expected: whereas with Bcris we only picked up periods of varieties with good
reduction, we can hope to use Bst to also detect periods of varieties with semistable reduction. e following result
was conjectured by Fontaine and Jannsen.
eorem 10.1 (Tsuji, Faltings, Niziol)— Let X be a smooth proper variety overK which extends to a semistable





Zp Bst  ! Hicris  Y /W ;OY /W 
W Bst:
Once again, this isomorphism is compatible with the GK action, the Frobenius endomorphisms, the ëltrations
(after  
K0K), the (logarithm of) monodromy endomorphismsN , Poincaré duality, the Künneth formula, Tate
twists, the formation of Chern classes of vector bundles, cycle class maps, and is compatible with the associated
E1-algebra structures implicit on both sides. 32
e notation Y /W  emphasises that the right hand side does not solely depend on the special ëbre Y , as
the log structure on Y is induced from X. is is an essential diﬀerence with the crystalline situation: in the
crystalline case the cohomology only depended on the special ëbre, whereas here we need some small amount
of information from X. is is precisely captured by the log structure of Y , which as mentioned previously is
determined by the reduction modulom2 of X.
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We now indicate the relation between the de Rham comparison theorem (eorem 4.1) and the semistable
comparison theorem.
Recall Deligne’s method for furnishing the cohomology of an arbitrary smooth scheme X of ënite type over
C with a mixed Hodge structure, as we saw in section 9.6: we used a Nagata compactiëcation together with
Hironaka’s resolution of singularities to embed X in a proper smooth scheme Z, with complement a normal
crossings divisor D ,! Z. e weight and Hodge ëltration on the complex of logarithmic diﬀerentials


Z/C(logD) then yielded the requisite mixed Hodge structure on H
n
dR(X/C).
Now, in the p-adic setting, we are to start with a smooth proper scheme X/K. We aim to prove the de Rham
comparison theorem. Trying to reduce the problem to Cst, we look to relate X to a semistable scheme. Unfor-
tunately, no result as strong as Hironaka’s is available. However, we can get away with asking for slightly less
[de Jong. Alterations, eorem 4.5]:
eorem 10.2 (de Jong)— Let X/OK be an integral separated scheme which is ìat and of ënite type over OK ,
with smooth geometric ëbre X and special ëbre Y . ere exist:
• a ënite extension L/K,
• a smooth scheme V/OL,
• a proper, surjective morphism aWV ! X,
• an open immersion j WV ,! Z of smooth schemes over OL
such that:
• there exists a non-empty open subscheme U of X such that the morphism a 1(U) ! U induced by a is
ënite (we call a an alteration),
• Z is projective and strictly semistable over OL, with geometrically irreducible generic ëbre Z,
• a 1(Y )red [ (Z X j (V)) is a strict normal crossings divisor on Z,
• letting fCigi be the irreducible components of the ìat part of Z X j (V), each \i2ICi is a union of strictly
semistable schemes over OL. 32
Following [Tsuji. Cst (survey), Appendix], we can employ alterations to deduce CdR from Cst. Starting with
an arbitrary smooth proper scheme X/K, we choose a ìat proper integral model X/OK . Passing to a ënite
extension and picking a connected component, we may assume that X is geometrically connected. We use the
above theorem to obtain a ënite extension L/K, a semistable scheme V/OL, and an alteration aWV ! X.
Moreover, by properness of X/OK , we may assume that V is proper too.






Qp Bst  ! Hicris VL/W(L);OVL/W(L)
W(L) Bst:
Heading for the de Rham comparison theorem, we apply   
Bst BdR to both sides. We can thus






W(L) L, which is just given by the Hodge ëltration on HidR (V /L)





Qp BdR  ! HidR (V /L)
L BdR
which is compatible with all structures at hand.








, and HidR (V /L) with HidR (X/K). Note that we are
now only dealing with the generic ëbres V and X .
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We must use our alteration aWV ! X. Passing to generic ëbres over L, a induces a generically ënite and ìat
morphism ~aWV ! XL, between smooth schemes of equal dimensions. As a consequence, on the étale side we
acquire a trace map trWR~aQp ! Qp which when composed with the canonical morphism Qp ! R~aQp yields





























where the horizontal arrows are isomorphisms which commute with the action of GL, and are compatible with
the Hodge ëltrations.
We then want to show that the isomorphism of the top row is in fact GK-equivariant, and not just GL-equivariant.
To do so, we need the following result:
Lemma 10.3 — e comparison isomorphism aCdR(V /L) depends only on X . In other words, were
we to choose diﬀerent X0/OK , L0/K, V 0/OL, a0WV 0 ! X0, there would be an equality of morphisms
aCdR(V /L) = (a0)CdR(V 0/L0). 3
Proof: See [Tsuji. Cst (survey), Proposition A6]. 2
Now, given g 2 GK , we consider the twists V g and Vg , obtained by base-changing V and V by
gW Spec(gOL) ! Spec(OL). Write also ag for the composite Vg ! V ! X; ag then lies over OK ,! gOL.














































Applying the previous lemma to L0 = gL, V 0 = Vg , a0 = ag , the top and bottom horizontal arrows in the
previous commutative diagram are equal. To wrap it all up, we note that g  a = (ag)  g, where the g on the
right hand side corresponds to the natural action by transport of structure (which is trivial on the de Rham side).





















which is the required equivariance of CdR with respect to the action of GK . e compatibility of CdR with the
other structures then straightforwardly follows from knowing their compatibility with Cst [Tsuji. Cst (survey),
Appendix, p.368].
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11 Filtered (';N )-modules
It is again useful to axiomatise the various structures on the log-crystalline cohomology, just as we did for ëltered
'-modules in section 7. We only need to add an endomorphism N , to be thought of as the logarithm of a
monodromy operator T .
Deínition 11.1 — A íltered (';N )-module over K is the data of a ëltered '-module D over K together with
a K0-linear endomorphism N WD ! D, subject to the compatibility condition N' = p'N . 3
e notion of morphisms between ëltered (';N )-modules is then the evident one: linear maps of K0-vector
spaces that commute with the respective ', N , F . Just as for ëltered '-modules, we do not obtain an abelian
category: it’s again the ëltration’s fault. We adjust for this using slopes, just as in section 8B.3. We thus say
a ëltered (';N )-module D is weakly admissible if it is -semistable of slope 0, with  = H   N the
interpolated slope function. In other words, this is again the requirement that tN(D) = tH(D), and that for all
subobjects C of D, tN(D) > tH(D). Note however that this is weaker than asking that the underlying ëltered
'-module be weakly admissible, because the condition applies only to subobjects in the category of ëltered
(';N )-modules, i.e. only to N -stable subspaces.
Again, by the general formalism of slope ëltrations (in particular Proposition 8B.9), the category of weakly
admissible ëltered (';N )-modules is abelian. We still need Totaro’s result [Totaro. D 
D0, eorem 1] to show
that this category is in fact Tannakian, as it is not evident that the tensor product of -semistable objects is still
-semistable.
As with the crystalline comparison theorem, the semistable comparison theorem (eorem 10.1) allows




and the ëltered (';N )-module over K given by
D = Hicris
 
Y /W ;OY /W 
W K0, for X/K a smooth proper scheme with semistable integral modelX with
special ëbre Y .
Indeed, D   V 
Qp BstGK using Cst because (Bst)GK = K0, and V  F 0 D 
K0 Bst'=1;N=0 using C 1st as
F 0(Bst)'=1;N=0 = Qp, as we saw at the end of section 9.10.
12 e main theorem of p-adic Hodge theory
We now expect Fontaine’s theorem in the crystalline case (eorem 8C.1) to generalise to the semistable case. is
is indeed the case!
eorem 12.1 (Colmez, Fontaine)—e functors Dst and Vst are quasi-inverse equivalences of Tannakian cate-
gories º Finite-dimensional continuous
semistable Qp-representations of GK
» º Weakly admissible ëltered




is theorem follows from a more precise statement:
eorem 12.2 (Colmez, Fontaine)— Let D be a ëltered (';N )-module of dimension d > 1. en:
• dimQp Vst(D) <1 if and only if tN(C ) > tH(C ) for all subobjects C  D.
• Moreover, dimQp Vst(D) = d if and only if D is weakly admissible, i.e. in addition we also have
tN(D) = tH(D). In this case, D is admissible, which is to say it is in the essential image of the functor
Dst. 3
Proof: is is [Colmez–Fontaine, éorème 4.3]. See [Colmez–Fontaine, section 6]; the proof proceeds by
the construction, for each weakly admissible ëltered (';N )-module, of a diﬀerent ëltered (';N )-module by
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modifying the ëltration. en they prove that this second object is admissible [Colmez–Fontaine, Corollaire 6.3],
which in turn can be shown to imply admissibility of the original ëltered (';N )-module [Colmez–Fontaine,
Proposition 6.1]. 2
Note that this theorem provides an alternative proof that the category of weakly admissible ëltered (';N )-
modules is Tannakian. e diﬃcult part is to check that the tensor product of two weakly admissible ëltered
(';N )-modules is itself weakly admissible; here this can be observed by marshalling the data across the functors
Dst and Vst, which we know are compatible with tensor products.
13 e p-adic monodromy theorem
e crystalline comparison theorem Ccris (eorem 6.1) guarantees that the Galois representation aﬀorded by the
p-adic étale cohomology of a variety with good reduction is crystalline. We then extended this context to that of
semistable schemes, with the introduction of Bst and the notion of semistable p-adic Galois representations. is
resulted in the statement of the semistable comparison theorem Cst (eorem 10.1).
Now, in both the complex and `-adic situations, this is not far from the general case. In the complex case, we
saw in section 9.5.2 that the monodromy automorphism on the cohomology of a general family around a singular
ëbre is quasi-unipotent. In the `-adic case, Grothendieck’s `-adic monodromy theorem (eorem 9.1) guaranteed
essentially the same thing: all `-adic Galois representations of GK are quasi-unipotent. We are thus led to believe
that the same might hold in the p-adic case. is however is not true for an arbitrary p-adic representation; just as
in the complex case we can’t work with arbitrary variations of Hodge structure (with polarisability of the variation
being the apposite algebraicity condition to impose), in the world of p-adic Hodge theory it is the condition that
the representation be de Rham that is most relevant.
eorem 13.1 (Berger, André, Kedlaya, Mebkhout) — All de Rham p-adic Galois representations of GK are
potentially semistable. 32
14 Semistability versus weights
Given a ëltered (';N )-moduleD, we are interested in studying the interaction ofN with the other structures. In
particular, consider the problem of ëxing the slopes of the Hodge polygon (the Hodge–Tate weights) and studying
the allowable properties of N . e fundamental consideration is the following elementary proposition:
Proposition 14.1— LetD be a (';N )-module overK0. If G6 denotes the ascending Dieudonné–Manin slope
ëltration (eorem 8B.6) of the underlying '-module, we have that NG6D  G6 1D. 3
Proof: To simplify the situation, we might as well base change from K0 to (Knr0 )_. Once this is done, the
Dieudonné–Manin ëltration is particularly easy to understand, as it exhibits every '-module as a direct sum of
simple -stable objects Dr;s = (Knr0 )_[']/('r   ps) with gcd(r; s) = 1, and this is of slope  = s/r. It then
suﬃces to understand how N interacts with such a decomposition.
Let us begin by picking a vector in v 2 D(Knr0 )_ such that v; 'v; : : : ; 'r 1v span a copy of Dr;s . If Nv = 0, there
is nothing to show, so we may as well assume otherwise. From the relation N' = p'N , we deduce
'rNv = p rN'rv = ps rNv:
erefore Nv; 'Nv; : : : ; 'r 1Nv span a copy of Dr;s r inside D(Knr0 )_ . As s  r/r =    1, we have that
Nv 2 G6 1D(Knr0 )_ , and the result follows. 2
We deduce in particular that N is necessarily nilpotent, as the Dieudonné–Manin ëltration is ënite. It also
shows that N maps grGD ! grG 1D.
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What do we gain from this? e idea is that N being non-zero forces there to be a pair of slopes    1, .
More generally, for every Jordan block of N of rank r , there will be a chain of slopes ,  + 1, : : :,  + r . We
can then leverage this if the Hodge polygon is ëxed, as long chains of slopes might preclude the endpoints of the
Newton and Hodge polygons from coinciding.
We start with a lemma, giving us a Jordan normal form for endomorphisms of a graded vector space.
Lemma 14.2 — Let V =Li Vi be a graded vector space, and N  V a homogeneous nilpotent endomorphism.
ere is then a basis of V consisting of homogeneous generalised eigenvectors for N . 3
Proof: For the case without the grading, one way to proceed is to use the monodromy ëltration
MiV =
P
j k=i ker(N j+1)\ im(N k). A splitting of this ëltration then yields the requisite Jordan chains for N .
For the same procedure to apply with the grading, we need to know this ëltration M is compatible with the
grading, meaning that MjV =
L
i MjVi . is follows from homogeneity of N : N maps Vi to Vi+d for some
d , so that ker(N j ) = Li ker(N j jVi ) and im(N k) = Li im(N kjVi ). erefore ker(N j+1) \ im(N k), and
thus the whole ëltration M, are compatible with the grading. is ensures we can split the ëltration M using
homogeneous vectors, giving the required Jordan basis for N . 2
Deínition 14.3 — Let N be a nilpotent endomorphism on a vector space V . e nilpotent rank nrk(N ) of
N is the sum nrk(N ) = Pi>1 rk(N i ). Equivalently, nrk(N ) = Pi ri (ri+1)2 , where i indexes the Jordan blocks
fJigi of N , with Ji of rank ri . 3
eorem14.4— LetD be a weakly-admissible ëltered (';N )-module overK, of dimension n. Let h1 6    6 hn
be the Hodge–Tate weights of D. en nrk(N ) 6Pni=1 (hi   h1). 3
Proof: Consider ërst the underlying (';N )-module over K0 ofD, momentarily forgetting the Hodge ëltration.
Let G6 be the (ascending) Dieudonné–Manin slope ëltration attached to the Newton slope function given by
eorem 8B.6, and let V = grGD =L V. Proposition 14.1 guarantees thatN acts on V , and is homogeneous
of degree  1, i.e. N WV ! V 1.
Now we use the previous lemma to obtain a basis of homogeneous generalised eigenvectors for the action of N on
V . We thus obtain Jordan chains vi;0; : : : ; vi;ri with vi;k 2 grGi+ri kD (so that vi;ri has slope i , and then vi;ri 1















1 + k = n1 + nrk(N ):
We now bring back in the Hodge ëltration. AsD is weakly admissible, we know that tN(D) = tH(D); moreover




hi > nh1 + nrk(N ): 2
We can apply this result in a few examples.
• Modular forms.
e local Galois representations associated with modular eigenforms of weight k > 1 have Hodge–Tate
weights 0 and k   1. ese Galois representations are de Rham; in the case that they are in fact semistable
(which can always be arranged by taking a ënite extension), we thus end up considering (weakly admissible)
2-dimensional ëltered (';N )-modules over Qp, with Hodge–Tate weights 0 and k   1.
Applying eorem 14.4, it follows that if k = 1, then nrk(N ) = 0 and thus N = 0.
As the Hodge–Tate weights aren’t aﬀected by ënite base-change, this result implies that if k = 1, these
Galois representations are potentially crystalline.
• Hilbert modular forms.
Associated to a Hilbert modular eigenform f of weight ((k ) ; w) (with k > 1 and k  w (mod 2))
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over the totally real ëeld F , one obtains p-adic Galois representations of the form f;E WGF ! GL2(E),
for E/Qp some ënite extension [Jarvis. f;`, eorem 6.1]. Restricting to the decomposition subgroup at
some prime p above p, we obtain a local Galois representation f;p;E WGK ! GL2(E), where K = Fp is
the completion of F at p; we assume that E contains the Galois closure of K.
If the weight of f is regular, meaning that k > 2 for all  , then f;p;E is known to be potentially semistable,
with Hodge–Tate weights as below [Skinner. Note,eorem 1]. However, this is only conjectural in general.
Assuming that f;p;E is semistable, application of Dst then yields a (weakly admissible) ëltered (';N )-
module over K with additional action of E, i.e. a (';N )-module over K0 
Qp E, free of rank 2, with a
ëltration deëned after tensoring toK (and satisfying weak admissibility). e labelled Hodge–Tate weights










with i indexing the embeddings of K into E. e (ki )i WK,!E that appear here are a subset of the
(k ) WF ,!Q, the subset being determined by the choice of p, and w is as above.




(w   1   (w   kmax)) > nrk(N ):
As N is nilpotent and E-linear, either it is 0 or nrk(N ) = [E : Qp]. us, a necessary condition for N ¤ 0
is
[E : K][K : Qp](kmax   1) > [E : Qp];
which is simply the condition kmax > 2:
We can, however, get a better result than this. Twisting Df;p by Lubin–Tate characters, we can assume the




(ki   1) > [E : Qp]:
AsDf;p supports a nontrivial N if and only if its twists do, this means that a necessary condition for N ¤ 0
is thatPi ki > 2[K : Qp], i.e. that the ki average at least 2.
Again, as this result depends only on the Hodge–Tate weights, this implies that if the ki do not average at
least 2, f;p;E is potentially crystalline (if it is indeed de Rham with the expected Hodge–Tate weights).
15 p-adic Hodge theory in rank 1
It will be useful to record a few observations about rank 1 ëltered '-modules.
Naturally, this means we are considering p-adic Galois characters  WGK ! E, for E/Qp some ënite extension.
To ët these into the framework of p-adic Hodge theory, the natural questions to ask are: which of these characters
are de Rham? Which are crystalline?
e classiëcation of characters of GK proceeds via local class ëeld theory. e local reciprocity law hinges on the
local Artin map recK WK ! GabK , which we normalise arithmetically: recK maps$ to the image of the arithmetic
Frobenius in GabK , denoted Frobq. Using recK , we can then give the following criterion for admissibility of p-adic
characters.
Proposition 15.1 — Let  WGK ! E be a continuous character. en:
•  is de Rham if and only if   recK WK ! E is locally algebraic,
•  is crystalline if and only if (  recK)jO
K
WOK ! E is algebraic. 3
Proof: See [Conrad. Local , Proposition B.4, (i)]. 2
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e algebraicity conditions are to be considered with respect to the corresponding algebraic groups over Qp,
ResKQpGm;K and Res
E





for some integer n > 0 and some algebraic WResKQpGm;K ! ResEQpGm;E .
In addition to the above result, when  is crystalline, we can explicitly describe Dcris(E( )).





character WK ! E.





 (recK($)) 1  ($)

;




n with  running over the embeddings K ,! E. e labelled Hodge–Tate weights of Dcris(E( )) are
then (n ) . 3
Proof: Following [Conrad. Local , Proposition B.4, (ii)], the plan is to reduce to the case where all Hodge–Tate
weights, except one, vanish. To tackle this case, the idea is to use a certain free OK-module of rank 1 on which
GK acts: the p-adic Tate module of a formal OK-module over K, the Lubin–Tate formal group  K;$ attached
to the pair (K;$). is is the (unique up to isomorphism) 1-dimensional p-divisible formal OK-module over
OK such that multiplication by $ reduces modulo $ to the Frobenius automorphism Frobq [Lubin–Tate, e-
orem 1]. Write H;$ for the reduction of  K;$ , theHonda formal group. It is the (unique up to isomorphism)
1-dimensional p-divisible formal OK-module over  with [$ ](T ) = T q (and is thus of height e  a, as then




e Galois action on the Tate module of  K;$ thus yields a crystalline character K;$ WGK ! OK . A funda-






WOK ! OK as given by inversion ( ) 1WOK ! OK ; also
K;$ (Frob$ ) = 1 [Lubin–Tate, eorem 2]. Post-composing with an embedding  WK ,! E,   K;$ is then
the unique crystalline character GK ! OK which is trivial on Frob$ and with Hodge–Tate weight  1 at the
chosen embedding  (and other Hodge–Tate weights 0). e sign is due to the inversion above.
On the other hand, we already mentioned that multiplication by$ induces, on the reduction H;$ of  K;$ , the
Frobenius automorphism Frobq. is allows us to deduce, using the compatibility between Dcris and Dieudonné
modules [Conrad. Local , Example B.5], the action of Frobenius on Dcris($ ). We have an isomorphism of
'-modules over K0 
Qp K
(D (H;$ ))_  Dcris(K;$ );
with D (H;$ ) denoting the contravariant Dieudonné module of H;$ . Write F for the Frobenius on
D (H;$ ) and ' for the Frobenius on Dcris($ ). From the above, we obtain that F a = 1 
$ . On the dual
'-module, ' acts by the formula '(f ) =   f  F  1, so that 'a acts by 1
$ 1. is is compatible with the
formula 'a = 1


 (recK($)) 1  ($)

of the proposition, as in this case  (recK($)) = K;$ (Frob$ ) = 1
and  = ( ) 1.
e general case is ënally tackled by taking products of Lubin–Tate characters: every crystalline character
 WGK ! E can be uniquely expressed as a product of Lubin–Tate characters, times an unramiëed character.
is statement can be deduced from the above: twisting by Lubin–Tate characters, we can arrange that all the
Hodge–Tate weights are 0, obtaining an unramiëed character.
Using multiplicativity of the proposed formula for 'a, and tensor compatibility of Dcris, it thus only remains
to show that the formula holds in the case that  is unramiëed. In this case,  = 1 and the formula reads
'a = 1 
  (recK($)) 1. is formula can be veriëed by using the functor Dnr associated with the period
ring Bnr = (Knr0 )_  Bcris; the sign coming once again from the fact that we are using a covariant and not
contravariant functor. 2
Remark 15.3 – In this situation, the knowledge of 'a uniquely determines the isomorphism class of the
corresponding '-module. To see this, suppose we are given two injective -semilinear endomorphisms of
[62] Recall that a = [K0 :Qp], e = [K : K0], q = pa, (p) = ($e).
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a free K0 
Qp E-module of rank 1, say '1 and '2, with 'a1 = 'a2 . Choosing a basis vector e, we write




. e condition that 'a1 = 'a2 implies that
1(1)    a 1(1) = 2(2)    a 1(2), i.e. 1 and 2 have equal norm. Hilbert’s theorem 90 (applied









Using the basis (e), we see that '2(e) = ()'2e = () 2(e) =
1
2
2(e) = 1(e). e change of basis
eÝ e thus shows that '1 and '2 determine isomorphic '-modules.
16 Bloch–Kato theory
In section 5.5, we described through some exact sequences the interaction of the Frobenius endomorphism, the
Galois action, and the Hodge ëltration on Bcris, which we extended in section 9.10 to Bst. To recapitulate, we

























or their total complexes.
is is very useful from the point of view of p-adic Galois representations. It means that instead of considering
the Galois cohomology of a crystallineQp-representation V of GK , we could instead consider the cohomology of
the double complex
Dcris(V ) Dcris(V )
F 0DdR(V ) DdR(V )
' 1













ese are complexes of Qp-vector spaces.
In both of these cases, we are placing the initial D and F 0DK in degree 0.[63] Concretely:
Kcris(D) =
h 0





with the map i given by i(d1; d2) = ('d1 d1; d1 d2), where d1, d2 are considered as elements ofDK through
the natural inclusions Bcris 
K0 K ,! BdR, and B+dR ,! BdR.
We can also describeKst in this way:
Kst(D) =
h 0
D  F 0DK j !
1





with j (d1; d2) = ('d1   d1; Nd1; d1   d2), k(e1; e2; e3) = Ne1 + e2   p'e2. Here we need to be careful to
pick an inclusion Bst ! BdR, by choosing a value for log(p) as we saw in section 9.10.
e upshot of all of this, as we might expect from the previous intuitive observations, is that we should be able
to compute the Galois cohomology of a p-adic Galois representation V through the cohomology ofKcris(Dcris(V ))
if V is crystalline, or ofKst(Dst(V )) if V is semistable. As an immediate corollary of Corollary 5.7, we have:
Corollary 16.1 — e complexes Kcris(Bcris) and Kst(Bst) are both quasi isomorphic to Qp, concentrated in
degree 0. 32
We can now make use of the functorsKcris andKst to compute Galois cohomology of Galois representations.
Given a Galois representation WGK ! V , we deëne:
H1nr(GK ; V ) = ker
 
H1(GK ; V )  ! H1
 




H1e (GK ; V ) = ker

H1(GK ; V )  ! H1





H1f (GK ; V ) = ker
 
H1(GK ; V )  ! H1
 




H1g (GK ; V ) = ker
 
H1(GK ; V )  ! H1
 




H1h(GK ; V ) = ker
 
H1(GK ; V )  ! H1
 




H1st(GK ; V ) = ker
 
H1(GK ; V )  ! H1
 




We can then compute the cohomology groups H1f (GK ; V ), H1st(GK ; V ) as the degree 1 cohomology of the com-
plexesKcris(Dcris(V )),Kcris(Dst(V )) [Fontaine–Perrin-Riou, 3.3.3, Remarque].
Variants are also possible for H1nr(GK ; V ), H1e (GK ; V ) andH1h(GK ; V ) [Fontaine–Perrin-Riou, 3.3.2, 3.3.3], with
their associated Fontaine–Dieudonné functors D?.
[63] is is similar to the process of replacing an object by a resolution, wherein a resolution
0! C ! I0! I1! I2!   
leads to the replacement of C (considered as a complex concentrated in degree 0) by the complex [I0! I1! I2!    ], with Ii in degree
i .
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is motivates us more generally to deëne the groups Hi?(GK(V )) as the degree i cohomology of the relevant
complexes, when i ¤ 1.
e utility of the groups H1?(GK ; V ) is that they control extensions. We have [Fontaine–Perrin-Riou, Proposi-
tion 3.3.7]
Proposition 16.2 —e subspaces H1?(GK ; V )  H1(GK ; V ) classify the extensions
0! V ! W ! Qp ! 0
such that
0! D?(V )! D?(W )! D?(Qp)! 0
is also exact, where D? is the corresponding Fontaine–Dieudonné functor (e.g. Df = Dcris).
In particular, if V is B?-admissible, then H1?(GK ; V ) classiëes B?-admissible extensions of Qp by V . 3
16.1 Semistable non-crystalline extensions
Using the functorsKcris andKst we can perform a hands-on calculation of the dimensions of the spaces Hif and
Hist.
Suppose then that V is a crystalline representation of GK , with D = Dcris(V ). From the exact sequence
Kcris(D) =
h 0





with i(d1; d2) = ('d1   d1; d1   d2), we deduce
h0f (GK ; V ) = dimQpF 0D'=1;
h1f (GK ; V ) = dimQpDK/F 0DK + dimQpF 0D'=1:
We thus obtain an expression for the Euler characteristic: ¦f(GK ; V ) =  dimQpDK/F 0DK .
One the other hand suppose V is semistable, and write D = Dst(V ). We then have:
Kst(D) =
h 0
D  F 0DK j !
1





with j (d1; d2) = ('d1   d1; Nd1; d1   d2) and k(e1; e2; e3) = Ne1 + e2   p'e2, from which follow
h0st(GK ; V ) = dimQpF 0D'=1;N=0;
h1st(GK ; V ) = dimQpDK/F 0DK + dimQp ker ((1   p') +N WD D ! D)
   dimQpD   dimQpF 0D'=1;N=0 ;
h2st(GK ; V ) = dimQp ker ((1   p') +N WD D ! D)   dimQpD:
In this case, the Euler characteristic is ¦st(GK ; V ) =  dimQpDK/F 0DK   dimQpD.
If V is moreover assumed to be crystalline, so that N = 0 in Dst(V ), we simplify:
h0st(GK ; V ) = dimQpF 0D'=1 = h0f (GK ; V );
h1st(GK ; V ) = dimQpDK/F 0DK + dimQpDp'=1 + dimQpF 0D'=1;
h2st(GK ; V ) = dimQpDp'=1:
After rearranging we thus obtain:
h1st(GK ; V )   h1f (GK ; V ) = h2st(GK ; V ):
is means that, by computing the dimension of h2st(GK ; V ), we learn whether to expect semistable
non-crystalline extensions of the trivial representation 1 by V .
We can reëne this somewhat. Following [Nekovář. Heights, eorem 1.17], consider again the double/triple
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complexes at the beginning of section 16. We could relate them by inscribing both into a large 4-dimensional
diagram, but it is more helpful to summarise the two complexes by short exact sequences before relating them.
For the crystalline double complex, we simply have:
0 Qp Bcris  B+dR Bcris  BdR 0:
(' 1)






Exactness of the semistable triple complex thus yields the exactness of the short sequence
0 Qp Bst  B+dR B0st  BdR 0;
where WBst ! B0st is the unique homomorphism satisfying    = '   1,    = N , obtained by the universal
property of the pullback.
We can now put these two exact sequences together:
0 0
0 Qp Bcris  B+dR Bcris  BdR 0






e three rows and three columns of this diagram are already all known to be exact, except possibly the third
column, which is then also guaranteed to be exact by the nine lemma. Moving over the factors of B+dR to the
third column (where we end up with summands BdR/B+dR), tensoring with an arbitrary semistable representation
V , and considering the associated long exact sequences in cohomology after applying the GK-invariants functor,
we then obtain the following commutative diagram with exact rows and columns (thanks to left-exactness of all
functors involved):
0 0
0 H0(GK ; V ) Dcris(V ) Dcris(V )DdR(V )/F 0DdR(V ) H1f (GK ; V ) 0
0 H0(GK ; V ) Dst(V ) D0st(V )DdR(V )/F 0DdR(V ) H1st(GK ; V ) 0








GK . Doing a diagram chase along the diagram
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0Dcris(V )DdR(V )/F 0DdR(V ) H1f (GK ; V ) 0
Dst(V ) D0st(V )DdR(V )/F 0DdR(V ) H1st(GK ; V ) 0
Dst(V ) Dst(V )

N 
we obtain the short exact sequence
0 H1f (GK ; V ) H1st(GK ; V ) im()/im(N ) 0:






















is means we can measure on the level of cohomology classes the space of semistable non-crystalline extensions,
using the exact sequence














= h2st(GK ; V ).
Note also that we can use these results to prove that when V is semistable, we have the equality
H1st(GK ; V ) = H1g (GK ; V ):
In other words: de Rham extensions of semistable representations are necessarily semistable. is was proved in
an unpublished paper of Hyodo; see also [Nekovář. Heights, Proposition 1.24].
One application is to consider the case where V is a 1-dimensional semistable (a fortiori, crystalline) Qp-
representation of GK . In this case, we have:





8<:Qp if V  Qp(1);0 otherwise.
16.1.1 Examples
We just saw that, if we are given a non-split semistable non-crystalline extension of crystalline p-adic Galois
representations
0! Qp()! W ! Qp ! 0;
then necessarily  = ¦p is the cyclotomic character. However, this is no longer true if we work with extensions
of E-representations, for E/Qp some ënite extension. Indeed, we will now construct an example of a non-split
semistable non-crystalline extension
0! E()! W ! E ! 0
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for some crystalline character  ¤ ¦p.
Let K = K0 be an unramiëed quadratic extension of Qp, and E/Qp a (large enough) coeﬃcient ëeld, which









, ! EE, the underlying (';N )-module ofD is the freeK0





Ee21 Ee22 = e1D  e2D;
with matrices for ' and N , in the E-basis (e11; e12; e21; e22), given as follows:
' :
0BBB@
0 0 pa1 0
0 0 x1 a1
pa2 0 0 0
x2 a2 0 0
1CCCA ; N :
0BBB@
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
1CCCA :
Here a1; a2; x1; x2 2 K0 (with a1; x1 considered as elements of E through 1, and a2; x2 through 2), with the
requirements:
• a1(a2) = (a1)a2,
• vp(a1(a2)) = 1,
• a1(x2) + p(a2)x1 = 0.
For instance, one can take a1 = p, a2 = 1, x1 =  (x2).
e ëltration on D is given as follows:
F 3D F 2D F 1D F 0D
0 he21 + e22i he21 + e22; e11; e22i D
2
21 2
for some  2 K0 (embedded through 2).




(0; 2) g. As for the Newton slopes, we can compute:
'2 :
0BBB@
p2a1(a2) 0 0 0
0 a1(a2) 0 0
0 0 p2(a1)a2 0
0 0 0 (a1)a2
1CCCA :




(both to be counted with multiplicity [E : Qp] = 2).
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is gives the following Newton and Hodge polygons:







Let D0 be a submodule of D. If D0 6 ker(N ), then D0 = D as ' isomorphically maps between e1D and
e2D.












e ëltration F D0 = D0 \ F D is given by:
F 2D0 F 1D0 F 0D0
0 he12i D0
1 2




0 g, and the Newton slope is 1
2
(with






Let’s now show that D’ is admissible. Given a submodule of ker(N ), to write down “eigenvectors” of ', we










= 1   vp(a2(a2)) is odd, so there is
no such  inK0 and thus ker(N ) has no non-trivial proper submodules,[64] whereforeD0 = ker(N ) is admissible
and irreducible, so that D is admissible and reducible, an extension of D00 = D/D0 by D0.
Twisting by (D00)_, we deëne eD = D 
 (D00)_, eD0 = D0 
 (D00)_.
[64] For more general K, there will be non-trivial proper submodules, but they will have tN > tH, so that D0 remains admissible and
irreducible.
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A presentation for eD is as follows:
' :
0BBBB@











1CCCCA ; N :
0BBB@
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
1CCCA :
e ëltration on eD is given by:
F 1eD F 0eD F  1eD F  2eD
0 he21 + e22; e11; e12i eD
21+2 2
e labelled Hodge–Tate weights of eD are then f 1(0; 0) ; 2  ( 2; 0)g, and the Newton and Hodge polygons of eD look
like:

















F 1eD F 0eD F  1eD F  2eD
0 he12i eD
1 2










Using Proposition 15.2 and the subsequent remark, we can in fact recognise eD0 as Dcris  E(22), for 2 the
Lubin–Tate character associated with the Lubin–Tate formal group  K;p and the embedding 2WK ,! E.
Finally, we can compute H1st(GK ; E(22))/H
1
f (GK ; E(22)) 
 
(eD0)_(1)'=1. To do so, it suﬃces to write
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To summarise, then, let W = Vst(eD). is is a semistable non-crystalline E-representation of GK , extension
0  ! E(22)  ! W  ! E  ! 0
of the trivial E-representation by the character 22 . e above calculation
H1st(GK ; E(22))/H
1
f (GK ; E(22))  E
shows that W is the unique such extension, up to scalars and up to Baer sum with the (unique up to scalars)
non-split crystalline extension
0  ! E(22)  ! U  ! E  ! 0:
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To inscribe the results of part I in a greater context, we invoke the Langlands philosophy.
On the geometric side, we were dealing with local Galois representations WGK ! E, for ënite extensionsK/Qp
and E/Q` (most of the time with ` = p, as this is the case of interest in p-adic Hodge theory). One particular
source of such representations is given by taking local components of global Galois representations WGF ! E, for
some number ëeld F (and E as above). Of particular interest are those global Galois representations of geometric
origin: those arising in some way from the cohomology of schemes. ese schemes (or, more generally, motives)
give rise to compatible systems of Galois representations f`g`, unramiëed at almost all primes and de Rham at
places above `.
On the other side are automorphic objects, such as modular forms, or more generally automorphic representations,
which are certain representations of G (AF ), for G some reductive group over F (and AF denoting the adèles
of F ). Not all automorphic representations  are of interest: this time it is important to impose algebraicity
conditions on 1.





• M: motives over F .
• : algebraic automorphic representations of reductive groups over F .
• f`g`: collections of `-adic Galois representations `WGF ! E, E/Q`.
• fH`g`: collections of representations of Hecke algebras.
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1 Langlands’ philosophy by example
We quickly sketch some elements pertaining to the Langlands philosophy in the case of modular forms.
Let us start with the simplest example of a cuspidal modular Hecke eigenform of nontrivial level, the Eichler
modular form f 2 S2( 0(11)), f (´) = (´)2(11´)2, with  denoting the Dedekind eta function. e Eichler
modular form f has q-expansion
f (´) = q
+1Y
n=1
(1   qn)2(1   q11n)2
= q   2q2   q3 + 2q4 + q5 + 2q6   2q7   2q9   2q10 + q11 +    ;
where q = exp(2 i´).
e natural geometric habitat for this modular form f is the modular curve X0(11) (a smooth projective





; in fact f spans this
Q-vector space, because X0(11) has genus 1.





is naturally identiëed with F 1H1dR(X0(11)C/C),
so that by oppositeness f and its complex conjugate f form a basis of the complex vector space H1dR(X0(11)C/C).











for the action by transport of structure of GQ on
the `-adic cohomology of X0(11); this is a 2-dimensional Q`-representation by the above.
We can in fact be even more explicit in our description of these representations. e curve X0(11) corresponds
to the Weierstrass equation
W : y2 + y = x3   x2   10x   20;
with j-invariant j =  21211 5313 and discriminant  =  115 (which is minimal). is means that the Weier-
strass model W is a ìat proper scheme over Z, smooth over Z[1/11]. In particular, the representation f;` is
unramiëed at p for any p ¤ 11 with p ¤ ` (respectively, crystalline at p if p = ` ¤ 11). e behaviour that is
left to understand is thus for p = 11.
Another way to tackle the integral structure of X0(11) is by using a moduli interpretation. e open modular
curve Y0(N ) classiëes elliptic curves with a given cyclic subgroup of order N . e compactiëcation X(1) of Y(1)
corresponds to allowing semistable degenerations, in the form of a nodal cubic curve. We have a similar descrip-
tion for X0(N ) [Deligne–Rapoport, éorème V.1.6] : X0(N ) classiëes generalised elliptic curves E equipped
with a subgroup scheme C , locally free of rank N , which meets every irreducible component of every geometric
ëbre of E.
It is then possible to use these moduli problems to study the integral models. For instance, we have the follow-
ing explicit description of the integral model X0(p) over Z [Deligne–Rapoport, éorème V.1.16] : X0(p)Fp
corresponds to two copies of X(1)Fp glued together transversally. e idea is to map an elliptic curve E/Fp
(corresponding to a point in X(1)(Fp)) to the points (E; ker(F )WE ! E(p)) (E(p); ker(V )WE(p) ! E); these
correspond to distinct points in X0(p)(Fp) unless E is supersingular. Hence we can obtain X0(p)Fp by gluing






















is thus semistable (which means that, for ` ¤ 11, the inertia subgroup
I11  GQ11 acts unipotently; and for ` = 11, that f;`;11 is Bst-admissible). We also know that f;`;11 is not
unramiëed, and f;11;11 is not crystalline.
Another example will serve to illustrate some of the complications that can appear. Consider now S8( 0(9)).
As a module for the Hecke algebra, the subspace of newforms splits as the direct sum of two subspaces. One is
1-dimensional over Q, spanned by the Hecke eigenform
f1 : q   6q2   92q4   390q5   64q7 + 1320q8 + 2340q10 +    ;
while the other is two dimensional over Q, and is spanned by the Hecke eigenform
f2 : q + 6q
2 + 232q4   96q5 + 260q7 + 624q8   5760q10 +    ;
where  =
p
10. On top of these newforms, we get two contributions from S8( 0(3)), which is spanned by the
form
g : q + 6q2−27q3−92q4 + 390q5−162q6−64q7−1320q8 + 729q9 + 2340q10 +    :
Associated to g 2 S8( 0(3)) are the two oldforms g1 = i1(g), with the same q-expansion as g, and g2 = i3(g),
with q-expansion
g2 : q
3 + 6q6−27q9−92q12 +    :








. For conciseness, we shall write
!(k)´ !
kX0(N ); !0(k)´ 
1X0(N )/Q 
OX0(N ) !(k   2):
On the Hodge theoretic side, the local system corresponding to !0(k) is L(k) ´ Wk 2 Sd, where Sd denotes
the local system on X0(N ) given by the standard representation of GL2 [Deligne. f;`, 2.5, 2.9]. Introduc-
ing the parabolic cohomology groups HdR;! ( ), which are the image of the compactly supported cohomology
groups HdR;c ( ) in HdR ( ),[65] Hodge theory then treats us to the Shimura isomorphism [Deligne. f;`,
éorème 2.10] :
H0 (X0(N )C; !0(k))H0 (X0(N )C; !0(k))  ! H1dR;! (Y0(N )/C;L(k)) :
In particular, H1dR;! (Y0(9)/C;L(8)) splits up into 4 pieces: 2-dimensional subspaces attached to each of f1, g1,
and g2, and a 4-dimensional subspace attached to f2.
To get our hands on the `-adic representations, we can also use the standard representation of GL2 to deëne `-adic






[65] Alternatively, the groups HdR;! (Y /C;F ) are naturally isomorphic to the L2-cohomology groups H(2) (Y (C);F ).
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which comes equipped with an action ofHecke operators for GL2;Q, such as Tp. We can then pick out submodules
on which these Tp-operators act isotypically. is is less interesting for g1 and g2, as they are oldforms and thus
can be found in the cohomology of X0(3). We concentrate on the two Galois representations
f1;`WGQ ! GL2(Q`); and f2;`WGQ ! GL2(Q`()):
However, f1 is not particularly interesting either, as it is a twist of g1. Let’s now take a better look at f2, which is
both new at 9 and not a twist of a form of lower level. As X0(9) is smooth over Z[1/3], the representations f2;`
are determined by the characteristic polynomials of Frobp for p ­ 3`, which are X2   ap(f2)X + p7.
We are left with the problem of understanding the local Galois representations f2;`;3WGQ3 ! GL2(Q`()).
Shifting focus to the automorphic side (refer to section 2 for relevant deënitions), this prompts us to
consider the automorphic representation f2 attached to f2, and in particular its local component at 3,
f2;3. is is a smooth admissible irreducible representation of GL2(Q3) of conductor 32 and central
character j   j 6, which is not a twist of a representation of lower conductor; it is thus supercuspidal
[Loeﬄer–Weinstein, Proposition 2.8]. Writing U ´ GL2(Z3), a maximal compact open subgroup of GL2(Q3),
and Un´
 
1 + 3nZ3 3
nZ3
3nZ3 1 + 3
nZ3
!
 GL2(Z3), it then follows that this representation must have a vector ëxed
under U1, for otherwise it would have conductor at least 33 [Breuil–Mézard, A3.2].[66] is means that f2;3 can
be obtained from a cuspidal representation of U /U1  GL2(F3) by inìation and induction. More speciëcally,
given an irreducible cuspidal representation WGL2(F3)! GLd (C), we can perform the following steps
• start with WU /U1  GL2(F3)! GLd (C),
• inìate  to WU  GL2(Z3)! GLd (C),
• extend  from U to ZU by setting ~(´u) = j´js(u) for some s 2 C,[67] where Z  Q3 is the centre of
GL2(Q3),
• induce ~, obtaining the representation indGL2(Q3)ZU ~ of GL2(Q3).[68]
e representation indGL2(Q3)ZU ~ is then an irreducible supercuspidal representation of GL2(Q3), and all
irreducible supercuspidal representations of GL2(Q3) which contain an U1-invariant vector can be obtained
thusly.
e question remains: which cuspidal representation  of GL2(F3) recovers f2;3?
To start oﬀ, Deligne–Lusztig theory describes the cuspidal representations of GL2(F3) as “non-split parabolic
inductions” (through the process of Deligne–Lusztig induction). In fact, GL2(F3) has 3(3 1)2 = 3 cuspidal
representations, all of dimension 3   1 = 2. ese correspond by Deligne–Lusztig theory to characters of the
unique (up to conjugation) non-split torus T of GL2(F3). More explicitly, describing T  (F32) by choosing





of T , the aforementioned cuspidal representations correspond to the three irreducible
characters of T which don’t factor through the norm map F32 ! F3, up to Galois action: we must simply
choose an 8-th root of unity in C to which we send , of order at least 4 (because of the norm condition). Up to









To ëgure out which root of unity is relevant to f2;3, we note that the only cuspidal representation of GL2(F3)
of the three above with trivial central character corresponds to mapping  to i. As f2 has trivial Nebentypus, this
is the cuspidal representation  we are looking for, such that indGL2(Q3)ZU ~  f2;3.
e Langlands philosophy then leads us to expect that the corresponding local Galois representations
f2;`WGQ3 ! GL2 (Q`()) are potentially unramiëed (respectively, potentially crystalline) but not unramiëed
[66] In which case we would have to look at invariants under Un for n > 1, and representations of GL2 (Z/pnZ).
[67] In the case of the local component of a modular form of weight k, we must take s = 2   k to obtain the correct (Hecke compatible)
central character.
[68] is is the induction functor, also called compact induction, which is left adjoint to the restriction functor. is is distinct from co-
induction, which is right adjoint to restriction.
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(respectively, not crystalline) for ` ¤ 3 (respectively, ` = 3), with irreducible associated Weil–Deligne
representations (with N = 0).
ese examples illustrate the general situation. We can pick out the representation associated with a cuspidal
eigenform f of weight k in the `-adic étale cohomology of the locally constant sheafL(k) on the relevant modular
curve. e geometry of this modular curve then dictates the representation-theoretic properties of the local Galois
representations f;`;pWGQp ! GL2(Ef;`); more precisely, we can actually pick out geometrically the relevant
object, to get a closer correspondence [Scholl. Motives, eorem 1.2.4]. is matches up properties of the local
component f;p of f at p with properties of f;`;p. In this situation, with the two cases ` ¤ p and ` = p, the
Langlands philosophy for instance predicts:




• f;`;p is semistable if and only if f;p is Iwahori-spherical; that is, If;p ¤ 0, where I is the Iwahori subgroup
of GL2(Qp),
• the Weil–Deligne representation attached to f;`;p is irreducible if and only if f;p is supercuspidal.
ese compatibilities are known, by work of Deligne for ` ¤ p [Deligne. Letter to P-S, §C.eorem, §D. (A)] (see
also [Carayol. f;`, 11.1], which generalises to the setting of Hilbert modular forms of regular weight), and by work
of Saito for ` = p [T. Saito. HMF,eorem 1] (also valid for the case of Hilbert modular forms of regular weight).
At this point, we invite the reader to reconsult the second part of the introduction, which recalls the reasons for
studying the behaviour of Hecke operators on spaces of Hilbert modular forms, in relation to the questions studied
in part I. In particular, we will take interest in studying representations of p-adic algebraic groups which are Iwahori
spherical, as these are conjecturally tied, via the Langlands program, to semistable p-adic Galois representations.
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2 Representation theory of p-adic groups
e previous examples illustrate the relationship between local Galois representations associated with modular
forms and representations of reductive algebraic groups over p-adic ëelds. Let us quickly review some essential
notions pertaining to the latter.
2.1 Smooth admissible representations of p-adic groups
We will be interested in studying the local components f;p, with a view towards understanding the
Iwahori-spherical representations (as deëned in the upcoming section 2.2).
Let K/Qp be a p-adic ëeld, and G/K a connected reductive group. We want to study the representation
theory of G = G (K), concentrating on representations of G that appear as local factors of automorphic repre-
sentations.
ere are two fundamental notions. Let E be a ëeld of characteristic 0, V a vector space over E, and  a repre-
sentation of G on V .
•  is smooth if the stabiliser of any vector under  is open. Equivalently,  is smooth if the action
(g; v) 7! (g)v is continuous when V is equipped with the discrete topology.
•  is admissible if, for every compact open subgroupU ofG, the invariant subspace V U is ënite dimensional.
ese are the kind of representations we are interested in. To study them, we can use compact open subgroups to
our advantage:
Proposition 2.1 — Let U be a compact open subgroup of G.
• e restriction to U of any smooth representation of G is completely reducible.
• e “U -invariants” functor ( )U is exact. 32
2.2 e Hecke algebra of a p-adic group
We want to know what kind of object V U is. We say (; V ) is U -spherical if every G-stable subspace, of both 
and ~ , contains a nonzero vector ëxed by U . To study U -spherical representations, we deëne the Hecke algebra
H (G  U;E). is is the E-vector space of compactly supported smooth functions f WG ! E (with E given
the discrete topology) that are bi-invariant under U . e algebra structure is given by the convolution product.
Proposition 2.2— Let U be a compact subgroup ofG. e “U -invariants” functor ( )U induces an equivalence
of categoriesº
U -spherical smooth admissible
E-representations of G
» ¶
Smooth E-representations of H (G  U;E) ·: 32( )U
We can also allow U to vary, and deëne the Hecke algebra H (G;E) consisting of all compactly supported
smooth functions f WG ! E. is is again an algebra under convolution, but lacks a unit in general.
However, for any compact open subgroup U , we can deëne the idempotent eU = (U ) 11U ; we have that
eUH (G;E)eU = H (G U;E). is allows us to extend the previous proposition, as every vector v 2 V is ëxed
by some compact open subgroup U .
Proposition 2.3 —e “U -invariants” functors, for U ranging over compact subgroups of G, patch together to
give an equivalence of categoriesº Smooth admissible
E-representations of G
» ¶




2.3 e Harish-Chandra philosophy
eHarish-Chandra philosophy is a p-adic incarnation of ideas in the representation theory of symmetric groups
and ënite groups of Lie type, according to which one can construct all representations via processes of induction
starting from certain distinguished representations.
e goal is to distill the complexity of the representation theory of reductive algebraic groups over a p-adic
ëeld K down to essential ingredients, the supercuspidal representations, from which one can obtain the others
through parabolic induction.
We shall illustrate this with the Bernstein–Zelevinsky classiícation, which carries out this project in full detail
for the case of GLn(K), extending Green’s classiëcation of complex representations of GLn(Fq).
Recall that representations of the symmetric group can be described by using the induction functors from
standard Young subgroups Sn  Sm to Sn+m. With general linear groups, the natural analogue of these Young
subgroups are the standard Levi subgroups GLn(Fq)  GLm(Fq)  GLn+m(Fq) of block diagonal matrices.
Instead of performing a direct induction from GLn(Fq) GLm(Fq) to GLn+m(Fq), it is more natural to start by
inìating the representation to the standard parabolic subgroup Pn;m before then taking an induction from Pn;m
to GLn+m(Fq).
In the study of representations of symmetric groups, one can immediately notice that all representations can
be obtained in this matter, starting with the trivial representation of S1.
If we do the same for G = GLn(Fq), we obtain the unipotent representations of GLn(Fq). Of particular
interest is the Steinberg representation St, which is the unique irreducible quotient of the parabolic induction
IndGB 1B ,[69] where B is the standard Borel subgroup of G, consisting of upper triangular matrices. is is the
analogue of the sign representation of Sn.
However, as the nomenclature indicates, the unipotent representations do not exhaust the set of isomorphism
classes of all complex representations of GLn(Fq). Instead, there will be several fundamental representations,
called cuspidal representations, from which the other representations can be obtained by parabolic induction;
the trivial representation being only one example of a cuspidal representation. One can in fact use this as a
deënition: a cuspidal representation is one which is not a subquotient of any parabolically induced representation
(from a proper parabolic subgroup). is means that, once we understand cuspidal representations, we have a
method for constructing all the representations of GLn(Fq).
It is also possible to directly construct these cuspidal representations. e fundamental insight of Lusztig is
that, despite cuspidal representations not being parabolically induced, there is a way of realising them as twisted
parabolic inductions, from parabolic subgroups which are only deëned over extensions of Fq. To understand
this, it is useful to reformulate parabolic induction by considering parabolically induced representations as those
appearing in the cohomology of the ìag variety associated with the apposite parabolic subgroup. One can then
construct twisted ìag varieties, called Deligne–Lusztig varieties, such that cuspidal representations appear in their
étale cohomology. is method in fact works for arbitrary groups of Lie type, not just GLn.
In considering the situation for G = GLn(K) for K/Qp, much of the same phenomena subsist. We can still
perform parabolic induction, and have a notion of supercuspidal representations, which are those that do not
appear as a subquotient of any parabolically induced representation (from a proper parabolic subgroup). e
Bernstein–Zelevinsky classiëcation takes these representations as given, and aims to understand the structure
of general smooth admissible representations of GLn(K). e essential ingredient is again the Steinberg
representation, which can be deëned as above as the unique irreducible quotient of IndGB 1B .
e Steinberg representation is a representative example of the behaviour of parabolic induction. From the
point of view of the local Langlands correspondence, subquotients of IndGB 1B correspond to L-parameters
 WWK  SL2(C) ! GLn(C) which are trivial on WK , and diﬀer only on SL2(C). For instance, the trivial
[69] is is now (non-normalised) co-induction.
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representation is the unique irreducible subrepresentation of IndGB 1B , and its L-parameter is obviously trivial
on SL2(C); at the other extreme, the unique irreducible quotient of IndGB 1B is the Steinberg representation





2 sl2(C) to a nilpotent
matrix of maximal rank in gln(C). ese two extreme representations correspond to each other under a certain
duality, generalising Alvis–Curtis duality for representations of GLn(Fq) (which itself generalises the duality
between elementary symmetric polynomials en and homogeneous symmetric polynomials hn in the context of
representations of the symmetric group).
e examples of 1 and St illustrate Lusztig’s idea of Jordan decomposition of representations: the subquotients of
the parabolic induction of the supercuspidal representation  should have the same semisimple part described by
 (and corresponding to the restriction of its L-parameter to WK), and a varying unipotent part, captured by the
SL2(C) component of its L-parameter.
Following [Zelevinsky. Segments, 3.1], we work with normalised parabolic induction. A segment [1; 2] is
a chain of irreducible supercuspidal representations (1; 1;    ; k1  2), where  ´ j   j  det (the twists
by  being necessary because of the normalisation). Two segments [1; 2] and [3; 4] are isomorphic if 1  3
and 2  4.
Given a segment = [; k 1], with  an irreducible supercuspidal representation of GLn(K), we obtain a rep-
resentation 
 
    
 k 1 of the standard Levi subgroup GLm(K)GLm(K)    GLm(K), which we
can then parabolically induce to GLn(K) = GLmk(K). Let us then denote by hi (respectively, hit) the unique
irreducible subrepresentation (respectively, unique irreducible quotient) of this parabolically induced representa-
















is the Steinberg representation.
e content of the Bernstein–Zelevinsky classiëcation is that we can then obtain all smooth admissible represen-
tations of GLn(K) by using these representations. More precisely, suppose we are given a collection of segments
f1; : : : ;sg ëtting together to give representations hi i of GLni (K) with
Ps
i=1 ni = n. en we can again
perform a parabolic induction to obtain a representation of GLn(K), which we shall write
h1i  h2i      hsi:
Complications in the behaviour of this representation arise when some segments are linked: two segments i1 ,
i2 are said to be linked if i1 6 i2 , i2 6 i1 and i1 [ i2 is also a segment. A special case is when
i1 and i2 are juxtaposed, meaning that they are also disjoint. For instance, the segments i1 = [1; 2] and
i2 = [3; 4] are juxtaposed if and only if 3  2 (in which case we say i1 precedes i2) or 1  4.
For instance, if 1 precedes 2, then instead of considering h1i  h2i it would have been better to consider
h1[2i; this keeps the redundant information down to a minimum by ensuring that we pack all the complexity
into a single step.
e basic result about the internal structure of these parabolic inductions is that h1i     hsi is irreducible if
and only if none of the segments1; : : : ;s are linked [Zelevinsky. Segments, eorem 4.2]. e same also holds
true for h1it      hsit [Zelevinsky. Segments, eorem 9.7]. is demonstrates the usefulness of segments,
as it provides the exact criterion for irreducibility of the parabolic induction of a tensor product of irreducible
supercuspidal representations: there should not be a pair of representations 1, 2 with 2  1. Segments then
correspond to the cases where the parabolic induction is maximally far from being irreducible.
We can now state the Bernstein–Zelevinsky classiëcation [Zelevinsky. Segments, eorem 6.1]
eorem 2.4 — Let 1; : : : ;s be segments as above. If i does not precede j for every 1 6 i < j 6 s, then
h1i      hsi contains a unique irreducible subrepresentation, denoted h1; : : : ;si.
Every irreducible smooth admissible representation of GLn(K) is isomorphic to a representation of the form
h1; : : : ;si. Two such representations are isomorphic if and only if the corresponding sequences of segments
are isomorphic, up to a rearrangement. 32
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2.3.1 Relation with the local Langlands correspondence
e local Langlands conjectures lead us to expect a relation between irreducible smooth admissible representations
of G = G (K) and representations of the absolute Galois group GK ofK. Working with complex representations
of GK , Lusztig’s aforementioned principle of Jordan decomposition of characters makes us consider complex
representations of theWeil–Deligne groupWDK = WKSL2(C), which are algebraic on the SL2(C) component,
and sending a Frobenius element ofWK to a semisimple element. Recall thatWK denotes the absoluteWeil group
of K.
In the case of G = GLn, these representations exactly ët the bill:
eorem 2.5 —ere exists a unique set of bijectionsº Smooth admissible irreducible complex
representations of GLn(K)
» º
n-dimensional complex representations of WDK
which are algebraic and Frobenius-semisimple
»
recK;n
which satisëes the following properties:
• recK;1 recovers class ëeld theory: recK;1() =   Art 1K , where ArtK WK ! WabK is the Artin reciprocity
map,
• recK;n commutes with twisting: recK;n( 
 (  det)) = recK;n()
 recK;1(),
• recK;n is compatible with taking the central character: (det recK;n) () = recK;1(!), where ! is the
central character of  ,
• recK;n commutes with duality: recK;n(_) = recK;n()_,
• recK;n matches up L-functions and -factors for pairs. 32






where 1; : : : ; r are irreducible representations of WK , and Sp(mi ) =
Wmi 1 Std is the (unique up to isomor-
phism) irreducible mi -dimensional algebraic complex representation of SL2(C).
Writing i = rec 1K;ni (i ) (with ni = dim(i )), it then makes sense to set









recK;n() = hStm1(1)      Stmr (r)i :
In this way, we can reduce the problem of constructing a local Langlands correspondence for GLn(K) to the
supercuspidal case: it suﬃces to relate supercuspidal representations of GLn(K) with irreducible representations of
WDK . Reducible representations of WDK are then taken care of through the Bernstein–Zelevinsky classiëcation.
We go from irreducible to indecomposable representations of WDK by the ërst induction step, with the SL2(C)
component taking care of the unipotent part as described previously (e.g. distinguishing between the trivial rep-
resentation, with trivial L-parameter, and the Steinberg representation, whose L-parameter is trivial on WK but is
maximally nontrivial on SL2(C)). We then go from indecomposables to general (algebraic, Frobenius-semisimple)
representations of WDK with the second induction step of the Bernstein–Zelevinsky classiëcation, corresponding
to the direct sum of representations of WDK .
As for semistability, we have the following:
Proposition 2.6 —e local Langlands reciprocity map recK;n matches up Iwahori-spherical representations of
GLn(K) with semistable representations of WDK (i.e. representations of WDK such that the restriction to WK
is unramiëed). 3
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Proof: Irreducible unramiëed complex representations of WK are necessarily one dimensional, so that by the
Bernstein–Zelevinsky classiëcation the claim is equivalent to showing that the Iwahori-spherical representations
are precisely the subquotients of unramiëed principal series representations. is was proved by Casselman (for
general reductive groups) [Casselman. Unramiëed P.S. I, Proposition 2.6]. 2
For more general reductive groups G , we don’t have the luxury of the Berstein–Zelevinsky classiëcation. In-
stead, theDeligne–Langlands conjecture provides an explicit description of the local Langlands correspondence






2 SL2(C)), one has to add an additional ingredient: a representation of the component group of the
simultaneous centraliser of s and u. See [Kazhdan–Lusztig], which tackles the case of a general split reductive
group (with connected centre).
3 Iwahori–Hecke algebras
As we’ve seen in section 2.2, the representation theory of p-adic groups is controlled by underlying Hecke algebras.
In the case of unramiëed representations, we would be working in the context of a reductive p-adic algebraic group
G/K which is unramiíed, meaning that it has a model G/OK (a reductive group scheme over OK with generic
ëbre G ).[70] From this integral model one constructs the hyperspecial maximal compact subgroup U = G (OK).
e representation theory of unramiëed representations of G (i.e. U -spherical representations of G) is then
controlled by the Hecke algebraH (G  U ). e Satake isomorphism explicitly describes this Hecke algebra; in
particular, it is commutative (as can be seen directly using Gelfand’s lemma). is gives us the ability to classify
all unramiëed representations with relative ease.
However, we are more interested in looking at Iwahori-spherical representations, as these are intimately connected
to semistable p-adic Galois representations, as we saw in section 2.3.1. is means looking at the Hecke algebra
H (G  I ), where I is an Iwahori subgroup of G.
In the split case, the Satake isomorphism describes the spherical Hecke algebra H (G  U ) as a q-deformation
of the Weyl group W of G ; for the Iwahori–Hecke algebra H (G  I ) we can proceed similarly, involving the
extended aﬃne Weyl group eW ofG . is is the content of the Iwahori–Matsumoto presentation, which describes
the algebra H (G  I ) as spanned by elements Tw for w 2 eW , subject to only the relations Tvw = TvTw when
`(vw) = `(v)+`(w) (the braid relation) and (Ts+1)(Ts q) = 1 for s 2 eS , the subset of simple aﬃne reìections
of eW .
3.1 Double coset decompositions
We are interested in smooth admissible representations of G which admit non-zero I -ëxed vectors, as these are
closely related to semistable Galois representations as explained in section 1. Such representations correspond to
representations of the Hecke algebra H(G  I ) of compactly supported, bi-I -invariant functions on G. We want
to compute the action of Hecke operators in H(G  I ) on such representations; this information is needed, as
explained in the introduction, to obtain the optimal integrality results later on when we will consider the action
of Hecke operators on spaces of Hilbert modular forms.
e idea is that the double cosets in InG/I are indexed by the extended aﬃne Weyl group eW : this is the content
of the Iwahori–Bruhat decomposition [Iwahori–Matsumoto, eorem 2.16]. is allows us to reduce compu-
tations with double cosets in InG/I to doing algebra in eW . One has [Lansky. Double cosets, Proposition 3.2]
Proposition 3.1 — For all w 2 eW , s 2 eS , we have:
• I sIwI = I swI if `(sw) > `(w),
[70] Equivalently, G is quasi-split (i.e. it contains a Borel subgroup deëned overK) and is split by an unramiëed extension ofK.
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• I sIwI = I swI [ IwI if `(sw) < `(w). 32
e second piece of information required to perform computations with I -double cosets is the ability to write
down left coset representatives for double cosets [Lansky. Double cosets, Proposition 3.3]











In both of these formulæ, ~s denotes any chosen lift of s to the normaliser N = NG (T )(K), x denotes the root
space homomorphism xWGa ! G attached to , and the disjoint unions are over sets of representatives a 2 OK
of OK/($), where we take 0 2 OK to represent 0 2 OK/($). 32
Putting this together, we can compute double coset operators. For instance, for G = GLn;K , we can imme-
diately compute:
Proposition 3.3—e double coset operator [I t$;iI ], where t$;i = diag(
i  
$;    ;$;
n i  
1;    ; 1), acts by the scalar
(q$ )
i(n i) on (IndGB 1B)I . 3
Proof: It suﬃces to decompose the double cosets [I t$;iI ] into I -left cosets. According to the above two propo-
sitions, we ënd that these decompose into left cosets of upper triangular matrices, with t$;i along the diagonal,
and with entries Fq$ -equivalence-classes of elements placed at the coordinates (j; k) with j 6 i , k > i + 1. For





p 0 0 a1;4 a1;5
0 p 0 a2;4 a2;5
0 0 p a3;4 a3;5
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
1CCCCCCA I
Each of the relevant matrices act trivially, and there are (q$ )i(n i) equivalence classes to consider. 2
As a consequence, the action of the double coset operator [I t$;iI ] on the Steinberg representation, the unique
irreducible quotient of (IndGB 1B)I , is also by the scalar (q$ )i(n i).
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4 Hilbert modular forms
4.1 e context of Shimura varieties
Now that we have elucidated the representation-theoretic aspects of the theory of automorphic forms, we need
to introduce the geometric objects which provide the required bridge to Galois representations.
In the case of classical modular forms, we saw in section 1 that the geometric objects of interest are the modular
curves, where both modular forms and their associated Galois representations live. e key to generalisation is to
reformulate the moduli problem these modular curves solve. Instead of considering modular curves as classifying
elliptic curves (with extra structure), it is fruitful to consider that they classify (polarised) Hodge structures; this
corresponds to the equivalence between complex abelian varieties and polarisable torsion-free Z-Hodge structures
of type f( 1; 0); (0; 1)g. is equivalence is given by associating to A the Hodge structure Hsing1 (A;Z), and to
the Hodge structure V the complex torus VC/(V  1;0  VZ), which is algebraic thanks to the polarisation.
We can elaborate this description somewhat. Returning to the case of elliptic curves, we want to bring the
algebraic group GL2;Q to the forefront. To do this, we have to perform a few reformulations. We start by
considering free Z-modules  of rank 2, equipped with a complex structure on R =  
Z R (i.e. a Hodge
structure of type f( 1; 0); (0; 1)g on ). To bring in the action of GL2, we ëx the standard lattice Z2  R2,
and obtain other lattices in R2 through the action of GL2(Z)nGL2(R). We ërst study the simpler problem of
classifying elliptic curves up to isogeny, so we turn toQ-lattices in R2, up to the action of GL2(Q)nGL2(R). We
then use an adélic description of such Q-lattices, by specifying Qp-lattices for all p simultaneously. We are thus
interested in pairs consisting of an element of GL2(A(1)Q ) and a complex structure on R2, up to the actions of
GL2(Q) and GL2(yZ).
Now, a complex structure on R2 is given by the choice of a non-real line in C2, i.e. an element of
X = P 1(C) X P 1(R). is expresses the set of isogeny classes of elliptic curves over C as
ShGL2(yZ)(GL2;Q;X)C(C) = GL2(Q)nX GL2(A
(1)
Q )/GL2(yZ):
e situation in this case is slightly simpliëed, as all complex tori of dimension 1 are algebraic. Working with
other groups G , we want to classify polarised Hodge structures, instead of all Hodge structures.
is setup motivated Deligne to reformulate the work of Shimura, in order to deëne Shimura varieties for a
linear algebraic group G as moduli spaces of polarisable variations of Hodge structure with Mumford–Tate group
G . e two main conditions are Griﬃths transversality, and polarisability of the universal variation. ese two
conditions are enforced by the following deënition, as provided in [Deligne. Shimura, 1.5] :
Deínition 4.1 — A Shimura datum consists of a pair (G ;X), where G is a reductive group over Q and
X  Hom(S;GR) is a G (R)-conjugacy class, subject to Deligne’s axioms:
• For all h 2 X, the induced Hodge structure on the adjoint representation of GR is of weight 0, and of type
f( 1; 1); (0; 0); (1; 1)g.
• ad(h(i)) is a Cartan involution of G adR for each h 2 X. 3
e Shimura variety attached to a Shimura datum can then be deëned, generalising the case of modular curves.
We saw above the double quotient
GL2(Q)nX GL2(A(1)Q )/U;
for U = GL2(yZ); more generally we can consider this quotient for other compact open subgroups
U  GL2(A(1)Q ).
We can then associate to the Shimura datum (G ;X) and the compact open subgroup U  G (A(1)Q ) the double
quotient
ShU (G ;X)C(C)´ G (Q)nX G (A(1)Q )/U:
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e merit of Deligne’s axioms is that they guarantee that this quotient has an algebraic structure (it is a stack, and
for small enough U , a scheme). ese turn out to have a model over a certain number ëeld, the reîex íeld of the
Shimura datum (G ;X). In general, these varieties do not have a moduli interpretation (say as a moduli spaces of
abelian varieties).
However, we shall specialise to the case of Hilbert modular forms: as explained in the introduction, it is in that
situation that we will be able to get a handle on the behaviour of Hecke operators on special representations, which
will allow us to obtain a result mirroring eorem I.14.4 in the automorphic context. is will allow us to give
more explicit descriptions of the relevant geometric objects, which do have a moduli interpretation, which we shall
review. After that is done, we shall move to the construction of automorphic vector bundles, which will provide
the habitat for automorphic forms, generalising the line bundles !(k) and !0(k) that we saw in section 1.
4.2 Moduli of Hilbert–Blumenthal abelian varieties
We now move on to the study of Hilbert modular forms, for a totally real number ëeld F of degree d . To witness
their geometric origins, we start by taking interest in Shimura varieties for the group G = ResFQGL2;F . However,
the situation with Shimura varieties associated with G is complicated by the presence of a large determinant (the
image of det being isomorphic to ResFQGm;F rather than Gm;Q). For this reason, it is convenient to introduce
G = G ResFQGm;F ;det Gm;Q, whose attached Shimura varieties will have a simpler interpretation as moduli
varieties than those attached to G .
Let us now detail the relevant moduli problems.
A Hilbert–Blumenthal abelian variety (with respect to the totally real number ëeld F ) is an abelian variety of
dimension d = [F : Q] equipped with a faithful action ofOF . e yoga of PEL Shimura varieties then encourages
us to think of Shimura varieties associated with G and G as classifying polarised Hilbert–Blumenthal abelian
varieties equipped with a level structure. Recall that one possible deënition of a polarisation of an abelian variety
A is a morphism  WA! A_ satisfying the following two conditions:







•  is positive: passing to an algebraically closed base if necessary,  is attached to an ample line bundle L,
through the formula  (a) = (taL)
L 1 2 Pic0(A) = A_, where ta denotes the morphism of translation
by a.
Given a Hilbert–Blumenthal abelian variety A with real multiplication by OF , we can then consider the
invertible OF -module HomsymOF (A;A
_) of symmetric homomorphisms  WA ! A_ that commute with the
action of OF . Inside HomsymOF (A;A
_), the polarisations form a cone Hompol
OF
(A;A_). We are then interested in





the isomorphism classes (c; c+) of invertible OF -modules with a notion of positivity.[71]
Now, any abelian variety A over C is determined up to isomorphism by its homology group H1(A;Z), as a
polarisable Z-Hodge structure. To give an action of OF on A, it is equivalent to give H1(A;Z) the structure of
an OF -module.
Reformulating the problem, we can start with H , a projective OF -module of rank 2, and furnish H 
Z R with
[71] A notion of positivity on c is an ordering on c
F; R for each real embedding  WF ,! R. We then write c+ for the subset of totally
positive elements.
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a complex structure, to then obtain a complex torus A, with OF action, as the quotient (H 
Z R) /H . In this
context a polarisation is simply a skew-symmetric morphism of Hodge structures H 
Z H ! Z(1); we get one
for free thanks to the OF -action [Rapoport. Compactiëcations, 1.25].
e polarisation module HompolOF (A;A
_) of A, constructed from the OF -module H , is then c = (
V2
H )_( 1).
e interpretation of this construction via Shimura varieties is that Hilbert–Blumenthal abelian varieties, with






QC) is the stabiliser of any chosen complex structure onH 
ZR, under the action by conjugation.




( 1) = O_F ( 1) = d 1F ( 1), so the polarisation module is the
inverse diﬀerent d 1F .
Working with this ëxed polarisation module d 1F , but no longer ëxingH , we need to make use of G to describe
the relevant moduli spaces. LettingX be the G(R)-conjugacy class of







it follows that complex Hilbert–Blumenthal abelian varieties, with given polarisation module d 1F , and level struc-
ture of level U , are classiëed up to isogeny by the Shimura variety for (G;X), with complex points
ShU (G;X)C(C) = G(Q)nX G(A(1)Q )/U:
Over their reìex ëeld Q, the Shimura varieties ShU (G;X) are thus isomorphic to the moduli varieties
M (U;d 1F ). If we want to study the moduli varieties associated with more general polarisation modules (c; c+),
we have to consider GL(H ) for other rank 2 projective OF -modules than H = OF OF .[72]
e use of G instead of G in the above construction came about by our desire to preserve the polarisation
module. Indeed, considering Shimura varieties as classifying Hodge structures with prescribed Mumford–Tate
group, the determinant acts on polarisations. is means that if we want to work with G , we have to account
for the larger determinant; then, instead of classifying objects with polarisations (up to isogeny, i.e. action of
Q), we would be considering objects where the polarisations are only given up to action by F . is data (of a
c-polarisation up to the action of F ) is called a polarisation class.
To classify Hilbert–Blumenthal abelian varieties with given polarisation class, we note that we are allowed to
multiply the polarisation by elements of O;+F , the group of totally positive units of F , without altering the pair
(c; c+). at is, given " 2 O;+F , we write
"  (A; ;  ; ) = (A; ; " ; ):
On the other hand, the endomorphism of A given by multiplication by " 2 O;+F (through ) yields an isomor-
phism between (A; ;  ) and (A; ; "2 ). Let us pick an integerN such that U contains the principal congruence
subgroup U (N ), and writeOF;N =
¶
" 2 OF
 "  1 (mod N )·  OF . e subgroup of squaresO2F;N inOF;N
thus consists of units that act trivially on the level structure; in particular, the action of O;+F on polarisations is
trivial when restricted to O2F;N . In other words, the action factors through the ënite group ON ´ O;+F /O2F;N .
We can then take the quotient under this action, yielding moduli stacks of Hilbert–Blumenthal abelian varieties
with polarisation class MG (U; c) ´ M (U; c)  ON . Taking c = d 1F , these quotients match up with Shimura
varieties for the group G . Even for small U , these do not have the structure of a scheme, and are instead only
algebraic stacks; the word “varieties” is a misnomer.
[72] More precisely, for polarisation module (c; c+) we can take H = OF  c_ and use
GL(H )´ fg 2 GL(OF  c_) j det(g) 2Q  GL(c_)g.
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4.3 Toroidal compactiícations of Hilbert moduli varieties
4.3.1 Minimal compactiícations
We now turn to the task of compactifying the moduli spaces M (U; c), in order to deal with the behaviour at
inënity. e obvious ërst step in this process is to compactify the Hermitian symmetric domains that occur in
the Shimura-theoretic description of M (U; c). We prefer to work with connected Shimura varieties; this means
working with the upper half-space HF = f(´ ) 2 F 
Q C j 8; im(´ ) > 0g (a connected component of
the full Hermitian symmetric domain X used to deëneM (U; c)), and the derived groups G der corresponding to
SL (OF  c_) and G;der corresponding to SL (OF  c_).
e rational boundary component forHF is given by P 1(F ) ,!Q WF!R P 1(Q). Analytically, we can then com-
pactify HF by giving HF ´ HF
`
P 1(F ) the Satake topology, which is determined by giving a fundamental






im(´ ) > r
½
;
and using the action of G(Q) to obtain neighbourhoods of the other cusps. is indeed yields an algebraic
object, called the minimal compactiícation ofM (U; c).[73]
One problem arises however: the resulting complex analytic spaces are singular for F ¤ Q (i.e. d > 1). To see
this, let’s begin by working with the cusp1. We have:
StabU (1)
[74]




!  " 2 OF ; c 2 c_
½
\ U  G;der(Q)
for large enough r , where B denotes the standard (upper triangular) Borel subgroup of G;der.
Writing BU ´ B(Q) \ U , the Levi decomposition B = T V (with T the maximal torus associated with B,
and V the unipotent radical of B) means that we can consider taking the quotient BU nHF in two successive




!  c 2 c_
½
, and then by the toric part




!  " 2 OF
½
\ U . Note that TU is isomorphic to a subgroup of ënite index of
OF , but with the action of " 2 OF given by multiplication by "2.
Embedding H ,! C, the situation thus looks like we are quotienting F 
Q C ërst by VU  c_ acting by
translation via the formula
c  (´1; : : : ; ´d ) = (´1 + 1(c); : : : ; ´d + d (c));
and second by TU .
rough the exponential exact sequence
0  ! c_  ! F 
Q C  ! Gm 
Z c_  ! 0;
the neighbourhoods VU nW (1; r) thus look like analytic neighbourhoods of Gm 
Z c_ around 0, and further
quotienting by TU then yields the fundamental neighbourhoods BU nW (1; r) of the cusp 1 in M (U; c). We
can picture the situation for [F : Q] = 2 as depicted in [A–M–R–T, §I.5]
[73] To prove the algebraicity of this object, it is easiest to ërst construct the toroidal compactiëcations (as we are about to do), and then blow
down to a point the various components that were added in the process.














Note that, around the cusps, M (U; c) is analytically akin to the quotient of Cd by (1; : : : ; d ), acting by
componentwise multiplication, for some roots of unity 1; : : : ; d of ëxed order m. e image of (0; : : : ; 0) in
this quotient is a singular point for d > 1. Indeed, as Cd X (0; : : : ; 0) is simply connected for d > 1, the relative
homology in degree 1 of the quotient with respect to the image of (0; : : : ; 0) is a ënite cyclic group of order m.
4.3.2 Toric embeddings
e point of introducing Gm
Z c_ is that we can make use of it to resolve the singularities that were introduced
in quotienting by TU . As we saw, VU nW (1; r) embeds into Gm 
Z c_ as a neighbourhood of 0, and the action
of TU onW (1; r) extends toGm
Z c_. We can then compactifyGm
Z c_ by adding additional components,
in a way that allows the action of TU to extend. To carry out this process, we proceed as follows.
e torus T c ´ Gm;Q 
Z c_ is uniquely determined by its character group X(T c) = c (as a Galois module
with trivial Galois action),[75] and we can write
T c = Spec (Q [X(T c)]) :
A natural way of (partially) compactifying T c consists of inverting less elements in the above description; for




,! Spec (Z[t ]). Going even further, we can glue together









obtain the compactiëcation Gm  P 1. Coming back to T c, we can consider multiplicative submonoids S of
X(T c), and study the partial compactiëcations Spec (Q [S ]).
In general, given a torus T over a ëeld K, we deëne toric embeddings of T as open embeddings T ,! Z, such
thatZ is equipped with an action of T extending the action of T on itself by multiplication. We want to construct
such embeddings using the above process. We begin with a reformulation in terms of combinatorial data.
Let X = X(T ) be the character group of T , and X = X(T ) its cocharacter group. Individual aﬃne toric
embeddings T are then best described by convex cones   (X)R (instead of multiplicative submonoids of X).
Given a convex cone   (X)R, we consider the dual convex cone { = fx 2 XR j 8w 2 ; hx;wi > 0 g, and
deëne
T  ´ Spec (K[{ \X]) :
[75] Note that this makesGm 
Z c_ into an OF -module scheme (“schéma en OF -modules”).
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When we have two convex cones 1; 2  (X)R intersecting in a common face, we can glue T 1 and T 2 along
T 1\2 .
Now, we can’t just use any cones  . For instance, to have a morphism T ,! T  we require that { \X generates
X as a group. Additionally, T  is a normal variety if and only if { \ X is saturated in X [K–K–M–S-D,
I, Lemma 1]. ese conditions are formulated in terms of { , but it is more convenient to transfer them to  . To
do so, we need to introduce a few notions:
•  is polyhedral if it is the intersection of ënitely many half-spaces,
•  is moreover rational if these half-spaces can be taken to be rational,
•  is salient if it does not contain any nonzero vector subspace of (X)R,
•  is smooth if  \X is spanned by a subset of a (Z-)basis of X.
We need  to be a polyhedral rational convex cone to ensure that { \X is a ënitely generated monoid, whereas
 being salient ensures that T  is of full dimension, thus containing T .
e upshot of working with cones in (X)R rather than multiplicative submonoids of X is the following elegant
result [K–K–M–S-D, I, eorem 1’, eorem 4] :
Proposition 4.2 —e application
 7! T  ´ Spec (K[{ \X])
restricts to a morphism of categories between the category of salient polyhedral rational convex cones in (X)R
and the category of normal aﬃne toric embeddings of T , which is an equivalence of categories ifK is algebraically
closed. Additionally, T  is smooth if and only if  is smooth. 32
e morphisms in the previous proposition are as follows: a morphism of convex cones is simply a linear
embedding, whereas morphisms between normal aﬃne toric embeddings are required by deënition to be
equivariant for the T -action.
e idea is that T  partially compactiëes T by adding limit points limt!0 (t) for cocharacters  2  \ X
[K–K–M–S-D, I, eorem 1’].
e next step is to glue together these aﬃne partial compactiëcations. For this, we need to impose suitable
conditions on collections of cones that allow for the gluing to take place. We say a (not necessarily ënite) collection
 = f  (X)Rg of convex cones is a fan if the following two conditions hold:
• all faces of cones in  are also in ,
• the intersection of any two cones in  is a face of those two cones.
en, given a fan of salient polyhedral rational convex cones , we can glue together the various T  for  2  to
obtain T . Working over an algebraically closed ëeld, these are in fact all the toric embeddings [K–K–M–S-D,
I, eorem 6, eorem 8] :
Proposition 4.3 —e application
 7! T 
deënes a functor between the category of fans of salient polyhedral rational convex cones in XR and the category
of normal toric embeddings of T , which is an equivalence if K is algebraically closed.
Additionally, T  is of ënite type over K if and only if  is ënite; T  is then proper over K if and only ifS
2  = (X)R (in which case we call  complete), and smooth overK if and only if all  2  are smooth (in
which case we call  smooth). 32
In this proposition, a morphism of fans 1 ! 2 consists of a linear map f W (X)R ! (X)R such that for
all 1 2 1, there is a 2 2 2 with f (1)  2.
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4.3.3 Toroidal compactiícations
Finally, we can make use of these results to compactify the Hilbert modular varieties. According to principles of
log geometry, we expect a compactiëcation with a divisor with normal crossings at inënity; this will allow Hodge
theoretic results to extend to the compactiëcation by using the methods of section I.9.6.
To bring into play the theory of toric embeddings, we make use of the embedding VU nHF ,! Gm 
Z c_,





 SL (OF  c_), acting by translation on HF . e exponential exact
sequence also gave rise to the description of T c = Gm 
Z c_ as c_n(F 
Q C). Now, c_ is a lattice in
F 
Q R, so that the torus T c can be written as a direct product T c = (c_nF 
Q R)  (F 
 iR). Write
T c;c´ c_nF 
QR (the maximal compact subtorus of T c), and let ordWT c ! F 
QR be the “imaginary part”
morphism associated with the projection onto the second factor in the previous direct product. e quotient
c_nHF is then ord 1 ((F 
Q R)+), whereas the fundamental neighbourhoods of the cusp at inënity are given
by c_nW (1; r) = ord 1f(x ) 2 (F 
Q R)+ j Q x > rg. is means that if we want to use the theory of
toric embeddings to compactify M (U; c), we need only add components by considering cones in the positive
orthant (F 
Q R)+ of F 
Q R (strictly speaking, we need to also add the origin back, so that we would be
considering cones in (F 
Q R)+ [ f0g).
Let us now do so: consider a fan  of salient polyhedral rational convex cones in the positive orthant (F 
QR)+
of F 
Q R, and complete within that orthant (so thatS2  = f0g [ (F 
Q R)+). ere will necessarily be
inënitely many cones in , as the facets of the cones are not allowed to be contained in any of the coordinate hy-
perplanes. On top of this, we recall that we have yet to quotient by TU ; so to get a quotient of ënite type we require
the fan to be preserved under the action of TU , and such that there are only ënitely many cones modulo this action.
We can then picture the compactiëcation attached to such a complete fan  of (F 
 R)+, for [F : Q] = 2,











We then need to perform this procedure at all cusps, in a way that is compatible with the action of G(Q).
is is always possible [Chai. Compactiëcations, §3.3].
e resulting compactiëcations are the toroidal compactiícationsM(U; c) ofM (U; c).
4.4 Automorphic forms for G
Armed with these compactiëcations, we can now deëne automorphic forms for the group G. To do so,
we choose automorphic vector bundles over M (U; c). We start with the vector bundle ! = !A, where
 WA ! M (U; c) is the universal Hilbert–Blumenthal abelian scheme over M (U; c). is is a locally free
OM (U;c) 
Z OF -module of rank 1. If we pick a ëeld extension E/F containing the normal closure of F , this
vector bundle thus decomposes overM (U; c)E as ! =
L
 WF ,!E ! .
Now, weights for G are given by d -tuples of integers ( ) , labelled by the embeddings  WF ,! R. Given a
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We are only interested in the algebraic weights; the automorphic forms of arithmetic interest (from the
perspective of Galois representations) are those with algebraic weight. In this case, a weight ( ) is algebraic if
all  are positive integers of the same parity, and is moreover regular if all the weights are at least 2.
e next step is to extend these automorphic vector bundles to the toroidal compactiëcationsM(U; c). We
omit the details for the moment, as we will cover this procedure in greater detail for integral models of M (U; c)
in section 4.8. Suﬃces to say that we can naturally extend ! to the toroidal compactiëcations, and that it remains
locally free as an OF 
Z OM(U;c)-module, allowing us to also extend the bundles !(). We will use the same
notation to denote the extension of ! and !() to the toroidal compactiëcations.
We can then ënally deëne the space of automorphic forms of level U , polarisation module c and weight . is is
MG (U; c;E)´ H0(M(U; c)E ; !()):
We will see in section 4.8 that this deënition is in fact independent of the choice of , which justiëes the absence
of  in the left hand side of the above deënition.
4.5 Automorphic forms for G
However, we are more interested in automorphic forms for the groupG , as these are most closely related to Hilbert
modular forms.
As we saw in section 4.2, to relate these to moduli spaces of Hilbert–Blumenthal abelian varieties, we must weaken
“polarisation” to “polarisation class”: instead of considering polarisations up to action byQ, we consider them up
to action by F . e downside is that these moduli spaces are never varieties (unless we resign to only considering
them as coarse moduli spaces).
From the perspective of automorphic bundles on Shimura varieties attached toG , weights are now given by pairs,
consisting of a d -tuple  = ( ) of integers, labelled by embeddings  WF ,! R, together with an additional
integer w. In this case, algebraicity is the requirement that w be of the same parity as the  .
Again choosing E/F containing the normal closure of F , we can deëne the automorphic vector bundle attached
to such a weight (;w), at level U . To do this, we need the following two vector bundles onMG (U; c):
• !, given by the same deënition as in the case of G: ! ´ !A, where A is the universal abelian scheme
overMG (U; c).






G (U; c)), with A as above.
In a similar manner to before, these vector bundles again decompose (once we base change to E) as a direct sum
of line bundles ! ,  .
e vector bundle  also has a simple description: theHodge ëltration of the universal Hilbert–Blumenthal abelian
scheme A is given by the short exact sequence





Z cd 1F  ! 0:
Because ! is an invertible OMG (U;c) 













is shows that  is free (not just locally free), given by OMG (U;c) 
Z cd 1F .
Given a d -tuple of integers (k ) indexed by embeddings F

,! R, we can then deëne the line bundles !(k) and
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Finally, for weight (;w), let l = w 2 , l = (l ) . en we deëne !(;w)´ !()
OMG (U;c)E (l).
ese vector bundles also extend to the toroidal compactiëcations (see section 4.8). is allows us to deëne





 (U; c)E ; !(;w)

:
As in the previous section, this space also does not depend on the choice of ; see section 4.8.
To connect this situation with that of G, recall the setup from section 4.2: assuming U (N )  U , the action




F;N , and the quotient stackM (U; c) ON
is none other thanMG (U; c). To carry this through to the automorphic vector bundles, we thus need to extend
this action of O;+F to !().
Following [Andreatta–Iovita–Pilloni, §1], we begin by remarking that at the level of sections of !(), the auto-
morphism of A given by multiplication by " 2 OF;N yields equalities
f (A; ;  ; ; !) = f (A; ; "2 ; ; "!) = (") 1f (A; ; "2 ; ; !):
us, if we want to deëne an action of O;+F on the automorphic vector bundles !() which is trivial on O2F;N ,
we need to have the equality
("2  f )(A; ;  ; ; !) = (")f (A; ; " 2 ; ; !):
To achieve this, we choose  and w such that  = 2 + w for all  , and deëne the action by
("  f )(A; ;  ; ; !) = (")f (A; ; " 1 ; ; !):
is indeed works, as then (")2 = (") because  = 2 + w and " is a unit.




We can go one step further than quotienting by the action of O;+F , however, by using the action of F ;+.
Now, elements of F ;+ can permute around the polarisation modules c. Given x 2 F ;+, deëne an isomorphism
Lx WMG(;w)(U; c;E)  !MG(;w)(U; xc;E)
by the same formula as above:
(Lxf )(A; ;  ; ; !) = (x)f (A; ; x
 1 ; ; !):











is recovers classical spaces of Hilbert modular forms.
4.6 Integral models of Hilbert modular varieties
e next step is to try to replicate the constructions of Hilbert moduli varieties and their toroidal compactiëcations
over Z. We start by outlining the construction of integral models of Shimura varieties for the group G.
e relevant moduli problem, over a base scheme S , is the classiëcation of abelian schemes with real multiplication
by OF , level structure U , and polarisation module c as above, subject to the additional condition that the natural
homomorphism A
OF HomsymS
ZOF (A;A_)! A_, given by (a; ) 7!  (a), is an isomorphism. is is the
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Deligne–Pappas condition.
We start with a refresher on integral models of modular curves. Recall from section 1 the geometry of the
integral modelsX0(p) from [Deligne–Rapoport, §V]. emoduli stackX0(p) classiëes generalised elliptic curves
E equipped with a cyclic subgroup C of order p which meets all irreducible components of each geometric ëbre
of E [Deligne–Rapoport, éorème V.1.6]. ere are three options for C .
• e multiplicative case: C is étale locally isomorphic to p.
• e étale case: C is is étale locally isomorphic to Z/pZ.
• e supersingular case: C is étale locally isomorphic to p.
Note that the third situation only makes sense over the locus in which p = 0, whereas the ërst two conditions
are equivalent where p is invertible. e ërst two conditions are Cartier dual because of the Weil pairing: given
(E;C ) with C of étale type, (E/C;E[p]/C ) is of multiplicative type, and vice-versa; the third case is self-dual.
e geometry of X0(p)Zp is then dictated by these types, as demonstrated by the illustration of X0(p)Fp
provided in section 1.
e structural morphism that forgets C behaves diﬀerently depending on whether C is étale or multiplicative.
On X0(p)multFp it restricts to an isomorphism (the connected-étale sequence provides a unique multiplicative C
on an ordinary elliptic curve), whereas on X0(p)étFp it is inseparable of degree p (by duality, it corresponds to
the morphism X0(p)multFp ! X(1)ord given by quotienting by C ). In fact, as noted in section 1, it is the relative
Frobenius morphism of X0(1)Fp .
Inspired by this situation, when dealing with Hilbert moduli varieties we will restrict to multiplicative level
structures. Classifying Hilbert–Blumenthal abelian varieties, the correct deënition of a multiplicative level n






[n] is the Cartier dual to the constant group scheme n 1OF /OF .[76] We will call this a
n-level structure.
e moduli problem for polarised Hilbert–Blumenthal abelian varieties (satisfying the Deligne–Pappas condition)
equipped with a n-level structure is representable by an algebraic stack over Z, which is a scheme for NFQn > 4
[Kisin–Lai, §1.3]. We will denote this stack byM(n; c).
One possible justiëcation for the use of n-level structures is to be found by recalling the classical situation we
just discussed; forgetting a multiplicative level structure seems like a more natural process than forgetting an étale
level structure, as in seen by the diﬀerence in the degree of the forgetful maps. In any case, we can recover the
other situation by Cartier duality.
ere is, however, one additional subtlety in this context: if p ramiëes in F , then the special ëbreM(U (1); c)Fp is
singular in codimension 2 [Deligne–Pappas, éorème 2.2]. To avoid this additional complication, we can restrict
to the smooth locus ofM(n; c); this is usually called the Rapoport locus, which we will denoteMR(n; c).
4.7 Arithmetic toroidal compactiícations of Hilbert moduli schemes
We now turn to the question of how compactiëcations of M(n; c) relate to their deëning moduli problems.
e non-properness of M(n; c) is explained by the existence of discrete valuation rings R, together with a
Hilbert–Blumenthal abelian variety A over K = Frac(R) that does not extend to a Hilbert–Blumenthal abelian
scheme over R. To compactifyM(n; c) we thus need to involve degenerating abelian varieties. e miracle is
that it suﬃces to consider semistable degenerations, by Grothendieck’s monodromy theorem for abelian varieties
[SGA 7I, Exposé IX, éorème 3.6], which guarantees potential semistability of abelian varieties.




Let us now introduce 1-motives, which concisely capture the structure of these semistable abelian schemes.
is notion is based on the Hodge-theoretic idea that, whereas abelian varieties correspond to Hodge type
f(0; 1); ( 1; 0)g, they can degenerate into objects with Hodge type f(0; 0); (0; 1); ( 1; 0); ( 1; 1)g. To
account for this, Deligne deënes 1-motives as follows [Deligne. Hodge III, Déënition 10.1.2, Variante 10.1.10]
Deínition 4.4 — A 1-motive over S is given by the data of:
• a semiabelian variety G over S with constant toric rank,
• a locally constant étale sheaf of ënite free Z-modules Y on S , and
• a morphism uWY ! G of étale sheaves of abelian groups on S .
e 1-motive attached to this data is the object M = [Y u! G] in the (bounded) derived category of complexes
of étale sheaves of abelian groups on S . 3
Here, we are meant to understand G as extension of an abelian variety A/S by a torus T /S ; then A accounts
for Hodge types f(0; 1); ( 1; 0)g, T for f( 1; 1)g and Y for f(0; 0)g.
To justify the analogy more fully, note that when working overC, just as an abelian variety is uniquely determined
by its (torsion-free) polarisable Z-Hodge structure of type f( 1; 0); (0; 1)g, a 1-motive is uniquely determined
by its (torsion-free) mixed Z-Hodge structure of type f(0; 0); (0; 1); ( 1; 0); ( 1; 1)g such that the ( 1)-th
graded piece of this mixed Hodge structure with respect to the weight ëltration is polarisable (this corresponds
precisely to the polarisability of the abelian variety occurring as the abelian part of G in the deënition of a
1-motive) [Deligne. Hodge III, Construction 10.1.3].
e next step is to understand how these 1-motives lead to degenerating abelian varieties. We start with the
following deënition [Stroh. Compactiëcations, Déënition 1.3.1] :
Deínition 4.5— Let S be a normal scheme, andU ,! S the inclusion of an open dense subscheme. AMumford
1-motive over U ,! S consists of:
• a semiabelian variety G over S with constant toric rank,
• a locally constant étale sheaf of ënite free Z-modules Y on S , and
• a 1-motive [YU
u! GU ] over U . 3
We can then use Mumford 1-motives to describe semiabelian degenerations; this is done by using Mumford,
Raynaud and Tate’s theory of uniformisation of abelian varieties with semistable reduction.
e basic result is as follows [Faltings–Chai, Corollary III.7.2][77] :
eorem 4.6 — Let R be a Noetherian excellent domain, complete and separated with respect to a radical ideal
I . Let S = Spec(R), V = Spec(R/I ), U = S X V .
Mumford’s construction yields an equivalence of categories between:
• the category of polarisedMumford 1-motives overU ,! S , such that the polarisation is positive with respect
to V ,[78]
• the category of semiabelian schemes G/S , such that GU is an abelian scheme, equipped with a given polar-
isation, and such that the toric part of GV is isotrivial. 32
[77] With small precisions given by [Stroh. Compactiëcations, Remarque 1.3.3.2, éorème 1.3.3.3].
[78] See [Stroh. Compactiëcations, Déënition 1.3.3.1] for the precise meaning of this positivity condition.
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We can be more speciëc in the case that interests us, that of Hilbert–Blumenthal abelian schemes. We add the
data of an OF -action; this simpliëes the behaviour considerably, as we then only need to consider degenerations
with full toric rank. e previous theorem then reduces to the following result, as explained in [Rapoport. Com-
pactiëcations, §2.8, §2.9] [Andreatta–Goren, §6.1] :
eorem 4.7— Let S , U and V be as above. Choose a fractional ideal c  F with notion of positivity c+ (in view
of considering (c; c+)-polarised objects). Mumford’s construction yields an equivalence of categories between:
• the category of degenerating Mumford 1-motives over U ,! S , given by the data of:
– a (purely toric) semiabelian variety with OF -action over S , G = Gm;S 
Z a_, for a a fractional ideal
of F ,
– a constant sheaf of abelian groups b, for b a fractional ideal of F , and
– a 1-motive over U , given by a morphism
qWb  ! Gm;U 
Z a_
of étale sheaves of OL-modules over U ,
such that:





– the following degeneration condition is satisëed: given m = ab 2 (ab)+, the element a (q(b))
(where a is the character of Gm 
Z a_ associated with a 2 a), considered as an element of the
fraction ëeld K = Frac(R), in fact lies in the ideal I ,
and,
• the category of semiabelian schemes G over S equipped with an OF -action, such that GU is an abelian
scheme with a given c-polarisation, and GV  Gm;V 
Z a_. 32
We explain brieìy why we should expect the polarisation module in the above theorem to be c = ab 1:
ab 1 = HomOF (b; a) = HomOF (a_;b_), so that elements of ab 1 correspond to morphisms
Gm 
Z a_ ! Gm 
Z b_;
and then to morphisms of 1-motives with OF -action from
qWb  ! Gm;U 
Z a_
to the dual 1-motive
qW a  ! Gm;U 
Z b_:
We will write the semiabelian scheme G appearing in the above theorem, associated with its corresponding
c-polarised degenerating Mumford 1-motive as in the theorem, as
(Gm;S 
Z a_) /qb;
where by abuse of notation we write qb for q(b).
4.7.2 Tate semiabelian schemes
To construct arithmetic toroidal compactiëcations, Rapoport’s idea is to explictly construct what one expects
to be the formal neighbourhoods of cusps using the previously described Hilbert–Blumenthal semiabelian
schemes, and glue these formal neighbourhoods onto M(n; c), as described in [Rapoport. Compactiëcations,
Introduction].
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Starting with fractional ideals of F , a and b, with
 
ab 1; (ab 1)+
  (c; c+), we choose a complete fan  of
salient polyhedral rational convex cones of the dual cone of ((ab)R)+ which is invariant under the action of TU ,
and with only ënitely many cones modulo this action.
Writing S for the torus over Z with character group ab, attached to  is the toric embedding
S ,! S;
obtained by gluing the various S as in section 4.3.2.
If we complete each aﬃne scheme S along S XS , yielding S^ , we can apply the results of section 4.7.1 to obtain







ese are the Tate Hilbert–Blumenthal semiabelian varieties over S^ = Spf (Z J_ \ abK).
To make use of these in studying compactiëcations ofM(n; c), we also need to add level structures.
Starting with an ideal n  OF , tensoring the exact sequence
0  ! a 1  ! n 1a 1  ! n 1a 1/a 1  ! 0
with Gm 





  ! Gm 
Z a_  ! Gm 
Z n 1a_  ! 0:





  n. Upon quotienting by b, we thus arrive at the short exact
sequence
0  ! n  ! Tatea;b(q) [n]  ! n 1b/b  ! 0;
which is naturally split.
is shows us that the data of an isomorphism 1Wn 1OF /OF  ! n 1a 1/a 1 provides Tatea;b(q) with a
n-level structure, which we call an unramiíed level structure.
Another option is possible: if we allow ourselves suﬃciently many roots of unity, we can instead directly choose an
isomorphism 2Wn  ! n 1b/b, which also yields an-level structure onTatea;b(q) , which we say is ramiíed.
We also want to understand sheaves of diﬀerentials on Tatea;b(q), as these will be needed to extend the auto-
morphic vector bundles to the compactiëcations of M (U; c). We can straightforwardly use the invariant diﬀer-
ential dt
t








4.7.3 Arithmetic toroidal compactiícations
With the Tate semiabelian schemes in hand, we can now describe the arithmetic toroidal compactiëcations of
M(n; c), together with the corresponding universal Hilbert–Blumenthal semiabelian scheme.
To begin, we recall the analytic description of the universal Hilbert–Blumenthal abelian variety over M (U; c),
following [Dimitrov–Tilouine, §2]. Given a congruence subgroup    SL (OF  c_), we can think of the
connected Shimura varieties  nHF as parametrising lattices (with additional level structure). We then want to
perform the complex-analytic quotient of F 
QC by the varying lattice parametrised by  nHF , giving a bundle
of abelian varieties over  nHF . is is achieved by taking the following double quotient:
 nHF  (F 
Q C)/ (OF  c_) ;
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with the left action of   on HF  (F 
Q C) given by
  (´; v) = (  ´; j (; ´)v);






, whereas the right
action of OF  c_ is given by
(´; v)  (m; n) = (´; v +m´+ n):
is ensures that the ëber above a given point [´] in  nHF is the abelian variety A´ = (F 
Q C)/(´OF  c_).
We now want to concentrate our attention to the behaviour ofA around cusps. As in the case of modular curves,
by the results of sections 4.7.1 and 4.7.2, we expect A to look like, around the cusp labelled by (a;b),
Tatea;b(q)´ (Gm 
Z a_) /qb;
the Tate Hilbert–Blumenthal semiabelian variety over Z[(ab)+].
Around the cusp1, the universal Hilbert–Blumenthal abelian varietyA then ëts into the following commutative
diagram:
A BU nW (1;r)(F













Here we are writing the two coordinates on Gm 
Z c_  Gm 
Z c_ as (q´; qv), and the quotient 
Gm 




OF is to be understood with respect to the action
(q´; qv)  b =

q´; qv  (q´)b

for b 2 OF . On the other hand, the action of TU also extends to Gm 
Z c_ Gm 













Over a given point q´ of Gm
Z c_, one recovers the analytic quotient Gm
Z c_/(q´)OF . A similar description
can be given around other cusps [Dimitrov–Tilouine, Déënition 2.11].
e main result in the theory of arithmetic toroidal compactiëcations of Hilbert modular schemes is then as
follows [Chai. Compactiëcations, eorem 3.6] :
eorem 4.8— Let be a collection of fans adapted[79] toM(n; c). ere is an embedding (of algebraic stacks)
j WM(n; c) ,!M(n; c);
and a Hilbert–Blumenthal semiabelian scheme z WA!M(n; c), extending  WA!M(n; c), such that the
formal completion ofM(n; c) along its boundary matches up with the construction of section 4.3.3. Moreover,
over this formal completion, zA is described by Mumford’s construction (see sections 4.7.1 and 4.7.2). 32
4.8 Integral Hilbert modular forms
Now that we have integral models of the Shimura varieties, we also need to extend the deënition of the automor-
phic vector bundles. We again can use the universal Hilbert–Blumenthal abelian scheme  WA ! M(n; c)
to deëne, as previously, the sheaves !(), using the sheaf !A. Recall however that we needed to know that !
was a locally free OM(n;c) 
Z OF -module of rank 1. is is no longer necessarily true: while ! is a locally
free sheaf of OM(n;c)-modules equipped with an action of OF , it is not necessarily locally free as a sheaf of
[79] A collection of fans is adapted if each fan satisëes the conditions with respect to the action of the units at its corresponding cusp, and if
the fans at diﬀerent cusps are chosen compatibly with the action of G(Q). ese exist [Chai. Compactiëcations, §3.3].
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OM(n;c) 
Z OF -modules. e Rapoport locus MR(n; c) of M(n; c) is in fact the largest open substack
of M(n; c) over which ! is locally free as an OM(n;c) 
Z OF -module. To deëne integral models of the
automorphic vector bundles !(), we are thus forced to use the Rapoport locus.
We’ve seen in sections 4.7.2 and 4.7.3 how to extend the universal Hilbert–Blumenthal abelian scheme
 WA ! M(n; c) to a semiabelian scheme z WA ! M(n; c), so we can then use the sheaf of canonical
diferentials !A and extend ! to the whole ofM(n; c) by deëning ! = e!A, where e is the identity section
of z .
We ënally can deëne integral spaces of Hilbert modular forms for G:
MG (n; c;OE )´ H0

M;R(n; c)OE ; !()

:
We can also proceed similarly for G , deëning




;R(n; c)OE ; !(;w)

;
and the corresponding spaces MG(;w)(n;OE ) deëned as in section 4.5.
Crucially, these spaces do not depend on the choice of, because of the following result [Chai. Compactiëcations,
eorem 4.3.(i)] :
eorem 4.9 (Koecher principle)— If [F : Q] > 1, every global section of ! onM(n; c) naturally extends to
the toroidal compactiëcationsM(n; c). 32
Now, from eorem 4.8 we know what the formal neighbourhoods of cusps look like. As the universal
Hilbert–Blumenthal semiabelian variety is given around (formal neighbourhoods of ) the cusps by the Tate semi-
abelian varieties Tatea;b(q) (once they are given appropriate level structures), this means we are able to (in the
Katz formalism) evaluate Hilbert modular forms at these Tate semiabelian varieties, obtaining power series in the
relevant completed local rings.
is gives q-expansions of Hilbert modular forms at cusps. We then have the following fundamental principle
[Chai. Compactiëcations, eorem 4.3.(ii)] :
eorem 4.10 (q-expansion principle) — e q-expansion homomorphism at a cusp C has kernel consisting
precisely of those sections which vanish on the connected component ofM(n; c) containing C . Moreover, a
section f of !() onM (U0(n); c)E is deëned overMR(n; c)OE if and only the q-expansions of f at all cusps C
ofM (U0(n); c)E have integral coeﬃcients (equivalently, if each connected component ofM (U0(n); c)E contains
a cusp C at which the q-expansion of f is integral). 32
5 Hecke operators on Hilbert modular forms
We want to prove an integrality result for the action of Hecke operators on Hilbert modular forms. To do this,
we would like to deëne Hecke correspondences on integral models of Hilbert–Blumenthal abelian varieties.
To have at hand the automorphic vector bundles !(), we need to work with the Rapoport loci MR(n; c)
and their toroidal compactiëcationsM;R(n; c). We begin by geometrically deëning integral avatars of Hecke
operators by considering a moduli problem where an extra level structure is introduced. Unfortunately, this can
only be done at primes that do not divide the level n; we will tackle the primes dividing n separately in section 5.3.
5.1 Integral Hecke operators for G
We start by deëning the Hecke correspondences. Choose a prime ideal p  OF that does not divide n,[80] and
consider the moduli problem of triples
(A1; 1;  1; 1); (A2; 2;  2; 2); 

2M(n; c) M(n;pc) Hom(A1;A2);
[80] is condition is necessary; otherwise we would need to introduce some kind of transversality condition between the two level structures,
which can be diﬃcult to formulate correctly when working overZ instead of overQ.
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where WA1 ! A2 is an isogeny of degree NFQp, required to be compatible with the OF action (via 1 and 2),
the polarisations ( 1 and  2) and the level structures (1 and 2), with ker()  A1[p] killed by p. is moduli
problem is representable by an algebraic stack over Z, which we will write Y(n; c; ac). It comes equipped with
two projection maps, p1WY(n; c; ac) ! M(n; c) and p2WY(n; c; ac) ! M(n;pc). Unfortunately these
two morphisms are not necessarily ënite; we restrict to the ordinary lociM(n; c)ord  MR(n; c). Over these
loci, the morphisms p1 and p2 are ënite and ìat [Emerton–Reduzzi–Xiao, Proposition 3.7], and a naive Hecke




































e key ingredient holding this together is the use of the universal isogeny WA1 ! A2; this explains why we are
pulling back by p2 and pushing forward by p1, and not the other way around.
Now, as we have deëned these Hecke correspondences on the integral models, they are automatically integral.
However, the crucial subtlety lies in the possibility of dividing by NFQp while preserving integrality.























Proof: It suﬃces to consider the situation p-adically, where p 2 Z is the unique prime of Z lying under
p. Abusing notation, we will write M(n; c) and Y(n; c;pc) for the Zp-integral models of the relevant
Hilbert–Blumenthal moduli spaces, and corresponding Rapoport and ordinary loci.
Similarly to the Deligne–Rapoport picture of section 4.6, Y(n; c; ac)ord has two components Y(n; c; ac)mult
and Y(n; c; ac)ét, corresponding to whether ker() is multiplicative or étale, respectively. Restricted
to Y(n; c; ac)mult, p1 is an isomorphism, whereas on Y(n; c; ac)ét it is purely inseparable of degree
jOF /pj = NFQp, to be thought of as a p-Frobenius morphism. Following the method of [Conrad. Moduli,
eorem 4.5.1], we can study these two situations separately.












is divisible by NFQp [Emerton–Reduzzi–Xiao, Proposition 3.16, Case 2].













is divisible by NFQp [Emerton–Reduzzi–Xiao, Proposition 3.16, Case 1].
is shows the required statement with regards to the sheaf ! on M(n;pc)ord; the same method then yields
identical results for the sheaves !() onM(n;pc)ordOE , as  > 1 for all  . 2




Tnaivep for the renormalised Hecke operator, which we now know is integral.
Recall however that we have assumed that p does not divide n; we will tackle the other case in section 5.3.
In a similar fashion, we can also deëne a naive Hecke operator Snaivep . To do this, we consider the morphism
pWM(n; c)!M(n;p2c) induced by
(A; ;  ; ) 7! (A
OF p; 0;p2 ; 0);
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! H0 (MR(n; c)OE ; !()) ;
implicitly using the natural morphism (p)!()! !(). A similar argument to the one made in the proof of





Snaivep , which is not necessarily integral.
5.2 Integral Hecke operators for G
We now want to do the same thing for G . In this case we have moduli stacks associated with G , and line bundles
!(k; l) = !(k)
O
MGR (n;c)OE




































Wenowwant to establish a similar integrality result as the one given in Proposition 5.1. e subtlety arises from
the twists by , which complicate the integrality properties of the Hecke operators as noted by Hida [Hida. p-adic
Hecke algebras, §4]. We have:



















Q WF ,!E (p)l H0 MG (n; c)ordOE ; !(k; l). 3
Proof: e same argument as in the proof of Proposition 5.1 yields the divisibility byNFQp; running that argument
in parallel with the remainder of the following proof will take care of that factor.
Let us now show that the image of
WH0






YGR (n; c;pc)OE ; (p1)
!(k; l)

is contained inQ WF ,!E (p)l H0  YGR (n; c;pc)OE ; !(k; l).
To show this, we use that the line bundle  onMGR (n; c) is free (not just locally free). Indeed, recall the argument
from section 4.5: the Hodge ëltration of the universal Hilbert–Blumenthal abelian varietyA is given by the short
exact sequence





Z cd 1F  ! 0:
Over the Rapoport locusMGR (n; c), ! is an invertible OMGR (n;c) 















  cd 1F 
Z OYGR (n;c;pc); (p2)
  pcd 1F 
Z OYGR (n;c;pc);
and  is given by the inclusion of pcd 1F in cd 1F [Emerton–Reduzzi–Xiao, §3.9].
Passing now to OE , we decompose  =
L
 WF ,!E  into a direct sum of line bundles. Taking tensor products to
form the line bundles (l) =N WF ,!E 
l , the inclusion pcd 1F  cd 1F ensures that the image of
WH0










is indeed contained inQ WF ,!E (p)l H0  YGR (n; c;pc)OE ; !(k; l). 2

















Q (p)2l H0 MG (n; c)ordOE ; !(k; l).
Recall also, from section 4.5, that the line bundles !(k; l) of interest when dealing with Hilbert modular forms
of weight (;w) are given by taking k =  , l = w 2 . In these terms, the normalisation performed above thus









acting on Hilbert modular forms of weight (;w).
5.3 Integrality of Hecke operators at primes dividing the level
We now want to study the integrality property of Hecke operators acting on spaces of Hilbert modular forms at
primes dividing the level. To do this, we use the q-expansion principle (eorem 4.10): to study the integrality
properties of Hecke operators, it is enough to study the eﬀect that such a Hecke operator has on integrality of
q-expansions.
We return to the diagrams of Hecke operators deëning Hecke correspondences :
H0 (M (U0(n);pc)E ; !()) H0 (Y (U0(n); c;pc)E ; (p2)!())





We start with the Tate abelian variety around a cusp labelled by (a;b), Tatea;b(q), as deëned in section 4.7.2. To
compute the eﬀect of the Hecke operator Up on q-expansions, we then need to know the relevant isogenies from
Tatea;b(q).[81] Recall from section 4.7.2 that the p-torsion of Tatea;b(q) ëts naturally in the following split exact
sequence
0  ! p  ! Tatea;b(q)[p]  ! p 1b/b  ! 0;
where we assumed without loss of generality that p was coprime to a.
e rank 1 OF /p-module subschemes of the p-torsion are then of two forms:
• p ,! Tatea;b(q)[p],
• f(Q)i j i 2 OF /pg for  2 p and Q = qx for some x 2 F with p 1b = b + xOF (i.e. Q is a “p-th
root of q”).
e corresponding quotients are then of the following form:
• Tatea;b(q)/p  Tatepa;b(q) induced by the natural morphism Gm 
Z a_ ! Gm 
Z p 1a_, and
• Tatea;b(q)/f(Q)i j i 2 OF /pg  Tatea;b(Q).
Write the corresponding isogeny  WTatea;b(q)! Tatea;b(Q). Note that Tatea;b(Q) is pab 1-polarised, and
not ab 1-polarised.
[81] Note that we are interested in isogenies from Tatea;b(q) and not to it. is is because the pullback by the universal isogeny, a key
ingredient in the deënition of the Hecke operators, forces us to consider the diﬀerent abelian varieties under a given abelian variety, and not
the other way around.
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e next port of call is to study the eﬀect of  on the level of the line bundles !Tatea;b(q). To do this, we use the
canonical diﬀerential top-forms on Gm 
Z a_; the isogeny  then ëts into the following diagram:
Gm 





As a consequence, ( ) is the identity on the level of canonical diﬀerentials.
As in [Hida. p-adic forms, §4.2.9], we consider the Katz description of modular forms. Letting u be the
canonical diﬀerential of !Tatea;b(q), and leaving then-level structures implicit, the eﬀect of the (non-normalised)
Hecke operator Unaivep is thus:
(Unaivep f )(Tatea;b(q); u) =
X
2p











Now, by orthogonality of the characters  7!  ofp; the contributions for  2 (ab)+ X (pab)+ cancel. Hence
we can perform the sum over  2 (pab)+ [ f0g instead. Finishing the calculation, we then have:










which, as required, is a multiple of NFQ(p). We thus conclude:
Proposition 5.3 —e Hecke operator
Unaivep WH0 (M (U0(n);pc)E ; !())  ! H0 (M (U0(n); c)E;!())
extends, by the q-expansion principle, to an operator on spaces of integral Hilbert modular forms (for G)
Unaivep WMG

 (n;pc;OE )  !MG

 (n; c;OE );
with image contained in NFQp MG

 (n; c;OE ). 32
Using the method of proof of Proposition 5.2, we then deduce the corresponding result for G :
Proposition 5.4 —e Hecke operator
Unaivep WH0





MG (U0(n); c)E;!(k; l))

extends, by the q-expansion principle, to an operator on spaces of integral Hilbert modular forms (for G )
Unaivep WMG(;w)(n;pc;OE )  !MG(;w)(n; c;OE );
with image contained in NFQp 
Q
 WF ,!E (p)
 w
2 MG (n; c;OE ). 32
Finally, we can also eliminate polarisations as explained in section 4.5, to obtain a Hecke operator
Unaivep WMG(;w)(n;OE )  !MG(;w)(n;OE );
with the same property.
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6 Semistability versus weights, part II
e integrality result for Hecke operators will now allow us to rule out the local components of the automorphic
representation attached to a low weight Hilbert modular form from being special.[82]
ismirrorseorem I.14.4, which imposed a condition on theHodge–Tate weights for semistable non-crystalline
ëltered (';N )-modules (such as those arising from Galois representations attached to Hilbert modular forms).
6.1 Splitting behaviour versus embeddings
Recall from Proposition 5.4 that the image of
Unaivep WMG(;w)(n;pc;OE )  !MG(;w)(n; c;OE )
is contained in NFQp 
Q
 WF ,!E (p)
 w
2 MG(;w)(n; c;OE ).




be seen as a character of Fp by continuity. To understand the integrality properties of Unaivep we are thus lead to
study the integrality of ($) for arbitrary characters . A basic lemmawill allow us to get a handle on the situation.
e splitting behaviour of p in OF determines various collections of subsets of the set of embeddings
 = f WF ,! Cg, corresponding to the diﬀerent primes above p. Choosing a Galois closure E/F of F , and
given p j p, we deëne a collection of subsets Pp of , which are meant to keep track of where p is mapped to,
relative to the primes q of E above p.
• Write G = Gal(E/Q), H = Gal(E/F ) 6 G. A choice of embedding WE ! C gives a bijection
G/H ! , [g] 7! (  g)jF .
• Pick a prime q  OE above p.
• en Pp is the collection of subsets of  determined by the collection of subsets of G/H given by
f(gDqH )/H j g 2 Gg, through the choice of embedding WE ! C.
Here Dq is the decomposition subgroup at q. Note that Pp is independent of E, of , and of the choice of q
above p, as given q1, q2 above p, there always exists h 2 H such that h(q1) = q2.
In the case that F is Galois, this simpliëes to Pp being the partition of  given by left Dq-cosets.
We can now state the aforementioned lemma:
Lemma 6.1 — Consider a character WF ! E given by  =Q2 n , for some n 2 Z.
Let p j p be a prime ideal of OF , and x 2 p an element such that no other prime above p divides x.
en (x) is a p-adic algebraic integer if and only if for every subset C   from Pp, we have thatP2C n > 0.3
Proof: e claim is local at p, so we start by completing. Completing E at p yields the product Ep =
Q
qjpEq.
We can then check p-integrality by checking integrality separately in each Eq.
Now, using the assumption that no other primes above p divide x, we can assume that x = $ r for some uni-
formiser$ of Fp. In fact, we can also assume that r = 1, as integrality is unchanged under taking positive powers.
For each embedding  WF ,! E, we then consider the completions Ep; ´ Qqj((p))Eq. Varying  , we collect
embeddings together when Ep; share one factor Eq. Using the action of G to vary  , we see that these subsets
are precisely the subsets of the form f(gDqH )/H g that deëne Pp.
Given a subset C 2 Pp, the valuations of ($) in the common factors Eq of the Ep; are independent of  , so
that integrality of () for these factors is equivalent toPC n > 0. 2
[82] Recall that a smooth admissible representation of a p-adic group is called special if it is a discrete series which is not supercuspidal; in the
case of GL2(K) this just means that it is a twist of the Steinberg representation.
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6.2 e weight condition
We can now state the automorphic analogue of eorem I.14.4, for Hilbert modular forms.
eorem 6.2— Let  be the automorphic representation attached to a Hilbert modular form of weight (( ) ; w)
over F . Let p be a prime above p in OF , and Pp the the collection of subsets of  associated with p.
If p is special, then the weights  average at least 2 over every subset in Pp. 3
Proof: We compare the known action of Hecke operators on special representations given by Proposition 3.3
with the integrality result for the operator Unaivep of Proposition 5.4.
We begin by choosing$ 2 F that uniformises p and that is divisible by no other prime ideal of OF above p.
Let then Fp be the completion of F at p, uniformised by$ . e classical double coset operator Tnaive$ of GL2(Fp)
acts by q´ q$ = NFQp on the Steinberg representation St, as shown by Proposition 3.3.

















On the other hand, Proposition 5.4 implies that the operator q 1  Q ($)  w2 Unaivep is p-adically integral.
Note that we are using the assumption that no other prime of OF above p divides $ to perform the division byQ
 ($)
w 















must be p-adically integral. Applying Lemma 6.1, we obtain the desired result. 2
6.2.1 Examples
We can be more concrete about the implications of this theorem in various situations.
For instance, if the prime p is inert, the condition on the weight of (p) is the inequality
P
  > 2d , which
mirrors the inequality from section I.14.
On the opposite side of the spectrum, if p splits completely, then we get one condition for each embedding:
 > 2 for every  2 .
More interesting behaviour can occur when the splitting behaviour is more complicated. Consider for
instance the non-Galois totally real cubic ëeld F = Q[x]/(x3   4x   1), with prime discriminant 229. Write





r3 = 1; s2 = 1; (sr)2 = 1  S3, where:
sWp229 7!  p229; r Wp229 7! p229;






242   9   64   ! :
e splitting behaviour of a rational prime p 2 Z in the tower E/F /Q then falls into one of four categories,[83]
the most interesting of which is the following:
E sr(p)OE r(p)OE pOE
F q p
Q p
[83] Either p = 229, or p is unramiëed in which case there are 3 possibilities, corresponding to the 3 conjugacy classes of cyclic subgroups of
S3.
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=  1,[84] such as
2; 7; 13; 23; 29; 31; : : :.
In the notation of section 6.1, we then have G ´ Gal(E/Q) = 
r; sr3 = 1; s2 = 1; (sr)2 = 1, H = hsi  G,
DpOE = hsi  G, Dr(p)OE = hrsr 1i = hsri  G. As DpOEH = H , Pp is the set of singletons in G/H . On
the other hand, Dr(p)OEH = f1; s; sr; r2g, so that Pq consists of all 2-element subsets of G/H .
As a consequence, eorem 6.2 yields two distinct conditions on the weight (( ) ; w) of a Hilbert modular f
form over F :
• if f is special at p, we must have that  > 2 for all  2 ,
• if f is special at q, we must have that 12 (1 + 2) > 2 for all pairs 1; 2 2 , 1 ¤ 2.
For instance, if ( ) = (1; 1; 5), then f cannot be special at q even though 1+1+53 > 2, but one cannot exclude
a form with ( ) = (1; 3; 3) from having a special local component at q.
To recapitulate then, eorem 6.2 shows that the local components of the automorphic representation f
attached to a Hilbert modular form f cannot be special if the weights  of f do not average at least 2 over
certain subsets C  f WF ,! Rg. In particular, this is only interesting for Hilbert modular forms of partial
weight 1 (or parallel weight 1). One source of such Hilbert modular forms is given by applying automorphic
induction to certain Hecke characters of a CM extension of F [Moy–Specter, §2.5]. is is not very interesting,
as such forms are everywhere potentially unramiëed, so eorem 6.2 tells us nothing new. However, these are
not the only Hilbert modular forms of partial weight 1: an example of a Hilbert modular form f of weight (1; 5)
over the quadratic ëeld F = Q(
p
5) is given in [Moy–Specter, eorem 3.1]. Moreover, it is shown that the local
component f;(7) is special. Noting that 7 is inert in Q(
p




= 3 > 2:





= ( 1)6 g = ( 1)g , where g denotes the number of primes above p in E . is interesting case
corresponds to the unique situation in which g is odd.
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Conclusion
As explained in the introduction, the construction of Galois representations associated with Hilbert modular
forms is only partly geometric. Indeed, some of these Galois representations occur (via the Jacquet–Langlands
correspondence) in the cohomology of certain quaternionic Shimura curves, whereas in other situations (the non-
cohomological case), these Galois representations cannot be found, in this way, within the cohomology of any
Shimura variety. e missing Galois representations can instead be constructed by congruences, but this pro-
cedure does not keep track of important data, such as the precise action of the monodromy operator N . As an
example, for the non-CM Hilbert modular form f over F = Q(
p
5) of weight (1; 5) mentioned at the end of
section II.6.2.1, which is special at 7, it is diﬃcult to ascertain whether the monodromy operatorN is nontrivial in
the Weil–Deligne representations WD(f;`;(7)), or whether f;7;(7) is semistable (non-crystalline) with expected
Hodge–Tate weights. is is the problem of local-global compatibility.
e parallel results of eorem I.14.4 and eorem II.6.2 can be seen as evidence of local-global compatibility
for Hilbert modular forms of partial weight one, as they give identical conditions, respectively on the geometric
and automorphic sides, which enforce vanishing of monodromy.
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